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From the Editor 

It has taken just a little bit less than an elephkt's gestation-ten 
months-for the American mass media to catch up with the reality 
that the "special relationship" between Great Britain and the United 
States is defunct. 

Of course, if you have subscribed to EIR over the past year, you 
not only know that President William Clinton cut that pernicious tie 
in June 1994 when he visited Bonn and Berlin, where he stressed the 
importance of a new strategic partnership betw�n the United States 
and Germany, for the purpose of revitalizing the delapidated former 
socialist economies. But you will also have been receiving the in
depth reports which explain why a special relationship between 
Washington and London is so damaging to the interests of the United 
States, and indeed of the whole world_ 

Two pertinent examples, published in the weekly EIR, were last 
April 15's issue on "Lord Palmerston's Human Multicultural Zoo," 
and last October's package on "The Coming Fall of the House of 
Windsor." EIR founder Lyndon LaRouche has encouraged the staff 
and directors of the intelligence service which he founded 21 years 
ago to focus their efforts on these collaborative reports, even more 
than on current news analysis, because such studies are necessary in 
order to "unfool" the public about history, and to break through 
the web of dangerously mistaken axioms and i assumptions which 
otherwise shape what is superficially reported as "news." 

The Special Report in this issue takes the reader back to the 
conspiracy that launched World War I, and its continuation in the 
Nazi Holocaust and World War II: the Triple Entente. Think of the 
horrors of the trenches at Verdun. Then think about what the de
caying British oligarchy would accomplish today, if it were allowed 
to perpetuate the special leash which subordinated American eco
nomic and military muscle to the British Empire's supposed 
"brains. " 

As Lyndon LaRouche stresses, Ireland policy is not the cause of 
the U.S.-U.K. rift. But since the monstrous injustices in Northern 
Ireland have so singularly exposed the hypocrisy' of British 
"peacemaking" for anyone willing to examine dle facts, writing on 
St. Patrick's Day 1995, one can be amused that this issue has brought 
a deeper reality, partially to the light of day. 
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Bankers fiddle, 
while London burns I 

by Richard Freeman 

During the last 90 days , the world' s  news media have been 
gripped by three financial earthquakes: the collapse of the 
Orange County , California derivatives bubble , the new Mex
ico debt crisis, and the bankruptcy of the most famous of the 
British royal family 's  bankers , Barings Bank. These are only 
samples of much worse financial explosions already visible 
on the near horizon . 

The present global monetary and financial system is 
gripped by the worst crisis of the 20th century. Every curren
cy in the world has been losing value against the German 
mark and the Japanese yen. The U . S .  dollar, the world' s  
principal reserve currency, has suffered repeated periods of 
virtual free fall .  Yet despite these grim warnings, official 
Washington clings to the delusion that nothing is happening 
which can not be controlled by shrewd administrative mea
sures.  

Leading the silliness parade in official Washington, is 
U . S .  Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan , a former 
board member of British-controlled J .P .  Morgan Bank. On 
March 9 ,  Greenspan insisted that President William Clinton 
had caused the dollar's decline , by blocking the Balanced 
Budget Amendment. On March 1 5 ,  the dollar plummeted 
from 99 .45 yen on Feb 7 down to 89 .45 yen . In testimony 
before the House Budget Committee , Greenspan asserted 
that the fall of the dollar was caused by the "apparent concern 
in the international financial markets" over America's  lack 
of "resolve . . . in coming to grips with the balanced budget 
issue ."  

"Hot Money," the cover story of  Business Week maga
zine' s  March 20 issue , echoed the Greenspan mantra, ar
guing that the ongoing breakdown of the world' s  financial 
and economic system' s  stemmed only from an unbalanced 
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federal budget. It writes: "The ;dollar is crashing . Mexico is 
in meltdown . The European currency system is collapsing . 
One force driving it all: global money traders voting thumbs
down on the deficit . "  Joining the pack is Lazard Freres'  Felix 
Rohatyn, the investment banker who pioneered in "pain and 
agony" for New York City , ba¢k during the 1 970s , Rohatyn 
threatens: "The collapse of ohr currency will force us to 
balance the budget. "  Morris Offit, head of Offitbank, adds: 
"If [countries] don't  discipline themselves ,  the world market 
will do it . "  

Detached from the physical economy 
Greenspan' s  current life of not -so-quiet hysteria reflects 

a generation of bankers whose practices and minds have 
become increasing divorced from contact with economic re
ality . 

Since the August 1 97 1  take·down of the post-war Bretton 
Woods system of monetary stability , the world' s  finance has 
become divorced increasingly ·from those physical realities 
upon which the achievements of all modem European civili
zation have been premised: increase of the productive powers 
of labor through investment in scientific and technological 
progress in agriculture , infrastructure , and manufacturing. 
With the introduction of the floating-exchange-rate monetary 
system, the petrodollar swindle of the 1 970s , Federal Re
serve Chairman Paul Volcker's lunatic interest rates in the 
early 1980s , the junk bond swindles of George Bush's  bud
dies, and the derivatives lunacy of 1 989-94 , the real economy 
of the world has been contracting , while financial income has 
skyrocketted . 

Symptomatic: Of the average daily financial turnover in 
leading world centers , only about 2% involves trade . The 
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remainder represents either finance charges or gambling in 
an international futures casino centered around the giant de
rivatives bubble . The major market most divorced from eco
nomic reality is the London market, where only a little more 
than half a percent of daily turnover reflects trade , as con
trasted with a figure of approximately 5% for Germany' s  
Frankfurt financial center. 

A report recently prepared by the London Business 
School for the Corporation of London confirms , with stun
ning figures, how deeply Britain , and in particular, its finan
cial center, the City of London, is involved in the speculative 
markets . Britain does not just benefit from the fruits of specu
lation; without speculation, it would be nothing . The March 
13 London Financial Times favorably summarizes the LBS 
study: 

"No other financial center in history has enjoyed such 
success while being semi-detachedfrom the domestic econo

my . . . .  

"Finance and business services , widely defined , account 
for around a fifth of U .K .  gross domestic product. Within 
this , the LBS reckons that mainly City-based international 
wholesale financial services generate employment for 
150,000" (emphasis added) . 

Author John Plender goes on to provide statistics for Lon
don's  world market share for various financial markets: Euro
bond underwriting, 65-75% ; secondary market Eurobond 
trading , 75% ; global equity trading conducted outside home 
country of equity traded , 64%; worldwide activity in swaps, 
35%; foreign exchange , 27%; and management of European 
assets for institutional investors outside Europe , 8 1  % .  

The same issue of Business Week that has the cover story 
on "Hot Money ," also has a second feature , "Singapore: Can 
It Really Be Asia 's  Financial Capital?" This article discloses 
that 1 3 . 5% of Singapore' s  Gross Domestic Product comes 
from financial services , and that Singapore' s  main specula
tive center, the Singapore International Monetary Exchange , 
is the third-largest foreign exchange market in the world. If 
one puts this together with the staggering levels of control 
that London has over world speCUlative markets , demonstrat
ed above , as well as the contraction of the world physical 
economy, one can now understand why and how the Barings 
bankruptcy of Feb. 25-26 had to happen , and why many 
more will follow . 

In light of these facts , there should be no mystery as to 
why Morgan-trained Greenspan's  thoughts are removed so 
hysterically distant from economic realities .  The most gigan
tic speculative balloon in history is leaking ominously , 
threatening to blow . Only the raiding of the treasuries of 
governments , including the U . S .  Federal budget, might just 
possibly provide Wall Street and London the means to stag
ger through the current round of crises . After that, who 
knows? 

Little wonder the Greenspan's  thoughts are far removed 
from the real world . 
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Building firestorms 
Meanwhile , from every comer of the globe , economic 

and financial conflagrations flare�u! , demanding action: 
• In France , Credit Lyonnais ank, one of the world' s  

25  largest commercial banks, i s  atening to  go under. On 
March 14 ,  the French financial dailr La Tribune leaked the 
fact that Credit Lyonnais , which ha� massive bad loans , will 
attempt to save itself by selling off 1130 billion French francs 
of good and bad debt , through a new financial institution 
created for this purpose . The French government will pump 
in an emergency loan of 1 30 billion francs ,  more than $20 
billion , for this operation . 

• In Ibero-America ,  the speculative "emerging markets 
miracle" hoax built by London, is crashing down: In Brazil , 
over the week of March 6 ,  the stock market lost more than 
one-quarter of its value . In the same week, the Brazilian 
central bank spent $5 billion of its reserves-one-seventh of 
its total reserves-to protect its currency .  In Argentina, the 
Carlos Menem government has attempted to borrow $2. 7  
billion from the International Monetary Fund, a s  part of a $7 
billion emergency rescue package to attempt to stave off 
collapse . On March 1 6 ,  Mexico' s  1 5-day treasury bills shot 
up to an incredible 92 .5%,  which will set a floor under all 
interest rates, threatening to implode the Mexican banks and 
economy . 

• Speaking from at the United Nations ' "Social Summit" 
in Copenhagen , Denmark on March 1 3 ,  Nigerian Finance 
Minister Anthony Ani called on Nigeria' s  creditors to grant 
the country interest-free rescheduling of its $29 billion debt 
over a 75-year period, as well as a 5 to 10 year moratorium 
on payments . 

• In the United States , on March 1 2 ,  the Washington 
Post disclosed the explosive information that in 1 994 , U . S .  
commercial and investment banks· generated $ 5  billion in 
profits from derivatives trading , but derivatives-buying cus
tomers lost an amazing $ 1 2  billion . 1  The dollar continues to 
plunge . 

Some souls,  particularly in Europe , do see what is going 
on . On March 1 3 ,  the German dailyi Franlifurter Allgemeine 

Zeitung estimated that, globally , the week of March 6, paper 
losses in stocks , bonds , foreign eXChange , and derivatives 
had amounted to a stunning $3 trillion . The newspaper' s  
analysis i s  perceptive u p  to a point; but ultimately , the authors 
recommend a series of reforms that merely stay within the 
policy axiomatics by which the Blritish govern the world 
financial system. They refuse to dol what must be done: All 
the rules of the last 25 years must be tossed out the window, 
and the world must put through financial and economic bank
ruptcy reorganization , geared around great projects in infra
structure . As economist Lyndon LaRouche has said: Prepare 
for life beyond the deaths of the International Monetary Fund 
and Federal Reserve System. Shou�d the world be too para
lyzed with fear to pursue such a cbange , the prospect of a 
global financial firestorm lurks around the next comer. 
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Mexican businessmen rebel 
against IMF shock package 
by Ruben Cota Meza 

The Mexican government' s  announcement of a new creditor
dictated package of economic measures that will condemn 
thousands of companies to extinction and millions of workers 
to unemployment and desperation,  has set the stage for an 
unprecedented business rebellion in Mexico. In the search 
for explanations and alternatives to the economic crisis that is 
grinding down the real productive capacities of the economy, 
new leaders are beginning to emerge who are looking increas
ingly to the ideas of U . S .  economist and statesman Lyndon 
LaRouche . 

Exemplary is the recent flurry of press coverage of 
LaRouche's  analysis on Mexico, as well as invitations to his 
spokesmen to address business associations on the causes
and cures-for Mexico' s  worsening crisis . As LaRouche has 
insisted repeatedly , this is not a Mexican problem, but a New 
York and London one . What we are dealing with, insists 
LaRouche , "is a global sickness centered in the bloated fi
nancial bubble of speculation in so-called derivatives . "  The 
only solution, says LaRouche , is a total restructuring of the 
world monetary system. 

Building 'investor confidence' 
On March 9, Mexican Treasury Secretary Guillermo Or

tiz announced that, in order to confront the "financial emer
gency" facing the country and rebuild "investor confidence ," 
the value-added tax would be raised from 10% to 1 5% ;  gaso
line prices would be hiked 35% in one stroke , and an addi
tional 0 .8% a month after that; and gas and electricity prices 
would be raised 20% in one blow , to be followed by monthly 
increments of 0 .8% .  By contrast, the minimum wage would 
be raised a maximum of 10% .  Meanwhile , the Bank of Mexi
co (central bank) announced that it would keep a ceiling on 
issuing of new credit to 10  billion new pesos , with an average 
annual interest rate of 40% . 

At the same time, the government revised its estimates 
on the yearly inflation rate for 1 995 , raising it from 1 9% to a 
highly optimistic 42%. The parity of the peso.to the dollar, 
which had previously been targeted at around 4 .5  pesos to 
the dollar, will now fluctuate at around 6 pesos to the dollar, 
although it is currently moving toward 8 pesos to the dollar. 
The earlier estimates of a 1 . 5% growth in the economy this 
year have been revised to a negative 2% . 
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On March 1 5 ,  with the stated intention of further tight
ening credit-an International Monetary Fund (IMF) precon
dition for restoring "investor confidence"-the government 
drove interest rates on treasury bills as high as 92% . Interbank 
lending rates soared immediately to 1 10% . The immediate 
effect has been to accelerate the wave of bankruptcies . Finan
cial analysts are now using the word "catastrophe" to describe 
the Mexican economy. A sector-wide banking collapse is 
universally predicted ,  while Wall Street investors are report
ed to be taking a "wait-and-see" approach .  In vain has Mexi
can Finance Secretary Guillermo Ortiz staked out lower Man
hattan to plead his case . 

Through this new austerit)l package, the Zedillo govern
ment has opted to unload on Mexico' s  businesses and work
ers the full burden of providing the funds that will maintain 
payments on the country' s  seDaring foreign debt. To start 
with , the 10% ceiling on wage increases ,  coupled with the 
government' s  acknowledgment that inflation will be at least 
42% this year, automatically implies that the average con
traction in workers ' buying power will be 32% .  The Mexican 
Workers Federation (CTM) , linked to the ruling PRI party, 
has already announced its rejection of the 10% wage in
crease . 

Because of the opposition of business and union leaders 
to the new package , the government has abandoned its own 
decade-long practice of reaching a tripartite "pact" or consen
sus among government, busil!less , and labor on economic 
policy. The result is that the political mobilizations of the 
Mexican business sector will have a significant and growing 
influence on national affairs . 

Businessmen take to the streets 
"The common enemy is i the International Monetary 

Fund!" "We're fed up with always haviog to pay the tab!" and 
"Let' s  go with moratorium!" wlere the slogans of hundreds of 
businessmen , industrialists , and shopkeepers in the industrial 
city of Monterrey, Nuevo Le6n, in a series of demonstrations 
just prior to the announcement of the new austerity package. 
During one of those days of intense political agitation, the 
shopkeepers and industrialists held a march and a rally in 
front of the governor' s  palace to demand a change in govern
ment economic policy . That march was possibly the first time 
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in history that such groups have taken to the streets to express 
their anger and frustration at the disastrous state of the 
economy . 

This mobilization of small, medium-sized, and even 
large Monterrey businesses means that the rebellion is likely 
to break out openly in other parts of the country as well . 
Indeed, already there is talk of a nationwide "debtors strike" 
by Mexico' s  national associations of holders of bank loans 
and credit-card debtors , who are demanding a moratorium 
from the banks . For the bankers , therefore , it is urgent that 
this rebellion be stopped, now . Their first effort has been to 
try to strip it of legitimacy. 

The bankrupt banker Agustin Legorreta-who had boast
ed during the previous Carlos Salinas de Gortari administra
tion that economic policies in Mexico were set by the mere 
opinion of the so-called Group of 300 Notables-paid for a 
full-page ad in the March 10 issue of every Mexico City 
newspaper to go after the Monterrey rebels .  Taking as a 
pretext the slogan which some of the Monterrey businessmen 
had used , "We are with Mexico, not with the Economic 
Cabinet," Legorreta protested , "I find the lack of objectivity 
in the opinions , positions and judgments of many respecting 
the . . . economic program to be truly aberrant and highly 
dangerous ."  He added that, having considered the various 
positions and measured their possibilities for success , the 
government "is the only one which can and should legitimate
ly impose which path to take ."  As for the rest of the Mexican 
population , said this banker, who has been repeatedly res
cued by the government with money that is neither his nor 
theirs , "unless a moratorium is considered the best solution 
for the country , there remains but one rational position: to 
support the new economic program. "  

Weeping crocodile tears as a way o f  "consoling" all those 
industrialists and businessmen who are not part of the Group 
of 300, Legorreta concluded his appeal: "While it is hard to 
see everything we have fought for, perhaps during a lifetime, 
vanish . . . what other alternative is there but for Mexicans 
to unite in this moment of crisis?" 

That same morning, Trade Secretary Herminio Blanco 
showed up in Monterrey to try to placate the enraged business 
community there . He failed miserably . As columnist M.A.  
Kiavelo described i t  in  the newspaper El Norte, "Herminio 
Blanco left a meeting with leaders of the private sector look
ing as white as a sheet . The least he was accused of was being 
cynical and arrogant , literally with those words !" 

Later that afternoon ,  President Ernesto Zedillo himself 
was forced to meet with business representatives , whom he 
assured-also according to columnist Kiavelo---that the 
measures he had announced were "a short-term program" for 
solving the economic crisis , but "not the economic program 
for the full six-year term." President Zedillo told the busi
nessmen that "the bitter medicine that has been prescribed 
for Mexicans was the best alternative to a moratorium, which 
would be the worst of all possible worlds ."  
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The LaRouche alternative 
The three alternatives currently! offered Mexico' s  busi

ness community for dealing with the present crisis are 1) 
accepting the proposal of the Metican allies of the U .S .  
"Conservative Revolution," to pritatize the country' s  oil , 
electricity , social security , and the rest of the economic and 
service sectors under the control qf the Mexican state; 2) 
accepting the "bitter medicine" of the International Monetary 
Fund, as the Mexican government has done; or 3) going with 
some version of a moratorium on the foreign debt. 

Standing at this crossroads, Mexico' s  increasingly rebel
lious business sector is eagerly studying the proposals of 
U . S .  economist Lyndon LaRouche. The Monterrey media, 
representatives of various sectors of the business community, 
and others have been broadly disseminating LaRouche' s  
analysis and proposals for discussion . On March 8 ,  the Radio 
Alegria Group of Monterrey transmitted a live interview with 
LaRouche , which had been advertised beforehand in a lead
ing Mexico City daily . The regional newspaper El Porvenir 
published its own lengthy interview with LaRouche, in a 
two-part series (see Documentation). 

On March 14 ,  Radio Alegria broadcast a live transmis
sion of a seminar held with a group of Monterrey business
men by EIR's Ibero-American editor Dennis Small , who 
reiterated LaRouche' s  analysis of the speCUlative cancer that 
is eating away at the productive economies of nations around 
the world, including Mexico' s .  Asked whether Mexico 
shouldn't  bear some responsibility for its crisis , Small replied 
that the only thing Mexico can be blamed for "is having an 
itchy neck, and inviting Dracula to come and scratch it. "  

Small also addressed a n  audience o f  students and profes
sors at the state University of Nuevo Le6n in Monterrey, and 
was quoted at length by El Porvenir, warning that Mexico 
will only survive if it breaks with the International Monetary 
Fund and goes for a total financial reorganization--even if it 
means debt moratorium. "Mexico should reject any policy 
that destroys its industry and leads: to less employment and 
education," said Small .  

Documentation 

LaRouche interviewed 
in Monterrey newspaper 

On March I3 and 14, the daily EI Porvenir of Monterrey, 
Mexico's second-largest industrial city, published a two

part interview with Lyndon LaRouche. Following are ex
cerpts from the interview, conducted by Eduardo Peraldi 

Leon. 
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EI Porvenir: What would happen to Mexico's economy if a 
moratorium on debt payments is declared , and how would 
that affect the international markets? 
LaRouche: One should think of such a debt-moratorium as 
like a typical bankruptcy of an individual U . S .  firm under 
Chapter 1 1  of the bankruptcy laws. The purpose of supplying 
the protective measures of a bankruptcy to an imperilled 
firm or nation , is to prevent chaos, and to create the lawful 
circumstances in which an orderly restructuring of the bank
rupted institution may be organized . Since Mexico could not 
possibly pay its aggregate present and future debt-obligations 
under existing international financial and monetary policies , 
for Mexico to survive as a nation, some radical form of 
financial reorganization of Mexico's  debt-obligations must 
occur soon . 

In a well-designed reorganization of a productive entity 
(such as a nation) which is in financial bankruptcy, the prima
ry objective must be to segregate old debt, to make possible 
the introduction of an economic stimulus for growth, a stimu
lus which requires new sources of credit, and,  therefore , 
new indebtedness. One must protect the new assets from the 
claims of the holders of the old debts, otherwise the entity 
(the nation) dies, and the death-agonies will include such 
expressions as the most violent social explosions of masses 
of people driven beyond despair. 

In 1 982, prior to Henry Kissinger's  visit to Mexico City , 
such measures of financial reorganization were in progress, 
as I had outlined the case for this in my Aug . 5 ,  1 982 book
length proposal , Operation Juarez . Had the governments 
of Brazil and Argentina not abandoned their promises of 
international solidarity with the President of Mexico [Jose 
Lopez Portillo] ,  that reorganization would have occurred and 
would have been successful. 

EI Porvenir: What do you consider the main differences 
between then and now? 
LaRouche: The difficulty today is that the strategic correla
tion of forces, including the loss of internal political and 
economic strength of Mexico's population, is much less fa
vorable than during 1982. To put the point bluntly, remember 
Panama 1989 and Iraq 1990-9 1 :  London, and such U . S .  
pawns of London as former President George Bush or Sen . 
Phil Gramm, would unleash genocide rather than tolerate 
a Mexico debt moratorium. The financial reorganization 
of Mexico must occur, more or less as outlined in the 
1982 Operation Juarez; there are no acceptable alternatives 
for the people and nation of Mexico . Yet , it could not 
be done unless the political dangers from outside were 
efficiently addressed . 

EI Porvenir: What do you think are the causes of the Mexi
can financial crisis? How would you explain them? 
LaRouche: Chronologically , everything goes back to the 
beginning of 1964, when certain agencies representing a 
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I 
majority among the London-ste¢red Anglo-American oligar-
chical families introduced a tratIsformation of the social and 
economic policies of the domiMnt international institutions . 
This change in policy has be�n described by some of its 
advocates as "a cultural paradigm shift,"  ending the tradi
tional modem European com�itment to reliance upon the 
benefits of investment in scienc� and technology .  This intro
duced the so-called New Age policies identified with such 
catch-phrases as "post-industrial society ,"  "rock-drug-sex 
counterculture ," and "neo-malthusian ecologism. "  

The '70s brought the aband�nment of the Bretton Woods 
gold-reserve agreements which had maintained medium
term stabilities in prices of national currencies and the re
placement of the policy of currency stability by the so-called 
"floating-exchange-rate" monetary order. 

Since 1979 , the world has undergone the introduction 
of increasingly radical measures of "free trade" and deregu
lation of economies and of financial markets . 

The October-November 1 982 phase of the "Mexico in
ternational debt crisis" saw a �rutal assault upon Mexico' s  
sovereignty by  Henry A .  Kissinger and others . 

During the last 1 2  years , Mexico has been struck, direct
ly and indirectly , by the worsening effects of the worldwide 
growth of the worst, and most explosive bubble of financial 
speculation in history . Most cJjtical has been the impact of 
"derivatives" speculation accumulated during the post- 1987 
period . 

During the first five years of Carlos Salinas de Gortari's 
six-year term, the more strenu<)us measures of foreign loot
ing of Mexico's  economy occQrred during the term of U . S .  
President George Bush. 

For the past two years London's  multifarious efforts to 
crush and oust U . S .  President William Clinton have included 
such measures as the attempt tIO exploit Mexico as an eco
nomically weakened political flank of the patriotic forces 
resisting London from within the U . S . A .  

I f  one measured the physical effects o f  these changes in 
policy upon production and consumption , it is readily shown 
that the direct result of each and all of these policy-changes 
has been a lowering of the stalldard of physical production 
and consumption per capita of labor force, per household, 
and per square kilometer of land-area in use . . . .  

The brutal conflict between President Clinton, on the 
one side, and London and its allies , the U . S . A . ' s  "neo
conservatives," on the other, is an inevitable consequence 
of London's  efforts to prevent 'the Clinton presidency from 
continuing to exist as a pot¢ntial rallying-point for in
ternational resistance against the tide of oligarchical utopian
ism . . . .  

EI Porvenir: How can devaluations be avoided? 
LaRouche: The best way of doing so is by doing away 
with the IMF. Without the scrapping of the present IMF
dominated system, there is nO,way , under the present sys-
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• 
tern, in which Mexico could either avoid new devaluations 
or regain lost real wages. One should view the worsening 
crisis within the international system as creating the circum
stances, of worldwide breakdown-crisis , in which the need
ed reforms can be introduced. A profound change has erupt
ed within the London-centered , global financial system: the 
notoriously powerful Barings Bank, one of the leading repre
sentatives of the private interests of the British royal family , 
has been declared bankrupt . The Clinton-hating London 
Telegraph has insisted, hysterically , that Barings' bankrupt
cy was merely the result of irregularities of a single , junior
rank trader operating out of Barings' Singapore office . Con
trary to the Telegraph, many other prominent voices in the 
financial community acknowledge the fact, that the Barings 
bankruptcy has been a direct result of a deadly systemic 
crisis of the international financial system . . . a global 
sickness centered in the bloated financial bubble of specula
tion in so-called "derivatives . "  

EI Porvenir: Who do you believe are the ones most respon
sible for Mexico's  financial crisis? 
LaRouche: As to the responsibility of the government of 
Mexico, one must look back to August-October 1982, which 
was the last time Mexico held in its hands the possibility to 
resist those policies which have crushed Mexico since that 
time: I am hesitant to condemn the behavior of a hostage who 
has acted with a loaded gun pressed against the back of his 
neck. It is clearly the international policy-shapers who are 
culpable for all the financial losses and human misery which 
the oligarchy's policies have imposed upon Mexico, espe
cially since January 1 982 . . . .  

EI Porvenir: What economic policies could increase direct 
foreign investments in Mexico? 
LaRouche: I do not think it desirable to rely predominantly 
upon foreign investments in Mexico for economic recovery . 
I would prefer that 80-90% of all new investments come from 
within Mexico, and that the margins of foreign investments 
be limited to funding of indispensable technology imports 
for Mexico's own investment in agricultural , infrastructural , 
and industrial development. 

For this purpose, Mexico requires a "Hamiltonian" sort 
of national banking system, to supply state-created credit, in 
the form of created currency-notes of the Treasury of Mexico . 
These notes should be loaned to selected qualities of borrow
ers, in progressive tranches, at prime borrowing costs of be
tween 1 % and 2% per annum. The principal use of these loans 
is for issuance of production credit to national infrastructure 
projects and their authorized private contractors . 

The second principal category of lending of such notes 
should be to private ventures which accord with a set of 
national priorities , such as those employed by President 
Charles de Gaulle for his successful resuscitation of the econ
omy of France . 
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Interview: Andre Kostolany 

Munich speculator 
hits casino economy 
After the collapse of Barings Bank, Mr. Kostolany, a Mu

nich-based "traditional speculator" and stock exchange ex

pert of Hungarian origin, informed the German public in TV 
interviews about the prospects facing thousands of greedy, 

young derivatives dealers: They may soon have to leave their 

computer screens and go back to selling vacuum cleaners. 

This interview was conducted by Lothar Komp. 

EIR: What do you think about the "loan assassin" theories , 
according to which Nicholas Leeson , the director of Barings ' 
Singapore-based derivatives trading operations, was solely 
responsible for the firm's losses? 
Kostalany: The responsibility for the collapse of the Bar
ings Bank lies entirely with the bank. They hired this young 
man, gave him hundreds of millions of dollars for no other 
reason than to gamble on the futures markets of Osaka and 
Singapore . He went into the casino room, he gambled, and 
he lost . Basta! 

EIR: What are the roots of such a casino economy? 
Kostalany: Greed among financial institutions,  and big in
dustrial companies that have nothing to do with financial 
business . 

EIR: What is the role of derivatives in this? 
Kostalany: It 's not the derivatives per se , but the dimen
sions involved . The most popular derivatives, that is options, 
were traded already by the Amsterdam stock exchange in the 
1 7th century . I myself traded as a young man, 70 years 
ago, with different kinds of options, of course , in a limited 
volume. 

There are derivatives and derivatives: There are "call" 
and "put" options , warrants , etc . They are not at all danger
ous for the person who buys them. Here, the risk is not bigger 
than the money you paid for it. What is dangerous, however, 
is the selling of "put" and "call" options, because the seller 
of options is obliged to sell or buy assets at a special price . 
That was the case for Barings, which had sold huge amounts 
of "put" options and therefore had to take over huge amounts 
of [stock] index-oriented contracts . In effect, these options 
had not been based on stocks, but on "index-oriented con
tracts . "  These "index-oriented contracts" are a new instru-
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ment , which has only existed f; 20 years . 
The options trade is , in en ct , advantageous for the fi

nancial market , because it make the market more liquid, and 
that is, from an economic stan int , always an advantage. 
However, the perversity of the de comes with the immense 
dimensions, and with the fact i that there are hundreds of 
thousands of participants, with *posures in the billions. That 
has been the case at Barings . I 
EIR: What are the effects of re¢ent foreign exchange specu
lation on the real economy, for �xample in Germany? 
Kostalany: The gambling in f<)reign exchanges has caused 
unexpected and economically 4nfounded variations, which 
will result in considerable probl�ms for industry and interna
tional trade. In Germany, this is Jill the more harmful because 
more than 30% of the German eFonomy is based on exports, 
and major foreign exchange fluctuations threaten the transac-
tion in goods . I 

EIR: In spring 1 994, Lyndon 4aRouche predicted the early 
disintegration of the worldwideifinancial system, coming in 
the form of a "mudslide" procdss . What is your opinion of 
this? 
Kostalany: I don't know what Mr. Lyndon LaRouche 
means by "mudslide . "  However, I can confirm that the fi
nancial markets have been transformed into a gambling hell. 
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Report from Rio by Lorenzo Carrasco 

. Currency devaluation panics the markets 
The old monetarist policies won't prevent BrazilJrom becoming 

another Mexico. 

T he March 6 decision by Brazilian 
monetary authorities to begin a phased 
devaluation of the national currency ,  
the real, was enough to unleash a 
speculative orgy unprecedented in the 
country's recent history , which in 
only three days forced the government 
to use up $6 billion of its foreign re
serves. Two billion of these were tak
en out of the country by so-called for
eign investors . 

The crisis began when the central 
bank established floating bands-a 
"politically correct" way of announc
ing a devaluation-fixing a range of 
0. 86-0. 90 centavos for the buying and 
selling of the dollar, which would 
change to 0 .98 centavos by May . The 
significance of the measure wasn't the 
relatively low percentage of devalua
tion, but rather the fact that the gov
ernment recognized the impossibility 
of maintaining the artificially high 
value of the real as a guarantee of 
monetary stability-that is , the im
possibility of maintaining the so
called exchange anchor. 

Since the implementation of the 
Real Plan last July , the currency had 
become overvalued by 20 to 25% , so 
that the mere action of changing the 
exchange rate provoked a run by spec
ulators, who assumed that the devalu
ation would place the currency in a 
relationship of lor 1 . 2 to the dollar. 

Aside from the panic which struck 
President Fernando Heorique 
Cardoso's  government, the ensuing 
market chaos had the effect of demon
strating that the Brazilian monetary 
situation isn't very far from what hap-
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pened in Mexico last Dec . 20 as part of 
the ongoing world economic collapse . 

The truth is that the artificially 
high exchange rates , combined with a 
flood of imports , have caused a trade 
deficit which was $492 million last 
November, and grew to $884 million 
in December. Although it dropped to 
$290 million in January, February's  
deficit is  expected to exceed $1  bil
lion . Thus in four months, the trade 
balance went from a $ 1  billion month
ly surplus to a quarterly deficit of $2 
billion. If this trend continues, the 
monthly trade deficit will soon reach 
$ 1 0  billion . 

The devaluation is intended as a 
pragmatic way to encourage exports 
and generate a trade surplus of $5 bil
lion this year; the government reasons 
that this will partly compensate for 
$ 1 5- 1 7  billion in interest payments on 
the foreign debt and lead to a current
account deficit of $IO- 1 2  billion. For
eign reserves would then be main
tained at an acceptable level of $25 
bUlion or more . 

But such calculations are illusory , 
since the reserves , estimated at $40 
billion at the beginning of this year, 
dropped to $32 billion after the deval
uation panic . 

The government is still operating 
on the assumption that it can attract 
foreign capital to compensate for the 
deficit in its accounts, but reality says 
otherwise . Thus far this year, $ 1 1 . 2 
billion in foreign capital has fled the 
country , against $5 . 24 billion in new 
investment, making the total capital 
flight figure a little under $6 billion. 

As a way of llttracting this foreign 
capital , the Catdoso government is 
dangling the sale of one of the richest 
state companies, Vale do Rio Doce, 
the world's  largest iron ore producer, 
and promising to make the state oil 
and telecommunications monopolies 
more "flexible ."  It is also offering to 
open up state banks to foreign capital . 
And, within the logic of this moneta
rist lunacy, President Cardoso and his 
economics team are proposing to cut 
$ 1 0  billion from the 1 995 budget, es
pecially in the area of investment in 
the state-run sec�or of the economy. 

No less harmful was the fact that 
the government calmed the specula
tive thirst of "market agents" by rai
sing the interest rates paid on public 
bonds from 3 . 25 to 4 . 25% monthly . 
This caused an immediate increase in 
the interbank lending rate from 4% to 
6% , and will abnost certainly cause 
regular bank in�rest rates to increase 
to 80% annually . The effect on the 
country's  productive sectors. already 
bludgeoned by the flood of cheap for
eign products coming into the coun
try, will be devastating. At the same 
time, the central bank put on the mar
ket $ 1 2 .08 billion in dollar-denomi
nated treasury n�tes, (NTN -Ds) , simi
lar to the Tesobonos which helped 
bankrupt Mexico. 

Calm has returned to the markets, 
but it won' t  la�. During the March 
panic , the Brazilian government saw 
what it was like to have one foot over 
the cliff. But it *0 realized that to get 
out of the trap 'the Real Plan repre
sents , it 's  not goOd enough to return to 
the old devaluation policy to generate 
trade deficits . If the government wants 
monetary stability , it must recognize 
the global nature of the economic cri
sis , and take sovereign action to con
trol the flow of capital and the ex
change rate , �hile freezing the 
cancerous national financial system. 
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Business Briefs 

Finance 

Malaysian paper attacks 
'rogue' derivatives 

The "rogue" in the international financial sys
tem is the derivatives system itself, economist 
Martin Khor wrote in The Star newspaper in 
Kuala Lumpur, the capital of Malaysia. Refut
ing the "lone assassin" theory behind the col
lapseofBarings Bank, he concluded that crises 
such as Barings are endemic to the system 
itself. 

"On hindsight, many financial experts and 
newspaper commentators have remarked that 
massive losses leading to a collapse like Bar
ings suffered had been in the cards . Given the 
volatility of futures markets , the inherent trad
ing risks, and the lack or impossibility of regu
lation, it is predictable that many companies or 
institutions would lose big money," he wrote. 

Khor suggests that Malaysia reconsider 
plans to open its own derivatives market later 
this year. Malaysia still plans to launch two 
financial futures markets ,  despite Malaysian 
Prime Minister Mahathir Mohammad's  at
tacks on derivatives trading as a form of gam
bling. Derivatives trading is like "trying to pre
dict, like you predict which horse is going to 
win, or which interest rate is going to go up, 
or which index is going to go up or down," the 
national news agency Bemama quoted Ma
hathir as saying. "I think this is carrying specu
lation too far . . . .  I don't see the need for it ."  

Foreign Exchange 

South Mrica to 
scrap dual rate 

South Africa scrapped its dual exchange rate 
on March 1 3 ,  and reverted to a single unified 
rand, following an announcement by Finance 
Minister Chris Liebenberg on March 10. The 
move is a further indication of President Nel
son Mandela's weak position to deliver on his 
election promises for economic growth. 

The existing financial rand system was in
troduced in September 1985 to deter capital 
flight. ''The government has . . . decided that 
. . . the exchange control restrictions on the 
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free convertibility and repatriation of the local 
sale proceeds of non-resident-owned South 
African investments will be repealed. The fi
nancial rand and the dual exchange rate system 
will thereby effectively be terminated," Lie
benberg said. He added that at this stage, ex
change controls applying to foreign invest
ments by South African residents remain in 
force. 

The decision leaves South Africa with 
only one exchange rate which will apply to . 
both current and capital transactions between 
residents and non-residents . "This one and 
only exchange rate will . . . be determined 
by market forces , and the Reserve Bank will 
continue to intervene in the foreign exchange 
market mainly to smooth out undue short
term fluctuations in the exchange rate," he 
said. 

Environmentalism 

Greenpeace hits Russian 
nuclear reprocessing 

Greenpeace has launched an international 
campaign against a Russian nuclear fuel re
processing plant in Siberia. In early March, 
the Atomic Energy Ministry said it plans to 
complete the RT-2 plant at Zelenogorsk (for
merly the Krasnoyarsk-26 secret city on the 
Yenisey River) in line with a decree signed in 
January by President Boris Yeltsin. 

Dmitri Tolmatsky, a representative of 
Greenpeace in Moscow, told Reuters that the 
plant will threaten the environment and the 
world's  nuclear security. Tolmatsky said that 
"once completed, this facility will eventually 
boost nuclear proliferation and help some 
countries produce nuclear weapons . . . . This 
project threatens to transform Russia into a nu
clear waste dump. "  

Construction of the plant was stopped in 
1989 because of financial problems. The plans 
are to finish construction by the year 2004. The 
plant will isolate plutonium from nuclear fuel 
taken from VVER- l oooSoviet-designed pres
surized water reactors . It will also reprocess 
fuel from other countries , including Germany, 
South Korea, India, Taiwan, and Switzerland, 
and return the reprocessed fuel to the country 
of origin. 

I 
Russia Is currently reprocessing nuclear 

fuel from �er countries at the RT- I plant, 
near the cityk>fChelyabinsk-65 . It is a lucrative 
business, and plant operators receive a much 
higher qualny of fuel than what they can pur
chase. Despite Greenpeace claims that this re
processed fuel is weapons-usable, it is in fact 
low-grade fuel . Weapons grade plutonium is 
produced attwo completely separate plants at 
Chelyabins�-65 and Krasnoyarsk-26. 

GreenIJi3ce is claiming that the State 
Duma (par�arnent) will appeal to Russia' s  
constitutionfiI court to examine Yeltsin's  de
cree orde� the completion of RT-2. 

Shipping 
I 

Sea-Land refJags ship, 
slashes : pay scales 40% 

Sea-Land S4rvice , Inc . , one ofthethree largest 
u . S .  shippilllg lines, flew "security personnel" 
to Singaport to guard against sabotage when 
it forced th4 U . S .  crew off the SS Sea-Land 
Freedom ini February, the Journal of Com
merce reported on March 8 .  Sea-Land re
flagged the ship under Marshall Islands regis
try under itsl subsidiary Intersea, and replaced 
the u . S .  clew with licensed officers from 
Croatia and unlicensed seafarers from the Phil
ippines. 

Sea-Land plans to reflag another ship in 
March, and three more in April , to drive down 
wage scales. If any u . S .  officers are hired 
(which is unlikely) , they will receive much 
lower pay. for example, a master, the top
ranking andi highest paid officer, will receive 
$72,760 in :wages and benefits for an eight
month shift bn a reflagged ship, compared to 
$ 1 32,000 iii wages and benefits on a U .S . 
flagged ship. In  addition, any u . S .  officers 
hired would have no collective bargaining 
rights, even: though they will have to join the 
IntemationaJ Organization of Masters, Mates 
and Pilots 'Yithin 3 1  days , and will not have 
access to nQrmaI grievance procedures ,  such 
as union representation during arbitration. 

A telegrlun from Marine Engineers Bene
ficial AssOciation president Joel E. Bern to 
MEBA menilbers wams that Sea-Land "says it 
will pay American engineers not to work rather 
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than hire them on the five reflagged ships ," and 
that Sea-Land believes it is not obligated to 
cough up severance pay. 

Petroleum 

Iran signs deal with 
U.S. oil company 

Iran has signed an agreement with Conoco, a 
subsidiary ofDu Pont, to develop two offshore 
fields, the New York Times reported on March 
7 .  It is the first U.  S .  oil investment in the coun
try since Iran's Islamic revolution in 1979. The 
agreement, worth about $ 1  billion, "indicates 
a long-term relationship" between Conoco and 
Iran, the paper commented. According to "an
alysts ," this is a major shift in Iranian policy, 
and it could be followed by other deals in the 
future. 

The deal comes in the face of threats by 
Sen. Al D' Amato (R-N. Y . ) , who introduced a 
bill in January which called for banning "trade 
with Iran," and other attempts in Congn;ss to 
impose economic sanctions on Iran. Also, ac
cording to one State Department official, the 
United States was seeking ways to "tum up the 
heat on Iran. "  

The State Department and Department of 
Defense had expressed their uneasiness over 
the recent deployment of Iranian missiles and 
artillery close to the Straits of Hormuz in the 
Persian Gulf. 

Labor 

EU spokesman warns 
against low-wage society 

The European Union should avoid stripping 
away worker protection, or risk creating an 
American-style "low wage society," EU So
cial Affairs Commissioner Padraig Flynn said 
on March 8 ,  Reuters reported. "Americans ad
vise me strongly, don't go down that road." 

Flynn, while answering a question about 
the need for deregulation to stimulate job cre
ation, singled out Britain, which he said had 
created a high number of part-time jobs, while 
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offering workers a low level of protection. 
Britain has blocked an EU proposal to guaran
tee part-time workers the same hourly pay and 
benefits as full-timers. 

But Sweden, Denmark, and the Nether
lands have done the same thing while guaran
teeing part-timers in many respects the same 
benefits as full-time workers , he said. "It has 
worked very well for them," he said. "They 
have high levels of productivity and a very mo
tivated workforce."  

Flynn said the U . S .  system of low protec
tion meant that workers had to be supported in 
other ways, for example through government 
welfare payments .  "Simplistic deregulation 
for the sake of deregulation is not the way for
ward," he said. 

Employment 

The U.S. 'dejobbing' 
recovery marches on 

The continued mass layoffs and large-scale 
hiring of temporaries, appropriately called the 
"dejobbing" of America, continues apace. The 
following layoffs were reported by Reuters in 
the first week of March alone: 

Orange County, California announced on 
March 7 that it will eliminate 10% of its work
force, including 1 ,040 layoffs and elimination 
of another 563 jobs, to balance its budget. 

McDonnell Douglas said on March 7 that it 
will close two plants and lay off 1 ,300 workers 
due to defense cutbacks. The closings are in 
Florida and Missouri . 

America West Airlines announced on 
March 3 that it will lay off 700 workers and cut 
more than 1 ,000 jobs, primarily in Phoenix, 
Arizona. 

The Downtown Development Corp. of 
Laredo, Texas has applied to President Clinton 
to consider a bailout package for the Texas
Mexico border area because of the disastrous 
effects of the North American Free Trade 
Agreement. Sales volumes have declined in 
Laredo 75-90% since the treaty and unemploy
ment is officially 14% in Brownsville, Texas. 

Meanwhile, in Canada, 45 ,000 public ser
vants in Ottawa may lose their jobs, in the big
gest layoff in Canadian history, if the proposed 
national budget is adopted.  

• CHINESE Premier Li Peng said 
that the central government had "un
derestimated the repercussions" of 
the sharp rise of prices of grain, crude 
oil , cotton, amd other basic commodi
ties in early 1 994, in his "state of the 
nation" speech to the National Peo
pie ' s  Congress on March 5 .  

• RTZ CORP. PLC, one of the 
key firms of the British House of 
Windsor, is buying 1 0.4% of Free
port-McMoRan Copper & Gold for 
between $450 million and $875 mil
lion . RTZ is also acquiring 25% of its 
copper smelter in Huelva, Spain for 
$25 million . 

• NEGOTIATIONS between Bra
malea, the Toronto-based real estate 
arm of the Bronfman empire, which 
filed a second petition of bankruptcy 
in March, and International Realty 
Investors, collapsed after creditors 
refused to convert Can $600 million 
of its debt into equity . Bramalea, 
with debts of Can $3 . 5  billion, first 
filed for bankruptcy in 1 993 . 

• RUSSIA will reportedly sell six 
more Kilo-class attack submarines, 
worth $200-250 million each, to Chi
na, the Soueh China Morning Post 
reported on March 4. Moscow has 
sold four others , and China plans to 
buy another 1 2  by the year 2000. 
Buying in bulk is reportedly a condi
tion imposed by Russia for transfer
ring technology to China. 

• MINMET ALS, the Chinese 
state company, is going ahead with 
its suit against Lehman Brothers, for 
seducing one of its traders into "in
credibly complicated derivatives 
transactions that were impossible for 
him to understand. "  It is seeking 
$ 1 28 million in damages .  

• MERRILL LYNCH was the big 
winner in the Orange County, Cali
fornia derivatives mess .  A disparity 
was found " between Orange Coun
ty' s  losses-about $2 billion-and 
the tens of · millions of dollars in 
profits" made by the firm that had 
sold most of the investments , the 
March 1 2  Washington Post reported. 
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London sets· 
the stage fora  new 
Triple Entente 
by Webster G .  Tarpley 

Ninety years after its inception , the Triple Entente is back in the news . The Triple 
Entente was the alliance among Great Britain , France , and Russia, which was 
fonned by British King Edward VII between 1 904 and 1907 and which London 
used for the purpose of unleashing World War I and undennining modern Europe
an civilization. Most of the disasters of the twentietJi century-including not just 
World War I, but also the fascism of Mussolini , Hitler, and Tojo; the communism 
of Lenin, Stalin , and Mao; the Great Depression; World War II; the Cold War; 
and the post- 1 9 1 8  decline of morality and the traditional family-have their roots 
in the Triple Entente and in Edward VII 's  other monstrous creations ,  his Anglo
Japanese alliance and his London-Washington "special relationship," both of 
which functioned as auxiliaries to the Triple Entente � 

Prominent spokesmen for the London-centered oligarchy are now advertising 
the Triple Entente as the model for a British-centered , anti-American new order 
in Europe . One of the hawkers is Ambrose Evans-Pritchard, the Washington 
correspondent of the London Sunday Telegraph, and the author of scurrilous 
diatribes against President Clinton concerning the qoncocted "Whitewater" and 
"troopergate" affairs . On Nov . 2 1 ,  1 994, Evans-Prit�hard was so indignant about 
Clinton' s  tennination of intelligence sharing with London about arms flows into 
Bosnia, that he predicted that "Britain will have to firtd solace in a tentative Triple 
Entente with France and Russia."  

Last April, Douglas Hurd, the British foreign sedretary , and his French coun
terpart Alain Juppe marked the 90th anniversary <t the Anglo-French Entente 
Cordiale of 1 904 (one of the building blocks of the Triple Entente) with celebra
tions. It is evidently the aim of Hurd and Juppe to align with Russia against the 
United States in defense of London' s  Serbian proxy; that would be a new Triple 
Entente with a vengeance . 

London is now dispatching invitations to French technocratic freemasons and 
Russian free-market nouveaux riches to join in opposing possible constructive 
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British Foreign Secretary Douglas Hurd (left) and French Foreign Minister Alain Juppe (center) are promoting a new Triple Entente that 
would align France, Britain , and Russia against the United States. On the right is Russian Foreign Minister Viktor Chernomydrin . 

steps by the Clinton administration in various policy areas . 
The main thrust of the new Triple Entente is to block Clin
ton ' s  announced German-American partnership for the eco

nomic development of Russia and other countries of central 

and eastern Europe . London is seeking to block a Eurasian 
economic reconstruction and development strategy of great 

projects of infrastructure , along the lines of Lyndon 
LaRouche' s  1 989 Productive Triangle ,  now partially re

flected in the European Union ' s  Delors Plan and the "Silk 
Road" cooperation reaching into China. 

World leaders owe it to their countries ' future to under
stand what the Triple Entente was the first time around , be

fore they consent to London ' s  offer of a repeat performance . 

The Triple Entente and World War I were the response 

of Edward VII ' s  British oligarchy to a series of challenges to 

the continued world domination of the British Empire , which 

at the beginning of our century embraced about one-quarter 

of the land area and population of the entire planet . The 

threat profile against the British Empire and its brutal colonial 

exploitation was not a matter of military aggression , but 

rather involved the extension of European railroad and other 

infrastructural technology into the colonial sector, breaking 

the monopoly of British sea power. 
During the 1 890s , each of the leading continental states 

possessed a more or less prominent institutional grouping 
which was seeking to implement proposals for infrastructural 

development. In France ,  there were such figures as Foreign 
Minister Gabriel Hanotaux and Ferdinand de Lesseps , the 
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builder of the Suez Canal . In Russia , there was Finance 

Minister Sergei Yulevich Witte , the builder of the Trans

Siberian railway , and his ally , the eminent scientist Dmitri 

Ivanovich Mendeleyev . In Germany , there was Georg von 
Siemens of the Siemens concern and the Deutsche Bank, 

who was laying track for the Berlin to Baghdad railway . 

The strategic thinking of Witte and Hanotaux converged 

on a continental European coalition of France ,  Germany, and 
Russia, based on a community of interest in world economic 

development , capable of reaching out to the United States 
and other powers , and above all capable of putting an end to 

the divide and conquer "balance of power" machinations of 

the British imperialists . There were a number of occasions 
during the 1 890s when this continental league could have 

been assembled; one golden opportunity came in the wake of 
the 1 898 British-French Fashoda confrontation , at a time 

when the British aggression in South Africa, commonly 
called the Boer War, exposed both the malicious evil and the 

stunning military weakness of London . The 1 899- 1 902 Boer 

War united the governments of the world in their abhorrence 

of British policy . By this time Hanotaux was out of office , 

replaced by the raving anglophile Theophile DeIcasse . A 

more serious obstacle was posed by Kaiser Wilhelm II of 
Germany, not because he was the bloodthirsty monster of 
Entente propaganda, but rather because he was a pathetic 
fool obsessed with his personal inferiority complex in regard 
to the British monarchy . The kaiser' s track record was one 
of erratic duplicity , with the constant danger that he would 
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Europe on the eve of World War I 

C A 

succumb to the next overture from London . 
The failure to bring Germany into a community of princi

ple with the France of Hanotaux and the Russia of Witte by 
1 902 at the latest amounts to a great lost opportunity, a turn
ing point of world history in the sense of Friedrich Schiller's 
punctum sa liens . Lost here was the chance for the twentieth 
century to become a true renaissance age of reason and world 
economic development. What came instead, courtesy of 
London, was symbolized by the bloody stalemate of Verdun . 

The case of Kaiser Wilhelm points up the underlying axiom
atic problem in European civilization at the close of the nine
teenth century: pervasive oligarchism. All the European powers 
(with the exception of the French, who had their own problems 
with anglophile freemasonry) were oligarchical and were de
rived from the restoration directed by the British and Metternich 
at the Congress of Vienna in 1 8 1 5 .  German politics suffered 
from the fact that national unity had not been achieved during 
the Liberation Wars against Napoleon, but had been relegated 
to Bismarck's blood and iron. Further, European nationalism 
was polluted by the insane chauvinism spread by the 1 848-era 
Mazzini networks and their successors. So, in a typical case, 
Czar Nicholas IT hated Sergei Witte, and only kept him in office 
because he was the only capable minister in sight. 

Still, there were numerous opportunities to avoid the war 
which broke out in 19 14 .  If Bismarck had refrained from 
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annexing Alsace-Lorraine in 1 87 1 ;  if Kaiser Wilhelm had 
renewed Germany's  Re-insurance Treaty with Russia in 
1 890; if Russian and German ! ministers had been able to 
broaden the opening for Russo-German cooperation conjured 
up by the 1 905 B jorkjo meetingi of czar and kaiser, the worst 
might have been avoided. If tM German war plan known as 
the Schlieffen Plan had been competently carried out in Au
gust 19 14 ,  the war would havel been over in a few months , 
and the British and their pawn$ might have been defeated. 
That all these opportunities wete lost suggests the power of 
the oligarchical axiomatics which the British were always 
able to exploit . 

The following reports-most of them based upon speech
es delivered to a conference �f the Schiller Institute and 
International Caucus of Labor Committees on Feb. 19-20, 
1995-are offered as a mirror: for statesmen and ordinary 
citizens at the end of the twenti�th century . Will you follow 
in the footsteps of Edward VII 's lagents like Sir Edward Grey, 
Joseph Chamberlain, Theodo� Roosevelt and Woodrow 
Wilson, Georges Clemenceau l and Delcasse? Or will you 
imitate the Biilows and Bethmatm-Hollwegs in their mixture 
of corruption and self-delusion1 If you do , a new world con
flagration is not far off. Remember that German-British rela
tions never seemed so cordial as they did between 1 9 1 2  and 
June 19 14 .  
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King Edward VTI: evil demiurge of 
the Triple Entente and World War I 
by Webster G. Tarpley 

For long years , King Edward wove , with masterly 
skill , the Nessus robe that was to destroy the German 
Hercules .-Leipziger Neuste Nachrichten, after the 
death of Edward VII , May 19 10  

There are no frictions between us , there i s  only rival
ry .-Edward VII to State Secretary von Tschirschky of 
the German Foreign Ministry , at the Cronberg Anglo
German summit, 1 906 

The Triple Entente is the name given to the alliance 
among Great Britain , France , and Russia which was formed 
during the first decade of this century , and which led to the 
outbreak of the First World War. This Triple Entente was the 
personal creation of King Edward VII of Britain . 

It was King Edward who set up the British alliance with �a. · , the Russo-Japanese War, and the 1 905 Russian Revo-
.,. 1 .  n. It was King Edward VII , acting as the autocrat of 

�:j. i. tish foreign policy , who engineered the Entente Cordiale 
between Britain and France in 1 903-04,  and who then went 
on to seal the fateful British-Russian Entente of 1 907 . It was 
King Edward who massaged Theodore Roosevelt and other 
American leaders to help bring about the U . S . -U .K.  "special 
relationship," which dates from the time of his reign . This 
diplomatic work was masterminded and carried out by King 
Edward VII personally , with the various British ministers , 
cabinets , round tables , and other apparatus merely following 
in his wake . Edward had a geopolitical vision in the Venetian 
tradition, and it was one of brutal simplicity: the encirclement 
of Germany with a hostile coalition, followed by a war of 
annihilation in which many of Britain's  erstwhile "allies"
notably France and Russia-would also be decimated and 
crippled. 

Edward VII died in May 1 9 1 0 ,  before he could see his 
life's  work carried through to completion . But he had created 
the war alliance of Britain , France , Russia, and Japan, with 
support from the United States, that would take the field in 
August 19 14 .  He had created the nightmare world of crossed 
mobilizations among Germany , France , and Russia . And he 
had created a network of cothinkers , agents , and dupes in 
every chancery in England, Europe , and America, who 
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would, when the time came , push the mobilization buttons 
and launch the war. The madmen of 1 9 1 4-Sir Edward Grey, 
Izvolski , Sazonov , Delcasse , Clemenceau, Poincare-were 
all agents of Edward VII ' s  influen� . It was Edward' s  crowd 
that made sure that the lights went put across Europe , not to 
be re-illuminated for a generation �nd more . 

Edward VII was also Casanoya with a crown, a satyr 
and sodomist on the throne of Ettgland , the royal rake of 
Edwardian legend . All of this pro�ides useful insight, but is 
finally beside the point. Edward Va. , far more than any other 
single human being , was the authoir of the First World War, 
and thus brought about what is probably the most destructive 
single event in the history of western civilization . Without 
Edward' s  exertions ,  the war could never have occurred. 

I. The anatomy of a monster 

Edward VII, autocrat 
Edward VII has been hailed by the British as the greatest 

political activist of the House of Windsor, and as the greatest 
monarch since William the Conqueror in 1 066 . He represents 
the case in which the monarch and the leader of the oligarchy 
are united in the same person. The result was an autocrat 
more absolute than the kaiser or the czar. 

Edward VII ' s  role as dictator of British foreign policy 
before the war, although denied by recent biographers , was 
a matter of common knowledge through the 1 920s . During 
the last months of Edward' s  life ,  Robert Blatchford , the edi
tor of the C [arion , wrote in the Daily Mail of Dec . 14 ,  1 909 
that "The king and his councellors have strained every nerve 
to establish Ententes with Russia and with Italy; and have 
formed an Entente with France , and as well with Japan. 
Why? To isolate Germany. "  (Farrer, p. 26 1 )  

J . A .  Farrer, writing after the cataclysm of World War I ,  
commented that Edward' s  "whole reign was a preparation 
and education for a war accepted aSi inevitable . . . .  It is now 
plain that [Edward's]  policy,  though achieving peace in some 
directions ,  was in essence a policy of war, and one that ended 
in war. The panic of a German inlVasion, sustained by the 
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King Edward VII of England: World War I was caused, not by 
Germany, but by him and his agents . 

Press during the whole decade , failed of such discouragement 

as might have prevented a needless enmity to arise between 
us and Germany . The king seems to have shared the popular 

belief in the will and power of Germany to invade us . "  (Far
rer, p. 5 ,  pp . 26 1 -262) 

The leading ambassadors and ministers of the Belgian 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs clearly recorded their under
standing of Edward' s  project. Here is the view of Baron 
Greindl , the Belgian ambassador to Berlin , as expressed in 
April 1 906: "One is driven to the conclusion that British 
foreign policy is directed by the king in person . . . there is 

undoubtedly in England a court policy pursued outside and 

alongside that of the government . "  In 1 907 Greindl added: 
"The king of England' s  visit to the king of Spain is one of 

the moves in the campaign to isolate Germany that is being 
personally directed with as much perseverance as success by 
his Majesty King Edward VII . "  (Middlemas , pp . 1 73- 1 74) 

Austrian sources confirm the essential view of Edward 
the Encircler (Eduard der Einkreiser) as the architect of the 
Entente system . The following example is from the Vienna 

Neue Freie Presse of April 1 5 ,  1 907 , and came in response 
to Edward VII ' s  overtures to Russia: "Who can fail to receive 

the impression that a diplomatic duel is being fought out 
between England and Germany under the eyes of the world. 
The king of England . . .  is no longer afraid of appearing to 
throw the whole influence of his personality into the scales 

whenever it is a question of thwarting the aims of German 
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Edward's mother, Queen Victoria . Her life at Balmoral Castle 
was not exactly prim and proper. 

policy . The meeting at Gaeta [(i)f Edward VII with the king 

of Italy] is another fact connected with the burning jealousy 
between England and German� . Already people are asking 
themselves everywhere : ' What \s the meaning of this contin

ual political labor, carried on wIth open recklessness , whose 
object is to put a close ring around Germany?'  " (Brooke-
Shepherd , p. 283) I 

Born in 1 84 1 , Edward VII Had the typical Saxe-Coburg
Gotha mug , like the current hei� apparent . Edward VII was a 

pupil of Lord Palmerston , with whom he discussed a Russian 
alliance during the mid- 1 860s . fhe young Edward was also 

close to Palmerston ' s  stooge Napoleon III , and the Empress 

Eugenie . 
In that 1 866 war ,  Edward s mother, Queen Victoria, 

sympathized with Prussia. But Edward supported Austria, 

even when Austria was crushed by Prussia at K6niggratz . 

In 1 866 , Edward favored what! he called an Anglo-French 
Entente to contain Prussia. THis was already the germ of 

the London-Paris Entente Cordlale of nearly 40 years later. 
Hostility to Prussia and later to Germany is thus the one 

fixed point of Edward VII ' s  car�er. What is reflected here is 
classical Venetian geopolitics as applied by the British . For 
centuries , London' s  maxim has been to ally with the second 

strongest continental power to destroy the strongest continen
tal power. Until 1 870 , the British perceived Russia to be the 

strongest land power. In the 1 870s that abruptly changed 
with the emergence of a united Germany.  Edward VII was 
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quicker than other elements of the British oligarchy to take 
note of that momentous shift. 

Edward visited Canada and the United States in the fall 
of 1 860, helping to give a final push to secession and civil 
war. In 1 862 he was in Egypt and the Middle East. In 1 875-
76 Edward visited India, where he helped to prepare the 
Afghan war of 1 878,  which was waged against the influence 
of Russia. One of the members of Edward's  party on this tour 
was his fellow rake and political ally , Lord Carrington . 

Queen Victoria: Mrs. John Brown 
Edward's  apprenticeship for the monarchy was a long 

one . In 1 86 1  his father, Prince Albert of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha, 
died . Edward's mother, Queen Victoria, went into deep 
mourning and did not emerge from it during the 40 remaining · 
years of her life .  The queen was an occultist, as befits a royal 
house which has always been dominated by Venetians . 

Queen Victoria retreated to her castle at Balmoral in the 
Scottish highlands, 500 miles north of London. The court 
was organized as a death cult , with every pretense that Albert 
was still alive . His laundry had to be done , and his nightgown 
laid out every night . Hot water was brought to his room every 
morning, and the chamberpot cleaned. There were two guest 
books, one for the queen, one for Albert, and so on . Victoria 
made repeated attempts to contact the shade of Prince Albert 
in the underworld-or the beyond-and these became the 
origins of the modem British occult bureau . As a result of 
these seances, the queen became convinced that her Scottish 
gillie-or attendant-John Brown-was a powerful medium 
through whom the spirit of Albert addressed her. Gossip 
seeped out from Balmoral to London that John Brown was 
"the queen's stallion ," granted every conjugal privilege , in
cluding adjoining bedrooms far from the ladies-in-waiting . 
A pamphlet about the queen appeared entitled "Mrs . John 
Brown ."  Victoria was very like Miss Habisham of Satis 
House in the Dickens novel Great Expectations. This was 
the woman for whom time had stopped when she had lost her 
husband. When we factor in the frequent orders made for 
opium and heroin at the local Balmoral pharmacy, we get a 
picture of Victoria's life in the Highlands . Prim and straight
laced it was not. 

Edward the Caresser 
When Edward VII married , he chose Princess Alexandra 

of the Danish Royal House , who had her own anti-German 
revanche complex because of Bismarck's war against Den
mark in 1 864 . Victoria remained in mourning, gazing at a 
marble bust of Albert. Victoria refused to appear at state 
occasions, so Edward had to assume these functions, for 40 
years . Edward set up a household in Marlborough House in 
London, and began his career as a royal rake . He became the 
undisputed leader of British high society . Hence the Edwar
dian legend of the sybaritic hedonist and sex maniac whose 
mistresses included Lillie Langtry , Daisy Countess of War-
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wick, Lady Brooke, Mrs . Georg Keppel, and others too 
numerous to mention . Some of th can-can dancers painted 
by Toulouse-Lautrec had been Ed ard's  girlfriends. 

There was a fling with Sarah ernhardt, the French ac
tress . When Bernhardt was play ng in "Fedora" in Paris, 
Edward told her that he had alw�s wanted to be an actor. 
The next night , in the scene in wh�h Fedora comes upon the 
dead body of her lover, few recog�ized the heir to the British 
throne: Edward VII had made his $tage debut as a cadaver. 

Edward's  home at Marlborough House in London was 
also a center of the "Homintern. "  :One of Edward's friends, 
Lord Arthur Somerset-known to pis friends as Podge-was 
arrested during a police raid in one of London's  numerous 
homosexual brothels . A satire of Edward was written in the 
style of Tennyson 's  "Idylls of the King . "  This was called 
"Guelpho the Gay-the Coming �." Some recalled a prede
cessor on the throne , Edward the Oonfessor. This future king 
was to go down as Edward the Caresser. 

Prince Felix Yussupov was the heir to the biggest fortune 
in Russia. He was also considere4 the most beautiful trans
vestite in Europe . One evening YUfsupov, dressed as a wom
an, attended the theater in Paris . H¢ noted a portly , whiskered 
gentleman ogling him through an qpera glass from one of the 
box seats . Within minutes , Yussupov received a mash note 
signed King Edward VII . Remenllber that Yussupov is the 
man who assassinated Rasputin ,  the holy man and reputed 
German agent , in December 1 9 16 ,  detonating the Russian 
Revolution a few months later. Hette we see the great political 
importance of King Edward's  HOQIintern. 

, 
The house of Jack the Rip�r 

Edward VII 's  first son was Prince Albert Victor Edward, 
known in the family as Prince Eddy and formally as the Duke 
of Clarence and Avondale . Prince Eddy , like his father, had 
been considered mentally impaired in his youth . 

Prince Eddy was arrested at ltiast once in a homosexual 
brothel . His main claim to fame tqday is that he is the prime 
suspect in the Jack the Ripper mu�ders. This grisly series of 
crimes involved the murder of five prostitutes in the 
Whitechapel-Spitalfields slum of Ij.ondon in 1 888-89. At the 
time of the murders , rumors abouqded of the involvement of 
a member of the royal family , and pf an obscure background 
of freemasonic intrigue . The paMrs of the attending physi
cian of the royal family indicate tJtat he had indeed treated 
Jack the Ripper. A number of exhaustive studies have con
cluded that this was Prince Eddy; According to some ver
sions, Prince Eddy had contracted syphilis during a trip to 
the West Indies during his youth, l  and this had affected his 
brain. According to others, Prince iEddy was part of a homo
sexual clique that killed because tlt¢y hated women . There is 
no doubt that Prince Eddy answ�red to the best available 
description of the Ripper. Young prince Eddy conveniently 
died a few years after the Ripper 11lurders ceased. 

A quarter of a century ago, � British physician came 
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forward with evidence supporting the thesis that Jack the 
Ripper was Prince Eddy. A wire service dispatch from Nov. 
1 ,  1 970 sums up the allegations made at that time: 

"LONDON , Nov . 1 (AP)-The Sunday Times expresed 
belief today that Jack the Ripper, infamous London murderer 
of nearly 100 years ago, was Edward, Duke of Clarence , 
grandson of Queen Victoria and older brother of George V .  
The Times was commenting o n  the statement of an eminent 
British surgeon who said that the Ripper 'was the heir to 
power and wealth . '  The surgeon, Thomas E .A.  Stowell, 
while claiming to know who the criminal was , refused 
to identify him in an article to be published tomorrow 
in The Criminologist . . . .  The Sunday Times, in comment
ing on Dr. Stowell ' s  article , said there was one name 
that fitted his evidence. It said: 'It is a sensational name: 
Edward, Duke of Clarence , grandson of Queen Victoria, 
brother of George V ,  and heir to the throne of England. 
All the points of Dr. Stowell ' s  story fit this man . ' "  
(Spierig, p.  1 1 ) 

Shortly after having published his article in The Criminol

ogist and thus made his allegations public , Dr. Stowell wrote 
a letter to the London Times in which he disavowed any 
intention of identifying Prince Eddy or any other member of 
the royal family as Jack the Ripper. In this letter Stowell 
signed himself as "a loyalist and a Royalist ."  Stowell died 
mysteriously one day after this letter appeared, and his family 
promptly burned all his papers . 

An American study of the Jack the Ripper mystery was 
authored by the forensic psychiatrist David Abrahamsen, 
who sums up his own conclusions as follows: "It is an analy
sis of the psychological parameters that enabled me to dis
cover that the Ripper murders were perpetrated by Prince 
Eddy and J .K .  Stephen. "  (Abrahamsen, pp. 103- 104) J .K .  
Stephen had been chosen as  a tutor for Prince Eddy, who was 
mentally impaired. Stephen was a homosexual , was the son 
of the pathological woman-hater Fitzjames Stephen. J .K.  
Stephen' s  uncle was Sir Leslie Stephen, the writer. There is 
evidence that J .K .  Stephen sexually molested his cousin , 
best known today by her married name, Virginia Woolf, the 
novelist. This experience may be related to Virginia Woolfs 
numerous suicide attempts .  

While he  was at Cambridge , Prince Eddy was a member 
of the Apostles secret society . Abrahamsen quotes a maxim 
of the Apostles: "The love of man for man is greater than that 
of man for woman , a philosophy known to the Apostles as 
the higher sodomy. "  (p . 1 23) Prince Eddy died on Jan . 14 ,  
1 892. J .K.  Stephen died in a sanitarium on Feb. 3 ,  1 892. 

Prince Eddy' s  younger brother, the later George V, as
sumed his place in the succession, married Eddy's  former 
fiancee, Princess May of Teck, and became the father of the 
Nazi King Edward VIII . If the persistent reports are true , the 
great-uncle of the current queen was the homicidal maniac 
Jack the Ripper. Perhaps the recurring dispute about what to 
call the British royal house-Hanover, Windsor, Guelph, 
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Saxe-Coburg-Gotha, etc .-couJd be simplified by calling it 
the House of Jack the Ripper. ! 

Of the existence of a coverup there can be no doubt. One 
of the main saboteurs of the investigation was a certain Gen . 
Sir Charles Warren , the chief �f the London Metropolitan 
Police . Warren suppressed evidence , had witnesses intimi
dated, and was forced to resign amidst a public outcry about 
masonic conspiracy . Warren was the master of a new freema
sonic lodge that had recently been created in London. This 
was the Quatuor Coronati Lodge of Research, number 2076 
of the Scottish rite . The Quatuor Coronati lodge had been 
founded in 1 884 with a warrant from the Grand Master of 
British freemasonry, who happ¢ned to be Edward VII . 

The homicidal uncle of Europe: 
Edward VII's netwQrk 

During these years , Edward VII built up an unparalleled 
personal network of politicians and others who owed their 
careers to him. They are histori¢ally significant because they 
constituted the international war party up through 1 9 14,  and 
have remained in power through two world wars and the cold 
war, into the Balkan crisis of the 1 990s . 

The Churchill family 
One of the habitues of Edward's  Marlborough House fast 

set and a rising member of Parliament during the Disraeli era 
of the 1 870s was Lord Randolph Churchill . Randolph was 
clearly headed for a great political career when he died of 
syphilis . Randolph' s  son was Sir Winston Churchill , who 
was promoted by Edward VII tel> a post in the Privy Council . 
Winston considered himself King Edward' s  protege; Edward 
had urged him to pursue a career in politics and writing . For 
a time Winston sent the king a daily letter summing up the 
activities of the House of Commons . 

The Chamberlains 
Another of Edward' s  most important political operatives 

was Joseph Chamberlain . Chamberlain had been mayor of 
Birmingham and known for his anti-royaltist rhetoric , but he 
soon became a member of the Marlborough House set. When 
Edward VII wanted to start the ,Boer War, he did so through 
Joseph Chamberlain, who was the Colonial Secretary be
tween 1 895 and 1 903 , serving for years in Lord Salisbury's  
cabinet. Chamberlain was an architect of  the Fashoda crisis 
with France and of the Boer War. Chamberlain was also the 
point man for Edward' s  deception operation of an alliance 
with Germany . Edward also used Chamberlain to propose 
the Entente Cordiale to the Freinch . Those who don't  know 
Joseph Chamberlain may know his son , the later Prime Min
ister Sir Neville Chamberlain , the author of the Munich sell
out of 1938 .  
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Sir Edward Grey 
A family servant of Edward VII was Sir Edward Grey, 

the British Foreign Secretary who actually started World War 
I. Grey's  father was an army officer who had joined the 
household of Edward when he was Prince of Wales . The 
elder Grey was an equerry, or master of the royal horses . 
Edward was Lord Grey's  godfather. Edward did the travel
ling , while Grey stayed in the Foreign Office to do the clerk
ing. Grey's problem later, in August 19 14,  was to make 
Germany think that England would not go to war until the war 
had actually started. This he did with the help of Edward's  
surviving son, George V.  At the same time , Grey had to 
convince the Russians and the French that Britain would 
indeed honor the Triple Entente and go to war in support of 
Russian aggression . In his effort to start the war, Grey also 
had to lie to his own prime minister and cabinet. He finally 
had to sell the entire result to the House of Commons . Grey 
was Perfide Albion with an Edwardian pedigree . 

Adm. Jackie Fisher 
A leading proponent of preventive war against Germany 

was Edward's  protege Adm. Jackie Fisher, the man who 
introduced the new battleship called the Dreadnought. Fisher 
owed his entire career to Edward's  patronage. As First Sea 
Lord after 1904, Fisher was constantly talking about the need 
fQr a sneak attack to destroy the German Navy. He called this 
the need to "Copenhagen" the German fleet, referring to 
British attacks on the Danish fleet in Copenhagen harbor 
during the Napoleonic wars . Fisher caused a war scare in 
November 1904, during frictions with Germany involving 
the Russo-Japanese war. At this time, his demand for 
Copenhagening leaked out. During the first Moroccan 
crisis of 1905 , Fisher was at it again , telling Edward that 
the Royal Navy could "have the German fleet , the Kiel 
canal , and Schleswig-Holstein within a fortnight . "  (Mag
nus,  p. 340) In the Balkan crisis of 1908 , Fisher again called 
for Copenhagening . Fisher once expressed his gratitude to 
Edward for protecting him from his many enemies who, he 
said, "would have eaten me but for Your Majesty . "  (Magnus, 
p . 442) 

Sir Ernest Cassell 
Sir Ernest Cassell typified another group that Edward VII 

cultivated assiduously: Jewish bankers . As Prince of Wales , 
Edward had to live on a limited allowance , and he was deeply 
in debt. Edward accordingly allowed a series of Jewish bank
ers to buy their way to presentability at court by their benvo
lent management of his personal finances, with the proviso 
that Edward would always make a handsome profit. The 
first of Edward's  financial advisers was Baron von Hirsch of 
Vienna. Then came Sir Ernst Cassell , knighted by Edward. 
Edward also cultivated the Rothschild and Sassoon families.  
In short, Edward's personal household finance agency was 
identical with the leading lights of turn-of-the-century Zion-
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ism. Cassell was also a political �perative for Edward, be
coming the head of the Ottoman N�tional Bank-the Banque 
Ottomane-at the request of the Y �ung Turk regime in 1 909.  

Georges Clemenceau 
Edward's  French network was extensive, and included 

royalists and oligarchs . The common denominator of Ed
ward's  network was La revanche, the need for France to exact 
vengeance from Germany for the loss of the provinces of 
Alsace and Lorraine in 1 87 1 .  The central figure was a leftish 
radical , Georges "Tiger" Clemenc¢au, France' s  wartime pre
mier and the chairman of the Peace Conference at Versailles . 
Clemenceau's  talents for overthrowing governments gave 
the Third French Republic some of its proverbial instability . 
Clemenceau was attacked from 1 892 on as a British agent 
and paid spy of the British Embassy . 

Former French Foreign Minist¢r Emile Flourens saw that 
the Dreyfus affair was concocted by Edward VII and his 
agents in order to break French institutional resistance to a 
dictatorial regime of Clemenceau. Flourens wrote that 
"Clemenceau is the pro-consul of the English king , charged 
with the administration of his province of the Gauls . "  
(Flourens , 1 906) Flourens argued that the friends of  the late 
French leader Leon Gambetta were determined to resist 
Clemenceau . At the same time, in Flourens ' s  view, the 
French Army simply hated Clemenceau. According to 
Flourens , Edward VII used the 1 890s Panama scandal to 
wreck the Gambetta political machine , and then unleashed 
the Dreyfus affair in order to break the resistance of the 
French Army to Clemenceau . 

Flourens also showed how Edward VII was the master
mind of the post - 1904 anti -clerical hysteria in France, which 
included the confiscation of Catholic Church property and 
the the break of diplomatic relations with the Holy See. For 
Flourens , Edward VII was seekin$ to shut down the French 
Catholic foreign missions , which had proved a barrier to 
British colonial expansion . Edward VII ' s  ultimate goal was 
to create a schismatic church in France on the Anglican or 
Presbyterian model , wrote Flourerts . 

Theophile Delcasse 
De1casse was Edward' s  partner in the British-French En

tente Cordiale of 1 903-04 . De1casse had taken office in the 
British-French confrontation around the Fashoda crisis , 
when London and Paris had been on the verge of war. Del
casse' s  view was that France couild survive only as a very 
junior partner of the British . . 

When Kaiser Wilhelm made his famous visit to Tangier, 
Morocco in March 1 905 , France and Germany came to the 
brink of war. At this time, Edwartl VII was vacationing on 
board his yacht in the Mediterranean . During the debate on 
the Moroccan question in the French National Assembly in 
April 1905 , De1casse came under heavy attack because of 
his refusal to seek a modus viveddi with Germany; one of 
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DeIcasse's severest cntlcs was the socialist leader Jean 
Jaures . When DeIcasse was about to be forced into resigna
tion , Edward VII docked his yacht, the Victoria and Albert, 
at Algiers , and asked the French governor-general to send a 
telegram to Paris. This was a personal messge to DeIcasse 
dated April 23 in which Edward announced that he would 
be "personally distressed" if DeIcasse were to leave office . 
Edward "strongly urged" DeIcasse to remain in office , 
because of his great political influence but also because 
of England . As in the case of Alexander Izvolski , Edward 
VII was not reticent about standing up for his own 
puppets . 

But it became clear that DeIcasse had been acting as 
Edward's minister, not the republic 's ,  and that he had been 
lying to his ministerial colleagues about the actual danger of 
war with Germany . DeIcasse fell as foreign minister, but 
stayed on in other posts . Other members of Edward's  net
work in France included Paul Cambon, for many years the 
French ambassador in London, and Raymond Poincare , the 
wartime President and a leading warmonger. 

Alexander Izvolski 
"A plumpish , dandified man, he wore a pearl pin in his 

white waistcoat, affected white spats, carried a lorgnette , and 
always trailed a faint touch of violet eau de cologne . "  So 
wrote a contemporary of Alexander Petrovich Izvolski , the 
Russian foreign minister who was Edward's  partner for the 
Anglo-Russian Entente of 1907 , which completed the encir
clement of Germany . Edward first proposed the Anglo-Rus
sian Entente to Izvolski in 1904, and at that point Izvolski 
entered Edward's personal service . Izvolski was made Rus
sian foreign minister in May 1 906 , after Russia's defeat in 
the Russo-Japanese War; he served under Prime Minister 
Pyotr Stolypin . With Izvolski , Russian diplomacy gave up 
all interest in the Far East, made deals with the British for 
Iran , Afghanistan, and Tibet, and concentrated everything 
on expansion in the Balkans-the approach that was to lead 
straight to world war. 

When Izvolski' s position as Russian foreign minister be
came weakened as a result of his Buchlau bargain adventure , 
Edward VII took the singular step of writing to Czar Nicholas 
II to endorse the further tenure in office of his own agent . 
Edward wrote: "You know how anxious I am for the most 
friendly relations between Russia and England, not only in 
Asia but also in Europe , and I feel confident that through M .  
Izvolski these hopes will b e  realized ."  (Middlemas, p .  170) 

Izvolski had to settle for Russia's embassy in Paris, where 
he used a special fund to bribe the Paris press to write that 
France should go to war. In July 1 9 14,  Izvolski ran around 
yelling that it was his war. As Lord Bertie , the British ambas
sador to Paris, confided to his diary: "What a fool Izvolski 
is ! . . . At the beginning of the war he claimed to be its 
author: C' est ma guerre !"  (Fay , I, p. 29) 

Izvolski was succeeded as Russian foreign minister by 
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, 
Sazonov , another British agen1 who played a key role in 
starting the fateful Russian mob lization of July 19 14 .  

Theodore Roosevelt ! 
Edward VII' s  favorite pen pltl was U . S .  President Theo

dore Roosevelt, who was handlC:d from day to day by Cecil 
Spring-Rice of Sir Edward Grey ' s  Foreign Office . Edward 
can hardly have been ignorant o� the British role in the assas
sination of President William �cKinley . Starting in 1904, 
Edward wrote Teddy letters ab�t how the two of them had 
been placed in command "of t� two great branches of the 
Anglo-Saxon race . "  Teddy ·wrQte back about the need for 
"understanding between the English-speaking peoples ,"  and 
discussing his race theories abo-pt "our stock. "  Teddy wrote 
to Edward his view that "the r¢al interests of the English
speaking peoples are one, alik� in the Atlantic and the Pa
cific . "  Roosevelt served Edwar4 ' s  goals in his mediation of 
the Russo-Japanese War, in his �upport for the British at the 
Algeciras Conference , and in r�sing naval disarmament at 
the Hague Conference . Behind : his back, Edward's envoys 
mocked the U . S .  President as a �mi-savage who gave primi
tive lunches at Oyster Bay .  Lat¢r, Sir Edward Grey exerted 
a decisive influence on Woodr� Wilson through the inter
mediary of his key adviser, Col ; Edward House . 

Edward was called the Uncle of Europe-Uncle Bertie
because so many of Queen Victoria's other children married 
into the various royal houses, making one European royal 
family . Thus, Kaiser Wilhelm , of Germany was Edward's 
nephew . Czar Nicholas II was also his nephew , married to 
Edward's wife 's  niece . After 4P years as Prince of Wales , 
Edward knew Europe like a boolc 

: 
Ideological manipulatio� 

Emile Flourens found that iEdward owed his triumphs 
primarily to himself, to his "prQfound knowledge of the hu
man heart and the sagacity with which he could Sort out the 
vices and weaknesses of individuals and peoples and make 
these into the worst and most delStructive of weapons against 
them. "  Edward's  empire was b�ilt on "eternal human folly," 
on the "intellectual and moral degradation" of the subject 
populations . Flourens praised · Edward's  practical under
standing of French ideology . Edward knew how to exploit 
the chauvinism of the Alsace-L()rraine revanchards to incite 
France against Germany . He knew how to play upon the 
fascination of the Russian slavophiles with the Greater Serbia 
agitation in the Balkans . He kqew how to use the hatred of 
the Italian irredentisti against Austria to detach Italy from the 
pro-German Triple Alliance . He knew how to drive wedges 
between Germany and Austria by evoking Vienna's resent
ments of the 1 866 war and Pru$sian preeminence, and their 
fear of Serbia . He could exploit an American racist's  eager
ness to be , like the king , a m�mber of a mythical Anglo
Saxon race. He could use the a$pirations of Japanese milita
rists, for the greater glory of tlte British Empire. Much of 
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Among the agents of King Edward VII, the madmen of 1914 ,  were , left to right: British Foreign Secretary Sir Edward Grey, the man who 
started World War I; French Foreign Minister Theophile Delcasse, Edward's partner in the Entente Cordiale of 1 903-04 ; and Russian 
Foreign Minister Alexander Izvolski, Edward's partner in the Anglo-Russian Entente of 1 907. 

Edward ' s  personal magnetism was exercised during his in

cessant state visits , where he was able to unleash highly 
orchestrated outbursts of "Bertiemania . "  Those who recall 
the equally implausible Gorbymania of some years back will 

find the phenomenon familiar .  

Kaiser Wilhelm II 
Edward ' s  mastery of psychological and ideological ma

nipulation is most evident in his relation with his pathetic and 
unstable nephew , Kaiser Wilhelm . Edward made a detailed 

study of Willy ' s  psychological profile , which he knew to be 

pervaded by feelings of inferiority and incurable anglophilia. 
As Flourens noted , "Edward VII made an in-depth study of 
the defects of Wilhelm II . He counted them as his most 

precious allies . "  (Flourens , p. 58) 
The British and Entente demonization of Wilhelm as the 

world ' s  chief warmonger was always absurd . Wilhelm felt 
inferior to British royalty . Wilhelm' s  greatest secret desire 
was for acceptance by the British royals .  Edward could mod
ulate his own behavior to get the desired result from the 

kaiser . If he wanted a public tantrum, he could get that . One 
British writer, Legge , reports that Edward punched the kaiser 

and knocked him down in a meeting . 
But if Edward needed to be friendly , he could do that too . 

During the Boer War, in November 1 899 , when Britain ' s  
diplomatic isolation was at its height , Edward was able to 

con the kaiser into making a state visit to Britain.  The Boxer 
Rebellion in China , with its overtone of white racial solidari
ty against the "yellow peri l ,"  was also made to order for 

duping the kaiser. In Wilhelm's dockside harangue to the 

German contingent setting out for Peking , he urged his sol
diers on to cruelty against the Chinese: 
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"Give no quarter ! Take no prisoners ! Kill him when he 

falls into your hands ! Even as , a thousand years ago, the Huns 
under their King Attila made such a name for themselves as 

still resounds in terror through legend and fable , so may 
the name of Germans resound through Chinese history a 
thousand years from now . "  (Cowles , p .  1 77) This "Huns" 
speech has provided grist for the London propaganda mill for 
almost a century , from World War I to the Margaret 

Thatcher-Nicholas Ridley "Fourth Reich" hysteria of 1989 . 
Not just once , but again and again , the kaiser muffed opportu

nities to checkmate Edward ' s  plans .  

Edward also played on the kaiser to  sabotage the Berlin 

to Baghdad railway . At Windsor Castle in 1 907 , Edward 
demanded that the British keep control of a section of the 

railway between Baghdad and the Persian Gulf as a "gate," 

supposedly to block German troops going to India.  The kaiser 

was ready to grant such a gate . Otherwise , Edward demanded 
that all talks about the Baghdad railway should be four-way, 

with France ,  Russia, Britain ,  and Germany involved, so that 
German proposals would always be voted down 3 to 1 .  

Edward joked with his French friends that while many 

prayed to an eternal father, he alone seemed to have an eternal 
mother. Queen Victoria finally died in 1 90 1 , and Edward 
began his drive to world war. 

Tailoring and fitting 
the Nessus robe 

Edward ' s  problem as the twentieth century began was 
rooted in old Lord Salisbury ' s  policy of British "splendid 
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isolation . "  On the continent of Europe there were two main 
alliances: the Triple Alliance of Germany and Austria-Hun
gary, with Italy as an adulterous partner; and the Dual Alli
ance of the France of Gabriel Hanotaux with the Russia of 
Sergei Witte . Britain was a member of neither one . British 
relations with all the continental powers were bad. Russia 
had been traditionally hostile since the Crimean War of mid
century . With France , Britain had just been to the brink of 
war in the Fashoda affair. War had been avoided , but French 
resentment was very great . Relations between Britain and 
the United States of President Grover Cleveland were tradi
tionally also bad; a dangerous flare-up had come in the 1 895 
boundary dispute between Venezuela and British Guyana, 
when the United States had invoked the Monroe Doctrine 
and forced the British to accept arbitration . Edward had tried 
to quiet that one with the help of his asset Joseph Pulitzer. 

The Boer War 
In the midst of all this , Edward and Joseph Chamberlain 

had started the Boer War against the Transvaal and the Or
ange Free State , two small states dominated by Dutch-speak
ing settlers of the Cape area of South Africa. The British 
attempt to force the Afrikaners to knuckle under led to the 
celebrated "Black Week" of December 1 899, with a stunning 
series of British military defeats on the ground . 

A wave of anti-British hatred swept the world as press 
accounts from the front showed that the bullying imperial 
colossus had feet of clay . German, French, and Russian 
newspapers fulminated against London . The Russian gov
ernment asked Paris and Berlin if they might not consider an 
intervention to stop the British . Agitation increased when the 
British responded to their defeats with increased atrocities . 
The British set up the century's  first concentration camps 
where Afrikaaner children were systematically starved to 
death. 

A Cambrai danger for the British Empire 
As a good Venetian, Edward recognized what he was 

dealing with: a Cambrai moment. In 1509 , the Venetian 
oligarchy, after centuries of geopolitical perfidy, had been 
faced with the League of Cambrai , a united front of virtually 
every other power in Europe , all wanting to destroy Venice . 
Edward himself had seen something similar in 1 863 , when 
Russia and the United States seemed about to combine to 
crush the British Empire. Between 1 899 and 1902 , public 
opinion in every country , including the United States, de
manded measures against the British lion . Britain risked a 
continental league or continental coalition , a new League of 
Cambrai against the new Venetians in London . Edward's  
official biographer, Sir Sidney Lee , makes the danger per
ceived by London in those days explicit enough: 

"The year 190 1 and the first part of 1902 found all unoffi
cial Europe sympathizing with the enemies of Great Britain 
in South Africa, and any serious diplomatic mistake on the 
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part of Britain in those days mig t have resulted in European 
swords being flung into the bal ce act against her ."  (Lee, 
II , p. 73 1 )  "There was always chance , although a remote 
one , that jealousy of Britain , fro which no great European 
Power could be reckoned quite e ,  might be so stimulated 
by circumstances as to bring the embers of the two alliances 
together in a combined challen e to Britain' s  place in the 
world . Britain was thus isolated friendless,  and engaged in 
a none too successful or popul war when King Edward 
ascended the throne . . . .  Lord Salisbury, King Edward's 
first prime minister, had long en wedded to that policy 
of ' splendid isolation' which h� been the constant British 
tradition through the last forty-fite years of Queen Victoria's  
long reign .  Persistence in  that po�.cy offered little opportuni
ty of improving the foreign situ tion as it existed in 1 90 1 , 
and might actually have expo d Britain to the risk of a 
hostile combination on a well- igh overwhelming scale ."  
(Lee , II ,  pp . 1 16- 1 1 7) I 

Gasparo Contarini and the Venetian patricians of his time 
had responded to the War of llhe League of Cambrai by 
launching the Protestant Reforrrtation and the wars of reli
gion . Edward responded to the isolation of the British Empire 
by launching World War I .  

Perfide Albion 
The first imperative for Edward was a deception opera

tion, designed to dupe and neutralize Germany, the natural 
centerpiece of any continental coalition against England. 
This was all the mission of Joseph Chamberlain , a member 
of Lord Salisbury 's  cabinet. In his celebrated speech at 
Leicester in November 1 899 Ohamberlain said: "No far
seeing statesman could be contedt with England' s  permanent 
isolation on the continent of Europe . . . .  The natural alliance 
is between ourselves and the German Empire . . . .  Both 
interest and racial sentiment unite the two peoples , and a new 
Triple Alliance between [sic] Germany, England, and the 
United States would correspond with the sentimental tie that 
already binds Teutons and Anglo-Saxons together. "  (Lee , II , 
p. 1 1 7) 

The rhetoric of a racist alliance was aimed at the kaiser, 
who was so eager to be accepted among the Anglo-Saxons . 
Wilhelm was advised by the ch�cellor, Prince von Biilow, 
who was slippery as an eel , and by the gray eminence of the 
German Foreign Ministry , Baron von Holstein . Were these 
men British agents or British dUpes? Were they part of a 
homosexual court cabal? In any case , Berlin sought an An
glo-German deal , but with hard �argaining . The Berlin con
sensus was that Britain needed Germany, and as time went 
on , the price that London would have to pay for German help 
would only increase . The kaiser' s policy was thus to move 
slowly toward a deal with LondOn. Von Biilow and Holstein 
stressed that a British alliance with either France or Russia 
was simply impossible , given the existing frictions . 

And so , Wilhelm and his advisers let slip the great oppor-
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tunity for a continental bloc , which would have meshed with 
the efforts of Hanotaux and Witte. Wilhelm was chasing the 
chimera of an accord with London which was nothing but a 
racist deception ploy. In January 1 90 1 ,  in town for Queen 
Victoria' s funeral , the kaiser was still proposing an "Anglo
German alliance, [the British] to keep the sea and [Germany] 
the land; with such an alliance , not a mouse could stir in 
Europe without our permission . . . .  " Even after 1 9 1 8 ,  the 
Kaiser was still repeating that he had saved Britain from a 
French-German-Russian combine during the Boer War. 

The Russo-Japanese War and 
1905 Russian Revolution 

The Kaiser was constantly babbling about the "yellow 
peril" in the Far East, but the first ally Edward got for himself 
was Japan. Edward wished to use Japan as his Asian torpedo 
against Russia. The Japanese wanted Russia to stop en
croaching on what they considered their sphere of influence 
in China and Korea. But sections of the Russian oligarchy 
hostile to Witte refused to respect Korea, and the Japanese 
were looking for an ally . The critical moment came when 
the former prime minister, Marquis Ito , visited London in 
December 1 90 1 . Edward saw to it that Ito was socially lion
ized and decorated , and an Anglo-Japanese treaty was signed 
within a month. Both partners were in a hurry , because Wit
te 's  Trans-Siberian Railway was nearing completion , and 
that would vastly increase Russian power in the Far East. 
The key clause was that if Japan went to war in the Far East 
against a single power, Britain would observe a benevolent 
neutrality . This meant that if Japan and Russia came to war, 
the British would prevent any other Europeans from helping 
Russia. This gave Japan a free hand for Admiral Togo' s  
sneak attack on the Russian base of Port Arthur in  early 1904 . 

King Edward did everything but go to war against Russia. 
When Russia lost its fleet in the Far East, the Russians em
barked on the desperate gamble of sending their Baltic squad
ron around the world to fight the Japanese . In October 1 904 
the Russian ships , steaming through the North Sea, fired 
on some British fishing trawlers , sinking one of them. The 
Russian admiral thought they were Japanese torpedo boats . 
In this Dogger Bank incident, Edward at first went to the 
brink of war and demanded that the Royal Navy stop the 
Russian ships , seize the Russian admiral , and punish him. 
Later, Edward backed down. 

In order to reach the Far East, the Russian fleet required 
logistical assistance , since there was nowhere to get coal . 
The kaiser was now in the mood to court Russia, so German 
ships did the coaling . The British press thereupon demanded 
that the Royal Navy stop the Germans from delivering the 
coal . At the same time, Admiral Fisher began popping off 
about "Copenhagening" the Germans .  But this was all a cir
cus , set up by Edward for his diplomatic aims . The Russians 
came out of the war with one capital ship left. But Edward 
wanted a disaster, not just a defeat, for Russia-a disaster 
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that was beyond the power of Jap�n to inflict. To procure the 
disaster he wanted, Edward unl�ashed British intelligence 
and all of its assets-boyars , dempcrats , communists , Zion
ists , the works . This produced a c�vil war which went on into 
1 906, crippling Russia as a militafy power. 

In the meantime, Edward had $ealed his pact with France . 

The Anglo-French Entente Cordiale 
At first Edward was not pop1l11ar in France,  because of 

centuries of conflict, and becausd of Fashoda, for which he 
was blamed personally . Indeed, for a time Edward's image 
in the Paris press was decidedly bad. Joseph Chamberlain, 
who had terrified the French with ihis pro-German line, took 
the message to the French: Edward was willing to trade Egypt 
for Morocco to get a deal with France . This was a very unequal 
barter. Since the 1 880s, the Britishpresence in Egypt had been 
officially temporary, ostensibly a tnatter of restoring order in 
the name of the other European �wers; the British would 
then get out . They had no intention of getting out, but instead 
wanted the whole Nile Valley . But the French, the builders of 
the Suez Canal , still had some rig�ts . However, if the French 
caved in , the British position in Egypt would be unassailable, 
at least by Europeans . Morocco w�s much different. The Mo
roccan government was stronger, lmd there were strong com
peting claims by Germany and $pain . In fact, the idea of 
French pre-eminence in Morocco flaced France on a collision 
course with Germany once again. 

But French society had been weakened by Edward's  Drey
fus affair, and with the help of Qelcasse, Clemenceau, and 
Cambon, the deal was signed . Edward also contributed a tour 

de force of personal diplomacy: h.s visit to Paris in the spring 
of 1 903 . Here Bertie turned on tile charm, with speeches in 
French about friendship while reqalling his own sentimental 
association with Paris , Biarritz , land the Riviera. With the 
press doubtless well paid, the Parisian dandies turned anglo
phile overnight in an explosion of Bertiemania that was 
crowned by Edward's  appearanQe at Longchamp, the race 
track, with President Loubet, a PllPpet of Clemenceau. This 
Bertiemania started France on the road that led to Verdun, 
with 6 million casualties, propo�ionally the highest of any 
belligerent. 

Edward had designed the Morc>cco gambit in the hope that 
Germany would quickly take the !bait and challenge the new 
French domination in Morocco . Prince von BUlow gave Ed
ward exactly the crisis he needed, Von BUlow told the kaiser 
that Germany should challenge France in Morocco, both to 
defend commercial interests and to show France that the Brit
ish alliance was worthless: If France was the continental dag
ger now again in the hands of England, von BUlow argued, it 
was time to knock that dagger out dfBritish hands. Von BUlow 
convinced the witless kaiser to undertake the lunatic adven
ture of a visit-like Uncle Bertie""ibut to Tangier, Morocco, 
where the Kaiser landed in Marc� 1 905 . This led to the pre
dictable confrontation between Fqmce and Germany . Delcas-
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This 1 903 cartoon , titled "L'lmpudique Albion , " reveals the French 
attitude toward Edward VII in the aftermath of the Boer War.  

se decided to hang tough and go to the brink . When the real 
immediate risk of a war with Germany became clear to Del
casse ' s colleagues in the government , Delcasse was fired . But 
this crisis succeeded in heating up the revanche syndrome in 
France once more , and directing all the hatred against Germa
ny . Especially because their ally , Russia, was crippled , and 
still at war with Japan , the French were thrown completely 
into the arms of Edward . At the same time , secret conventions 
were signed for a division of labor between the British and 
French fleets , and planning was begun for the future British 
Expeditionary Force . 

This first Moroccan crisis was a serious attempt by Edward 
to start war, despite the fact that France ' s  ally , Russia, was 
crippled . Edward may have had a promise of support from 
Denmark , as well . It is certain that Edward was urging France 
to go all the way . Under the Dual Alliance , Russia would have 
had to join France in war, like it or not . But the French cabinet 
pulled back. 

Bjorkjo: the revolt of two doomed nephews 
In the midst of all these events , Kaiser Wilhelm and Czar 

Nicholas II met at Bjorkjo,  a Baltic fjord in Finland . This 
was a poignant moment , the last abortive revolt of the two 
doomed nephews of Edward VII-the revolt of cousin Willy 
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and cousin Nicky . Nicholas was very unhappy with his 
French all iance,  since France hld done nothing to help him 
against Japan , and had concentr ted on courting Uncle Ber
tie . The Kaiser had momentaril returned to his continental 
league sloganeering . As the tw conversed , it became clear 
to the Kaiser that they shared a common ground of resentment 
against Uncle Bertie . Here is the Kaiser' s narrative , as sent 
to his Chancellor, von Bulow: I 

"Our talk then turned on England , and it very soon ap
peared that the czar feels a deeR personal anger at England 
and the King . He called Edward VII the greatest ' mischief
maker' and the most dangerous abd deceptive intriguer in the 
world . I could only agree with �m, adding that I especially 
had had to suffer from his intrig es in recent years . . . .  He 
has a passion for plotting agains every power, of making ' a 
little agreement , '  whereupon th czar interrupted me, strik
ing the table with his fist; ' Well I can only say he shall not 
get one from me and never in my life against Germany or 
you , my word of honor upon it ! "  (Fay , p . 1 75) 

The kaiser proposed that the two cousins join in a "little 
agreement" of their own to stym e Edward . The czar accept
ed , and signed a draft treaty 0 mutual defense which the • 

kaiser pulled from his pocket . IThe two tearfully pledged 
friendship. But these two borderline psychotics were unable 
to imagine a community of prinCiple based on economic 
development, since that would have contradicted oli
garchism. 

Still , if the idea of Russo-G rman cooperation had been 
exploited , the World War coul1 not have occurred in the 
form which it finally assumed i9

.
1 9 1 4 .  But when the kaiser 

told von Bulow about his talks , ,he chancellor threatened to 
resign , in response to which the kaiser threatened to commit 
suicide if ji lted . The Russian response was more complicat
ed , but the opportunity drifted a ay . Within two years , Rus
sia would be England' s  ally . 

Aiming at encirclement 
Edward VII left no stone unturned in his efforts to isolate 

Germany . He was a prime mover in the dissolution of the 
personal union of the crowns of Norway and Sweden, which 
gave rise to an independent Norway under British sponsor
ship in 1 905 . To underline his noint , Edward saw to it that 
his son-in-law , the Danish Princ Charles (who had married 
Edward ' s  third daughter, Maud� became king of the newly 
independent Norway with the nare of Haakon VII . Because 
of his marriage with the anti-German Princess Alexandra, I Edward was confident that no sURPort for Germany wonld be 
forthcoming from Copenhagen . I 

Spain was an important country with an ancient grievance 
against the British: Gibraltar, which the Redcoats had occu
pied since 1 704 and the War of t1jle Spanish Succession . In a 
general European war, there was a clear potential for Spain 
to join Germany against the Entente . In the face of modern 
artillery , the British would have �een hard pressed to defend 
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Gibraltar. If Spain had also conducted hostilities against 
France,  there was the threat that many French divisions might 
be tied down in costly attacks on the natural fortress of the 
Pyrenees .  In this case , France would have been encircled and 
confronted with a two-front war. Edward VII pacified Spain 
by marrying one of his nieces to the Spanish king; this niece 
converted to Catholicism for the occasion. 

To Portugal , Britain's oldest ally , Edward gave worthless 
promises about British support for the integrity of the Portu
guese colonial empire . Portugal duly entered World War I 
on the side of the British . 

The Anglo-Russian Entente 
On the same day in April 1 904 on which the Anglo

French Entente had come into effect, Edward VII had met 
with his agent Izvolski to propose an Anglo-Russian combi
nation . The big crises of the Russo-Japanese War were still 
months ahead, but Edward moved fast. With the help of 
Izvolski, Edward cut a deal with Russia that divided Iran into 
spheres of influence , while Afghanistan and Tibet were both 
neutralized, much to the disadvantage of Russia. The Russian 
slavophiles got nothing tangible about their eternal goal of 
Constantinople . 

The Anglo-Russian Entente was signed in September 
1 907 . In June 1 908 , Edward VII sailed to Reval for an ocean
going state visit to Czar Nicholas . Adm. Jackie Fisher was 
there , urging Stolypin to build up his land forces facing Ger
many . The meeting of uncle and nephew was the grimmest 
of portents , foreshadowing Russia's  9 million casualties in 
World War I-the most of any belligerent-with more than 
three-quarters of all Russian soldiers ending up killed , 
wounded, or missing . This set the stage for the revolutions 
of 1 9 1 7  and the seizure of power by the Bolsheviks . 

But for Edward, the important thing was that Germany 
was now encircled. The ring had been closed. Bismarck's 
old "nightmare of the coalitions" and a two-front war was 
now reality . With the help of Izvolski , Edward embarked at 
once on a new attempt to start general war. This started with 
Izvolski ' s  Buchlau bargain with Austria, made in September 
1908 and revealed a month later. By this deal , Austria was 
given the go-ahead to formally annex Bosnia-Hercegovina, 
which had been occupied by Austria after the Congress of 
Berlin , but not annexed . In exchange , Russia was supposed 
to get the right to send warships through the straits , but 
this was blocked by the British . But when Austria annexed 
Bosnia-Hercegovina, Serbia, which wanted Bosnia-Herce
govina, protested. Austria and Serbia went to the brink of 
war, mobilizing their armies . Germany restrained Austria, 
and Russia felt too weak for war. Germany actually mediated 
the dispute . But Edward's  agents soon concocted a legend 
that Germany had humiliated Russia with the threat of war. 

As a result of this Balkan crisis of 1 908-9 , the Russian 
slavophiles turned their rage more and more against Germa
ny , which they saw as blocking their desired path of expan-
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I I I 
sion into the Balkans . The Greate�

'
erbia agitators went wild. 

The Austrian government conclu that Serbia was a threat 
to its existence, and had to be crus ed. This was the pattern 
which, after a second Moroccan c sis of 1 9 1 1 much like the 
first, and after the Balkan wars , 1e4 to war in 1 9 14 .  

Behind the Buchlau bargain IIDd the B alkan crisis of 
1 908-9 was King Edward. Russiatt war with Germany had 
been on his agenda with the czar itt Reval . In August 1 908 ,  
Edward had met with Izvolski anlll Clemenceau at Marien
bad, just before Izvolski made the bargain. During the same 
month , Edward also met with the Franz Joseph, the Austrian 
emperor, in Bad Ischl . Edward had every reason to start a 
crisis . If Germany had repudiated Austria, Germany would 
have emerged totally isolated, wilh rio allies at all left. If 
Germany supported Austria, the reliult would be either imme
diate war, or increased tensions that could tum into war soon. 

Splitting the Triple AIIianc� 
One of Edward' s  last memorable outings was his 1909 

visit with King Victor Emmanuel , ,held at Baiae near Naples 
on April 29, 1909 . Here Edward VlI briefed his agent, Italian 
Foreign Minister Tittoni , on what he saw as the alarming 
growth of the Austro-Hungarian fltet, the navy of a power to 
which Italy was theoretically allied but to which it was in 
reality a rival . 

This was the meeting in which Edward VII made his 
famous toast to the "alliance" between Italy and Britain. 
Modem pedantic scholars have p<)rtrayed this as a gaffe by 
Edward VII , allegedly proving that the king was a bungler in 
diplomacy . In the light of subsequent history, it is clear that 
Edward VII 's  toast to an Anglo-I�lian alliance was perhaps 
a boastful indiscretion, but it was an error that came from 
knowing too much, not too little . It is likely that during this 
visit , Edward VII had secured from the Italian monarCh and 
ministers commitments which rendered Italy 's  participation 
in the Triple Alliance wholly iq.operative-commitments 
which withstood the test of 1 9 14 , . and which were followed 
by Italy' s  entry into the war on th4 side of the Allies in May 
1 9 1 5 ,  in return for compensations purveyed by Theophile 
Delcasse . Edward's  achievement meant that World War I 
would be fought not by three po�ers against three , as the 
alliance patterns might have sugg�sted , but by four powers 
against two . 

If Edward VII had had his way, it would have been five 
powers against an isolated Germa�. Edward VII never aban
doned an Austrian option, which, if it had succeeded, would 
have left Berlin with no allies at aU . An official in the entou
rage of Austrian Emperor Franz Joseph was Baron Albert 
Margutti , who was on hand for each of the Bad Ischl meetings 
between Franz Joseph and Edward. Margutti wrote that start
ing with the 1 905 meeting , Edwar4 VII began trying to entice 
Franz Joseph away from his German alliance, offering a 
series of vaguely defined compen�ations if he were to do so 
(see Margutti , The Emperor Francis Joseph and His Times, 
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pp. 259-261 ) .  The last of these Bad Ischl meetings came 
in August 1 908 , just before the Buchlau bargain . At this 
conference, Edward is reported to have pressed Franz Joseph 
to intercede with Berlin to stop the planned German fleet 
expansion . After this meeting, Franz Joseph is reported to 
have muttered, "After all , I am a German prince . "  

The w ar  would come soon, but not soon enough for Ed
ward , The old roue died in May 19 10 .  At the time , a Leipzig 
newspaper wrote that he had skillfully woven the Nessus 
robe to destroy the German Hercules .  Recall that in the old 
Greek myth, Hercules could not be killed by any living man; 
but Hercules was killed by the centaur Nessus , who had tried 
to rape Deianira, the wife of Hercules . The dying Nessus told 
Deianira to soak Hercules ' robe in his centaur blood, and 
dress him in it if he should ever seem unfaithful . Deianira 
later did this, and the poisoned blood of Nessus , the sex
crazed old centaur, finally killed Hercules . 

For a few moments during early August 1 9 1 4 ,  the kaiser 
realized what had happened: 

"England, Russia and France have agreed among them
selves . . . after laying the foundation of the casus foederis 
for us through Austria . . . to take the Austro-Serbian conflict 
for an excuse for waging a war of extermination against us . 
. . . That is the real naked situation slowly and cleverly set 

going by Edward VII and . . . finally brought to a conclusion 
by George V .  . . . So the famous encirclement of Germany 
has finally become a fact, despite every effort of our politi
cians and diplomats to prevent it. The net has been suddenly 
thrown over our head, and England sneeringly reaps the most 
brilliant success of her persistently prosecuted purely anti
German world policy against which we have proved our
selves helpless , while she twists the noose of our political 
and economic destruction out of our fidelity to Austria, as 
we squirm isolated in the net. A great achievement, which 
arouses the admiration even of him who is to be destroyed as 
its result! Edward VII is stronger after his death than am I 
who am still alive! And there have been people who believed 
that England could be won over or pacified , by this or that 
puny measure !"  (emphasis added; in Cowles , p .  347 , from 
Kautsky Documents) 

In 1 9 1 5 ,  a pamphlet was issued in Berlin by the military 
writer Reinhold Wagner, entitled "The Greatest Criminal 
Against Humanity in the Twentieth Century: King Edward 
VII of England ."  With admirable conciseness ,  Wagner for
mulated his indictment of the deceased British monarch: 
"The greatest criminal against humankind which the twenti
eth century has seen so far was King Edward VII of England . 
For he was the one , he was the one , who has instigated the 
world war of today ."  Despite everything that has happened 
in this tormented world since 1 9 1 5 ,  Wagner's case is still 
overwhelmingly compelling. 

From Edward's  time to our own, the British monarchy 
has successfully weathered three storms . One was the "re
publican" agitation of circa 1 870, reflecting the dissatisfac-
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tion with Victoria as a royal rectuse , and with Edward , the 
heir apparent , as a rake . Then c me 1 9 1 6- 1 8 ,  when British 
troops began to die in large num ers on the western front of 
King Edward' s  World War I, which caused a wave of hatred 
of all things German, including lihe royal family, which had 
to take the absurd name of "Win�sor" to cover up their Ger
man origins .  This was when GeQrge V refused to accept the 
czar, because of the fear of an ev¢n greater political reaction. 
Then came the Edward VIII crislis of 1 937 ,  which reflected 
the fact that the king was a Nazi . Now, since 1 99 1 -92, we 
have the Charles-Diana crisis , which reflects a deeper break
down in the Versailles system. There is no reason to assume 
that the British monarchy, having weathered all these storms , 
will be easily swept away . We ",ust rather conclude that the 
royals will stop at nothing , including a military coup, a fascist 
dictatorship , or World War III , tel> avoid giving up power. 

The historical truth about Edward VII greatly simplifies 
the question of what and who caused World War I. The 
world war was caused by Edward VII , his geopolitics , his 
diplomacy, his agents , and his alliance system. A clause in 
the Versailles Treaty specifies that Germany bears the entire 
guilt for World War I. This is a patent absurdity . The world 
war was caused by Edward VII , as we have seen . The dis
mantling of the Versailles system must therefore include the 
revision of the treaty to specify British war guilt in the person 
of Edward . 

France,  Russia , Japan , the United States , and other great 
nations were used by Edward VII as geopolitical pawns, and 
they have suffered immeasurably as a result . Ninety years 
after Edward' s  Ententes , citizens and statesmen must learn 
the lesson of how the British monarchy and oligarchy orches
trated the catastrophe of 1 9 1 4 .  
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France 1 870- 1 9 1 4  

The defeat of Hanotaux and the eOlIling 
of the Entente Cordiale with London 
by Dana S. Scanlon 

The events leading to France' s  headlong plunge into the web 
ofthe Entente Cordiale spun by King Edward VII of England , 
begin with its defeat in the Franco-Prussian War of 1 870. 
That war resulted from the combination of the imperial ambi
tions of Napoleon III , and German Chancellor Bismarck's  
provocations . This combination ignited the explosive pas
sions and petty tantrums which sometimes pass for national
ism in the French people . These are the tragic flaws in charac
ter that time and again has empowered France's  historic 
enemies to destroy the work of the true nationalists , the re
publican nation-builders . This is what the poet Friedrich 
Schiller was alluding to when, a century before , he wrote of 
the French Revolution that "a great moment found a little 
people ."  

A great moment would come again in  the 1 890s , a historic 
opportunity for the nations of continental Europe to unite to 
crush the cancer of Venetian oligarchical policies and inter
ests that had taken root in England . Together, France , Ger
many, and Russia had the power and the self-interest to defeat 
that cancer. French Foreign Minister Gabriel Hanotaux and 
Russian Finance Minister Sergei Witte possessed the strate
gic vision and concrete plans required for a global community 
of interest based upon economic development. The tragedy 
of how World War I ,  the worst possible outcome to the 
conflict among these nations , came to occur instead, is the 
part of history addressed in this article . 

The Bismarck-Thiers 
negotiations , Alsace-Lorraine, and 
Franco-German enmity 

When in July 1 870, it became known in Paris that Prince 
Leopold of Hohenzollern, distantly related to the Prussian 
royal family , was likely to be chosen to ascend the vacant 
throne of Spain, most of France' s  political leadership viewed 
this as an unacceptable Prussian bid for aggrandizement, and 
reacted accordingly . Elder statesmen such as Louis Adolphe 
Thiers privately assured Emperor Napoleon III of their sup
port if a conflict became unavoidable. But Thiers , unlike 
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Napoleon , did not want this war.  So it was with immense 
relief that Thiers learned, on July 1 2 ,  that the Hollenzollern 
candidacy had been withdrawn. 

Thiers ' s  suspicions that the Bonapartists actually wanted 
war were immediately confirmed, when the supporters of 
Napoleon demanded that the king of Prussia make an explicit 
pledge that the Hohenzollern can4idacy would never again 
be renewed. Thiers saw this as a foolish attempt to humiliate 
Prussia, and denounced it as a "great blunder" which made 
war "probable . "  On the evening of July 1 4  came the Ems 
Telegram, in which Chancellor Bismarck added his own in
sult to the French provocation, giving Napoleon the pretext 
he needed to launch the war. 

Thiers rose in Parliament on J"ly 15 to oppose the war, 
stating that "it was a difficult duty to resist patriotic . . . 
but imprudent passions . "  He was violently heckled when he 
accused the government of "breaking off relations in a fit of 
pique . "  Thiers was pilloried as a tQol of Prussia, and chased 
in the streets by angry mobs . 

But within two days of Napoleon' s  declaration of war, 
Germany had broken across the frontier and invaded the 
western provinces of Alsace and Lorraine . By Sept. 2,  with 
the war six weeks old, the French Army suffered its devasta
ting defeat at Sedan and the emper(J)r was taken prisoner. The 
painful terms of surrender included hefty reparations and the 
permanent loss of Alsace-Lorrain(1. 

Many years later, writing as a historian , Gabriel Hano
taux defined Napoleon' s  role as tbat of a gullible marcher
lord for England . "Napoleon, in insurrection against Europe, 
thought he would find a point of s�pport in the English alli
ance . England grew with the aid otthe nephew of the Emper
or (Bonaparte) whom she had coqquered. At the outset she 
accompanied him in all his adventures , free to quit him when 
he was once deeply engaged. She knew how to stop him at 
the decisive moment, and to snatch the fruits of victory from 
him when the due time came. Thus it was in the Crimea, in 
China, in Italy , in Mexico. At last, when the Franco-German 
war put the fate of Europe in suspense , she failed him once 
again. ,, 1 

I .  Gabriel Hanotaux, Contemporary France, Vol . I, p. 9 .  
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The 'Commonwealth 
Party' of France 

Modem France began to take shape after the immense 
devastation of the Hundred Years ' War with England 
( 1 339- 1 453) . This war was initiated by King Edward III 
of England as a proxy of the Venetian Doge Bartolomeo 
Gradenigo; the English victories at Crecy,  Maupertuis , 
and Azincourt were in effect Venetian victories over 
France .  France became the first modem true nation-state 
of Europe in the years following the 1 440 Council of 
Florence. 

King Louis XI (reigned 146 1 -83) became the first re
publican monarch of France ,  educated by an ally of the 
great Christian humanist Cardinal Nicolaus of Cusa. He 
ended the Hundred Years ' War, and united the kingdom 
around around the slogan "one law , one weight , one cur
rency . "  His creation of one permanent army was the be
ginning of the end of the private armies of the feudal 
nobility . 

In the years following the reign of Louis XI , the 
League of Cambrai almost vanquished Venice, and the 
history of Europe since that time has been a drive by 
Venetian-centered , and later British-centered efforts ,  to 
crush the French nation-state because of what it represent
ed: the living example of the republican or commonwealth 

The Third Republic of France was the daughter of this 
crushing defeat of France and its emperor. All eyes turned 
toward the once-denounced Thiers , who was voted chief 
executive of the new republic . In the peace negotiations that 
followed, Thiers would try to impress his interlocutor, Chan
cellor Bismarck, with the historic chance the two neighboring 
countries had to cement a peace arrangement on the basis of 
mutual self-interest and collaboration . 

This is how Hanotaux described it , in his History ofCon

temporary France, alluding to the difficult factional situation 
in which Bismarck found himself: 

"As for Germany , the question was whether she was 
going to fulfill completely the lofty destiny which was as
sured to her by the situation which she had just conquered in 
the center of Europe . She had just effaced by an unparalleled 
effort the last trace of the Thirty Years ' War; she had recov
ered the material greatness, the fullness of life ,  the exuberant 
vigor which had made her famous in the prosperous years of 
the Middle Ages . . . . 

"With what wisdom . . .  was the new Germany going to 
make use of this unexpected good fortune? Not to perpetuate 
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form of government, which baid itself on uplifting the 
population by fostering their u iquely human, creative 
qualities ,  and ennobling the hu an soul by bringing sci
ence , technology, cathedral-bui ing, and art into the dai
ly lives of the people , thus enab , ing them to contribute to 
the advancement of the nation . 

The great figures who sha�d France include King 
Henri IV (reigned 1 589- 1 6 1 0) ,  Who established religious 
peace with his 1 598 Edict of NFlntes , in order to pursue 
the task of building France ' s  natlonal economy and infra
structure . One of the founders bf the school of national 
economy was Jean Bodin ( 1 539-96) , Whose political , eco
nomic , and religious manifesto ;could be summed up by 
his motto: "There is no wealth btlt man . "  

The heirs o f  Louis X I  and :Bodin include the great 
Cardinal Richelieu and the Oratorian school founded in 
1 6 1 0 ,  in the tradition of the Brotherhood of the Common 
Life .  Bodin' s  most important su/:cessor was Louis XIV's  
General Comptroller of  Financ¢s Jean-Baptiste Colbert, 
who founded the French AcadeIl\ly of Sciences in collabo
ration with Gottfried Leibniz ,  and promoted an era of 
unprecedented economic development in France . These 
were the men who laid the found�tions for the Ecole Poly
technique in the eighteenth cenlury, and its successors , 
which included the West Point Academy in America. 

The lives of these men were passionately studied by 
Gabriel Hanotaux as a young man. He read and studied 
Jean Bodin . He read Machiavelli ' s  The Prince, which was 
written about Louis XI . He reacil Plato and Erasmus . He 

the state of wars , to inaugurate la harmonious and balanced 
life for Europe , to assert himselflby reason rather than might, 
here was an enterprise worthy bf a conqueror crowned by 
fortune . A St. Louis would ha�e attempted it . A Richelieu 
would have faced it . Bismarck Himself had �iven, at Nikols
burg/ some idea of such an e�pire over oneself, and of a 
moderation so full of strength . 

"The period of hostilities was at an end. The exact prob
lem which was propounded waS the following: What would 
be the nature of the new relatioq.s between the two peoples? 

2. The 1 866 Annistice of Nikolsburg cQncluded the Seven Weeks' War in 
which Prussia and Italy defeated Austrija and most of the smaller Gennan 
states. In the Prusso-Austrian peace �hich followed, Bismarck avoided 
annexations of Austrian territory and dtus adroitly avoided a significant 
revenge complex on the part of Vienna. iIf Bismarck had been able to show 
a similar self-control with France in t 87 1 ,  and had refrained from the 
annexation of Alsace-Lorraine, the pret,xt for conflict between France and 
Gennany during these years could hav� been vastly reduced. Bismarck's 
decision to humiliate France by detachini,g Alsace-Lorraine stacked the deck 
against future Franco-Gennan cooperatibn and vastly facilitated the task of 
British "divide and conquer" geopolitid. 
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King Louis XI, founder of the first modern nation-state , the 
French commonwealth . 

wanted to know everything about Cardinal Richelieu and 
about Louis XIV ' s  reign.  He threw himself into these 
studies with such intensity , that he would later write , 
"I lived in the seventeenth century before I lived in my 
times . "-Dana Scanlon 

Peace or a succession of wars? It was necessary to choose , to 
take a line . The most commonplace solution , the one which 
demanded the least intellectual exertion and the least control 
over self and facts , would be the system of peace under arms . 

'This last solution was that of the [German] Headquarters 
Staff. It had prevailed at Versailles . But a last recourse to 
the diplomatists was still open at Brussels . 3 Unhappily,  the 
deadly germ was already laid . . . .  

"The crowning error of German diplomacy and Prince 
Bismarck under the circumstances arose , perhaps , from the 
fact that their victory took them by surprise to such a degree , 
that they were never willing to believe it completely assured 
and accomplished . Successful by means of war, they no 
longer had confidence in anything but war. It became their 
sole instrument . They prepared it without intermission . Their 
shortsightedness consists in not having foreseen the durabili
ty of peace . They made all calculations excepting the most 

3. This refers to the preliminaries to the Treaty of Frankfurt, May 1 0 ,  1 8 7 1 , 
by which Germany took Alsace-Lorraine and obliged France to pay a large 

indemnity . 
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simple of all . "  
When these events were taking place , Hanotaux , a crucial 

figure in the period leading up to World War I-was just a 
l 6-year-old boy . But his future dedication to his nation was 
already evident . For the young Hanotaux , France ' s  crushing 
defeat stirred no jingoistic passions against Germany, but 
rather a passion to learn , to reach into past history to under
stand what had just happened . "The generation to which I 
belong ,"  Hanotaux wrote , "was barely emerging from child
hood . . . .  Its intellect was matured by that cruel sPectacle . 
. . . From that time , pressing questions arose in me: What 
had been the causes of the greatness of France in the past? 
What were the causes of her defeat? What would be the 
moving forces of her approaching resurrection?,,4 

Gabriel Hanotaux's strategic role 

Hanotaux ' s  first published article , when he was 24 years 
old, was entitled "Did the Venetians Betray Christianity 
in 1 202?" The mere fact of his interest in this episode of 
history demonstrates that he was on the path to studying 
the critical issues that shaped western civilization . In the 
newspaper of Third Republic leader and founder Leon Gam
betta , Hanotaux wrote articles calling for a resurrection , in 
the political realm,  of King Henri lV ' s  policy of religious 
toleration , the Edict of Nantes , and for a return to Cardinal 
Richelieu ' s  European foreign policy .  When Hanotaux finally 
joined the French Foreign Affairs Ministry in 1 885 , he was 
already a recognized historian ,  determined to bring these 
great ideas from his nation ' s  past to bear in France ' s  foreign 
policy . 

Throughout the 1 880s and 1 890s , France was polarized 
politically and socially around two major issues: First and 
foremost was the question of collaborating with Germany in 
building the peace , or waging a war of "revanche" (revenge) .  
Although Bismarck had stupidly seized the French provinces 
of Alsace-Lorraine in the aftermath of the war, adding to the 
crushing burden of immense war reparations a painful daily 
reminder of the lost war,  slowly a detente was beginning to 
emerge between the former enemies . Discussions were even 
entertained about the possibility of a Franco-German customs 
union . 5  

The second major issue was the religious question: 
whether there would be a republican-Catholic collaboration 
in building the new republic , or whether freemasonry' s  de
clared war �n religion would prevail . An underlying problem 

4. Ibid. , Vol . J, viii .  

5. One of the main proponents of such an idea was a former Alsatian and ex

member of Parliament , Count Paul de Leusse . His pamphlet, published in 

1 888 and entitled "Peace by a Franco-German Customs Union ," was said to 

have been favorably received by Bismarck, though not by other forces in 

German y .  
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was that while the Catholic Church in France had been a 
wellspring for the ideas of the Christian Renaissance and the 
republic , the Catholic hierarchy was intimately tied to the 
feudal structures of the past, and was a manipulated tool of 
the Venetian party in France.  The hierarchy and clergy were, 
by and large, not only favoring a return to feudal or monarchi
cal forms of government; they were also in open insurrection 
against their great pope, Leo XIII . 

These were the fault-lines along which France was divid
ed, and which ultimately allowed the oligarchical faction 's  
triumph in 1 898 . The defining moment of that triumph was 
to be the collapse of Hanotaux' s cabinet and the subsequent 
ascendancy of Theophile Delcasse as the ruler over French 
foreign policy. 

The religious question colored every aspect of political 
and intellectual life in France . Hanotaux himself, raised in a 
Catholic family , reports that he was influenced in his youth 
by the atheistic sarcasm and cynicism of Voltaire. But unlike 
many of his contemporaries ,  Hanotaux' s passionate commit
ment to discovering the secrets of France's  greatness led him 
to overcome that cynical outlook. 

In later years , Hanotaux would compare Voltaire ' s  activi
ties in the city of Orleans to the English siege of that city in 
the early fifteenth century . That siege was broken in 1429 by 
the heroine of France , Joan of Arc . Hanotaux further charac
terized Voltaire' s  writings as "horrid blasphemy inspired by 
rancid malice from the other side of the Channel . ,,6 He de
scribed Voltaire' s  book about Joan of Arc , La Pucelle d'Or

Leans as a piece of "trash."  It was typical of Hanotaux that he 
would rescue Joan of Arc from the depredations of Voltaire 
with nothing less than his own five-volume study, which laid 
the groundwork for her eventual canonization in 1 920. 

France's 'Great Projects' 
Why was it so important for France' s  enemies ,  now cen

tered in the "Venetian party" transplanted into England, to 
provoke religious wars in France in the nineteenth century? 
Why would British Prime Minister Lord Salisbury write in 
1 887 , to his ambassador in Paris,  "It is very difficult to pre
vent oneself from wishing for another Franco-German war 
to put a stop to this vexation?" 

British interests were potentially jeopardized as a result 
of large-scale development projects being initiated on the 
Eurasian continent and elsewhere, by France , Germany, and 
Russia. 

Less than a year before the Franco-Prussian War, the 
French engineer and diplomat Ferdinand de Lesseps had 
completed his project to open the Suez Canal in Egypt-a 
project first proposed to Louis XIV by Gottfried Leibniz . It 
was completed despite years of sabotage by Britain's  Lord 
Palmerston. Now, de Lesseps was at it again . In 1 873 ,  he 

6. Georges Goyau, Histoire Re/igieuse de la France. introduction by G .  
Hanotaux, p. 6.  
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I 
presented a paper to the French Academy of Sciences calling 
for a huge Eurasian rail project. $is proposed "Asiatic Grand 
Central" was described by Han+taux: "Starting from Oren
burg , on the river Ural , this rajilroad would have gone as 
far as Peshawar, on the Indian frontier, joining the Russian 
system to the Anglo-Indian sys�m of railways,  across Cen
tral Asia. . . . It would have beep a communication between 
the Trans-Siberian on the one hrupd ,  and the Baghdad railway 
on the other. The object was to join European railways with 
the Anglo-Indian railways , and Peyond with future Chinese 
railways. ,,7 i 

This type of spectacular proj�t, combined with policies 
to end the feudal-oligarchical sy�tems of government in Eu
rope , could have been the basis i for real peace on the conti
nent. Moreover, the projects �med further, and extended 
into Africa as well . I 

After some years serving in t� cabinets ofUon Gambetta 
and )ules Ferry, Hanotaux was b ought into the Foreign Min
istry as director of protectorates i 1 889.  He wrote up a memo 
for his minister, Eugene Spuller' i describing a project to build 
a canal that would connect the Nille River to the Congo River, 
the world' s  second largest river srstem. That was only a small 
part of his vision for economic d�velopment in Africa, which 
included factories fuelled by hydro-power, railroads criss
crossing the continent to create new "civilizations" around the 
great lakes of Africa,  population growth made possible by the 
scientific discoveries enabling malaria to be wiped out, and 
water management projects (see l Figure 1) .  

Hanotaux worked closely with his mentor Prime Minister 
Jules Ferry to establish a coloni�ing policy for Africa based 
on these principles . He collabonated closely with Pope Leo 
XIII ' s  loyal friend Cardinal Lavigerie in building the Cathe
dral of St. Louis in Carthage , and in projects to sustain the 
Catholic effort in Africa. Eventually, Hanotaux was pro
moted to the rank of foreign minister in 1 894 by President 
Sadi Carnot, grandson of the gr$t Lazare Carnot. 

The signs of British restlessness with France were becom
ing apparent. Both of Hanotauxl's mentors were soon to be 
assassinated: Ferry had been s�ot in 1 887 by a so-called 
religious fanatic ,  and died from I!hese wounds six years later. 
President Carnot was shot two months after Hanotaux be
came foreign minister, by an ltalian anarchist-from the 
same networks used to assassinllte U . S .  President William 
McKinley . Gambetta also died in 1 882 under suspicious cir
cumstances , shortly after den01�ncing England's  efforts to 
seize control of Egypt and the S\Jez Canal . 

As foreign minister, Hanotallx pursued a threefold poli
cy: 1 )  strengthening the Franco-Russian alliance begun by 
President Carnot, and advanced tlhanks to the efforts of Count 
Witte; 2) continuing the policy of detente with Germany 
initiated by Jules Ferry; and 3) otchestrating a series of inter-

7. Op . cit . •  Hanotaux, Vol. II, p. 457 .  
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FIGURE 1 
Hanotaux's proposed trans-African rai l road and canal projects 
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Cape to Cairo, as their national agreements to consolidate the French position in 
Western and Central Africa around Lake Chad and to prevent 
the British from seizing the entire eastern side of Africa, from Already the British had Su(:ct1lede�d in virtually stealing 
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the shares of the Suez Canal owned by the Khedive of Egypt , 
so that the canal they had so long opposed now was under 
their control-not as a means of expanding trade , but as a 
strategic choke-point. 

Hanotaux was also , during this period , the close collabo
rator of one of the few explicit advocates of Friedrich List ' s  
cameralist economic policies in  France ,  Prime Minister Jules 
Meline . As foreign minister, Hanotaux became a master of 

Hanotaux: Develop Mrica 
with science, technology 

Thefollowing are excerptsfrom a speech by Gabriel Ha

notaux in 1902 to the Geographical Society ofOran , enti

tled, "The Future of Africa " : 

A new means of action is coming into being: the railroad . 
This shall be the true conqueror of Africa . The railroad 
traverses deserts; it crosses over cataracts; it brings togeth
er, on the coast, the upper basins of those great rivers ; it 
thus opens up to commerce the vast area of the interior 
plateau and access to the great lakes . . .  which shall see 
powerful civilizations established on their shores . . . .  
The day when science will have effectively routed the 
fly-malaria-one of the greatest benefits which can be 
spread across the planet by human genius will have been 
achieved . Half of the African continent will be given back 
to civilization , to life . . . .  

Deep forests will be pierced and immense regions will 
,once again see divine light . The swamps will be drained , 
the flow of water facilitated . . . .  Where water is lacking , 
it will be captured; the problem of the desert will be taken 
on , and one day , through appropriate cultivation , it will 
know a kind of richness and fertility . . . .  The harnessing 
of waterfalls will soon furnish African industry with in
calculable and inexhaustible energy resources . It is proba
ble , that near the waterfalls . . .  we shall see powerful 
factories being erected , borrowing from the very river 
the force necessary for the exploitation of its prodigious 
resources . . . .  

Can we not see advancing , from the coast towards 
the interior, through a universal effort . . .  the lines of 
railroads which shall soon transform the economic life of 
the entire continent? . . . 

Is not a global program to methodically trace , through 
an international entente , the directions of a transcontinen
tal railroad , utilizing the great rivers , facilitating naviga
tion , uniting the N ile and the Congo rivers , the Benoue 
and the Sanga rivers , through a vast system of canals ,  
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what he called "flanking operations" against the British in 
Africa. 

It was in the midst of some ' Hanotaux ' s  most delicate 
and intensive negotiations,  at  preventing the British 
from consolidating their 

l
over the entire Nile Valley , 

that the infamous Dreyfus was unleashed , and sectari-
an passions once again . the French political land-
scape . 

Gabriel Hanotaux, who sought to t�rn Africa into "an im
mense buzzing hive" of economic development. 

supporting the development of the river networks through 
the development of the rail ro�ds,  and thus turning the 
interior of Africa into an immense buzzing hive where 
trains and steamships capable oi devouring distances will 
rush towards an immense and c�ntral depot , in which the 
people and merchandise of the bniverse will converge
is this not the most obvious and imminent of 
possibilities? . . .  

Then , the populations will multiply ,  manpower will 
increase . . . . I European penetration has encountered that great and 
ancient belief of Islam, which , here more than anywhere 
else , is fully growing and full I of vitality; this rel igion 
which proclaims the existence of a single God, which 
attaches to faith in this God all individual and social vir
tues . . . .  

We owe them peace; we 0 e them justice; we also 
owe them toleration . . . .  But toleration is not enough . 
We owe it to Islam to understand it .  We owe it even more . 
. . .  We owe it respect .  
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The Dreyfus Affair: destabilization 
of the Third French Republic 

Shortly after Hanotaux became foreign minister, the min
ister of war, Gen. Auguste Mercier, briefed a secret cabinet 
meeting on his discovery of a spy for Germany within the 
French military, and of his intention to open a prosecution of 
this alleged spy , Capt. Alfred Dreyfus . One lone voice was 
heard in opposition . Like Thiers speaking out in opposition 
to Napoleon 's  decision to go to war with Germany in 1 870, 
Hanotaux stood up and insisted that the so-called evidence 
was so weak, that "I am opposed to any legal action or even 
to any investigation," warning that this could lead to "the 
gravest of international difficulties ," "a diplomatic rupture 
with Germany, even war." When this intervention failed, he 
went privately to see General Mercier, who was a committed 
revanchiste: "twice I tried to make him listen to reason , to 
show him the folly of what he was embarking on , but he 
wouldn't listen to me . . . .  Public passions are not released 
with impunity . ,,8 

Captain Dreyfus was Jewish . There was no better combi
nation to whip up public passions in France at the tum of the 
century than to come up with a German spy who was a Jew . 
Captain Dreyfus was tried unC" rocket -docket ," complete 
with withheld eXCUlpatory evidence , mounds of "secret evi
dence" that was presented to the jury minutes before they 
went into seclusion for deliberation, and thus never seen by 
the defense , and outright forgeries . Stripped of his military 
rank and shipped off to the brutal conditions of the penal 
colony on Devil ' s  Island , Dreyfus , his family , and a small 
group of supporters continued to proclaim his innocence . 
The Radical Republicans seized upon the case as a cause 
celebre, and it polarized France as nothing else had, ampli
fying the divisions we spoke of earlier. 

The central players in this drama and their alliances were 
as bizarre as any in European history: 

• Edouard Drumont, editor of the anti-Semitic , Jesuit
financed newspaper La Libre Parole, whose main readership 
consisted of small village priests and former members of the 
Paris Commune . 

• The League of Patriots , the chief organization that 
had backed the revanchist insurrection of General Boulanger 
against President Carnot' s  regime . Fortunately for France ,  
General Boulanger was unable to climb off his mistress long 
enough to mount his black horse and lead the charge against 
the republic . 

• The leftist Radical Republicans of the Georges Clem
enceau variety , who were as deeply committed to war with 
Germany as the right-wing Boulangists , if not more so . These 
were the networks of the most militant associates of the Grand 

8 .  Maurice Paleologue, An Intimate Journal a/the Dreyfus Case, p. 1 7 .  
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Orient freemasonic lodge of Fraitce , whose goals included 
the establishment of a diPlomat�" alliance with Britain, an 
end to the Africa policy of Fe and Hanotaux, and the 
purging of the country of Cath lic and other religious in-
terests . 

' 

In the middle of this snake-pit, Hanotaux and his faction 
of "anti-Voltaire" republicans, m�y of them non-Catholics I ' 
some even freemasons , sought a !policy of cooperation with 
Pope Leo XIII and what few alles he had in the Catholic 
Church in France. Chief among �ose was Cardinal Lavige
rie , founder of the missionary otder known for their white 
habits as the "White Fathers ,"  an� head of the Catholic Dio
cese in Africa. Lavigerie work� feverishly to abolish slav
ery, and to save souls . The outstattding rule of his order was, 
and still is today, that priests are forbidden to proselytize; 
they could only convert by way pf good example and good 
works . Time and again, Pope l40 XIII ordered the French 
cardinals ,  in letters and encycliqals , to abandon their alle
giance to the monarchy, and to declare their loyalty to the 
republican government, but they �fused. Only Cardinal Lav
igerie would do it , and in 1 890 : he gave a famous speech 
announcing that he , hitherto a coMrmed royalist, would de
clare his allegiance to the republic , in order to "wrench the 
country back from the abyss which threatens it . "  

I n  this context , the unleashin� of the Dreyfus Affair has 
to be seen, not as an accident of history, brought about by 
some sociological phenomenon �culiar to France ,  but as a 
deliberate effort to destabilize thtj French republican forces.  

As the historical record now s�ows,  the actual perpetrator 
of the treasonous acts for which 'Dreyfus was unjustly con
victed , was Count Ferdinand W alsin-Esterhazy , a paid agent 
of the most powerful British banking house at the time: the 
Rothschilds . Esterhazy was an intjmate collaborator of Edou
ard Drumont . The two scoundtels conspired together in 
1 893 , so that when Drumont duelled a French military officer 
whom he had insulted, Esterhazr stepped forward to "sec
ond" the Jewish officer. After the duel , Esterhazy (a compul
si ve gambler who also ran a string of brothels) wrote to Baron 
de Rothschild, proclaiming hims¢lf a friend of the Jews, and 
asking for financial assistance . He was promptly taken into 
employment by the Rothschilds, all the time remaining the 
closest of friends with Drumont . 

As a result of Hanotaux' s  int¢rvention in the secret cabi
net meeting called by General Mercier, it had at first been 
agreed that although Captain Dreyfus would be kept in custo
dy for questioning , nothing would be made public so as not 
to precipitate events . In stepped Maj .  Hubert Henry, another 
associate of Esterhazy . Major H¢r,rry worked in the military 
intelligence department of the Army. Determined to break 
the Dreyfus case into the public arena,  the conspirators had 
Major Henry write a letter to Edouard Drumont revealing 
that a Jewish captain was in prison on charges of treason and 
"they want to quash the case . Israel is up in arms. "  The next 
day , Drumont' s  La Libre Parole carried banner headlines on 
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Frallce' s  Captain Marchand (withfiag) confronts Britain 's  Lord 
Kitchener (right), at Fashoda, Sept. 19 ,  1898 . Marchand' s expedi
tion was a prescription for disaster, playing into the hands of the 
British . 

the case and started the drumbeat for a trial and conviction . 
The Dreyfus Affair amplified the chronic instability of the 

Third Republic . The prime minister and his cabinet depended 
day-to-day on the vagaries of a parliamentary majority . After 
two years as foreign minister, the cabinet in which Hanotaux 
served was brought down, and a Radical Republ ican (freema
sonic) cabinet formed . It was that cabinet that approved the 
fateful mission of Captain Marchand , to cross Africa from 
the west and reach Fashoda on the Nile , as a challenge to the 
British . After a six-month hiatus ,  Hanotaux returned to the 
Quai d'Orsay in a new cabinet , and immed i ately preoccupied 
himself with the events on the Nile . 

Paving the way for World War I 

Fashoda, 1898 
During the months that Captain Marchand was trekking 

through jungles and swamps to reach Fashoda , Hanotaux 
continued his efforts to reach an understanding with Germa
ny . The Marchand expedition-despite the probably noble 
intentions of the captain whose name is forever imprinted on 
this page of French history-was a prescription for disaster. 
Months before the Marchand expedition was approved , Ha
notaux had negotiated a treaty with England which limited 
Egypt' s  possessions over the Nile to Khartoum, thereby 
achieving the goal of limiting English influence in the region . 
But the French cabinet refused to ratify this agreement , and 
almost provoked Hanotaux ' s resignation . 
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The folly of sending Captain Marchand on a military 
expedition to plant a French fla$ at Fashoda was the pet 
project of Theophile Delcasse an1 the Colonial Party of Eu
gene Etienne . Hanotaux had opposed the mission when first 
proposed to him by the captain Himself in June 1 895 . 9 He 
could have recalled the expeditio I , and it was probably his 
fatal mistake that he didn ' t .  In contrast to the folly of the 
Marchand expedition , Hanotaux'  I successful diplomacy was 
built upon a commitment to an �ntente with Germany . In 
early 1 896 , the records show the fruit of that effort, when the 
German foreign secretary spoke td the French ambassador in 
Berlin about "limiting the insati�ble appetite of England ," 
adding that "it  is necessary to sho1w England that she can no 
longer take advantage of the Franco-German antagonism to 
seize whatever she wants . "  I 

At that very moment , Englantl was , in fact,  planning to 
seize Sudan , which a nationalis� rebellion some 1 0  years 
earlier had freed of Egyptian an� British control . For the 
occasion of this reconquest , Brit lin ' s  Gen . Horatio Herbert 
Kitchener was made sirdar, or commander in chief, of the 
Egyptian Army . 

The drama in Africa dragged In for two years , and finally 
on June 1 9 ,  1 898 , just weeks before Marchand arrived at 
Fashoda, Hanotaux received wh�t he had been waiting for: 
a message from the German ambassador suggesting broad 
collaboration on a number of issuds ,  particularly with respect 
to England . I Hanotaux immediately wrote a note to his ambassador in . I 
Cairo , hinting that settlement of the "Egyptian question" 
might be at hand , as a result of G6rman support . 

Nine days later, the cabinet 
t

as brought down through 
an alliance of left radicals and extreme rightists , with the 
League of Patriots '  Deroulede le�ding the charge . Hanotaux 
left the Foreign Ministry , never t� return. And the first act of 
his successor, Theophile DelcasSe , was to turn his back on 
the alliance with Germany . I 

In July ,  Marchand arrived at Fashoda and hoisted his 
flag . Before the news of Marchan�' s  arrival reached France, 
Sirdar Kitchener carried out a horrible massacre , killing thou
sands in the battle of Omdurman ,1 in Khartoum province , on 
Sept . 2, 1 898 .  He then continue� south to meet Marchand, 
ordering him to remove the Frencli flag and depart . Marchand 

. I 
answered that hIS orders came only from the French govern-
ment . But at that very moment , the French government was 
paralyzed by a succession of cris�s: a national strike of rail
road workers which some accusdd London banks of financ
ing; new outbreaks of Dreyfus-related scandals ;  and another 
cabinet collapse . As news reaJhed bath capitals of the I Marchand-Kitchener encounter, the British Navy was mobi-
lized and the Channel Fleet was d dered to Gibraltar. British 
Minister of Colonies Chamberlain was pressing for an imme-

9. G. Hanotaux,  His/oire des Colonies Fran,aises, Vol . IV, p.  5 1 8 . 
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diate "preventive" war. Finally , on Nov . 3 ,  1 898 Delcasse 
ordered Marchand to retreat , in humiliation . 

The Entente Cordiale, 1904 
In the period after this strategic humiliation of France ,  

Delcasse and his backers in  the Colonial Party agreed to a 
convention with England which excluded France from the 
Nile Valley . In return, France received British support for the 
French claim over Morocco. This 1 899 convention contained 
the seeds of the disastrous 1 904 Entente Cordiale between 
France and England , which inexorably drew France into the 
web of Edward VII and his march toward World War I .  

When the Entente Cordiale 's  secret provisions were fi
nally made public in 1 9 1 1 ,  they were denounced by Hano
taux: "France has not chosen the directions of her foreign 
policy," he wrote , "but was submitted to them, did not act , 
but was acted upon . The Entente was a marvelous invention 
of English diplomatic genius , created to divide her adversar
ies , creating an area of friction between France and Germany, 
with Morocco as the piece of bait . "  Morocco was , for the 
British, nothing more than a difficult-to-manage piece of 
real estate , and it was the perfect "bone of contention," as 
Hanotaux called it, to set up renewed animosities between 
France and Germany . 

Those animosities flared twice to the brink of war, in 
1 905 and 1 9 1 1 , when Germany insisted on pressing its claim 
over Morocco. As the rope is to the hanged man, King Ed
ward was always there to provide his "support" for France , 
in these crises with Germany . 

In the final years before World War I, Delcasse pursued 
his goal of an alliance among France, England , and Russia 
against Germany: the hostile encirclement policy that has
tened events down the path toward war. As the war ap
proached, Hanotaux commented that "the times were as trag
ic as those that inspired Shakespeare. " Yet, he could no more 
intervene to stop those events than a member of the audience 
witnessing a tragedy . Certainly , his own weaknesses played 
a part in what was about to occur on the battlefields . 

The downfall of the Meline cabinet in 1 898 (with Hano
taux as foreign minister) , also marked the beginning of the 
era of the Radical Republicans winning hegemony over the 
government . It was the end of the efforts at religious and 
political reconciliation undertaken by Gambetta, Spuller, 
Ferry , and Hanotaux on the one side , and Leo XIII and 
Cardinal Lavigerie on the other. By 1 906, under the helm of 
the Emile Combes government, relations between France 
and the Vatican-now ruled by the Venetian Pope Pius X
were broken . 

As the war clouds thickened in the following years , lone 
voices of opposition were occasionally heard, and those voic
es had to be silenced. Such was the fate that met France's  
leading Socialist , Jean Jaures , who continually stood up 
against the anti-German passions that were being manipulat
ed into a frenzy. Like Thiers before him, Jaures was de-
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nounced in the "nationalist" pres as an "agent of the kaiser," 
and Action Fran�aise hinted op ly of the assassination of 
the "Prussian Jaures . "  He was as assinated on July 3 1 ,  1914  
by Raoul Villain , a partisan 0 revanche, who was pro
claimed a lone , deranged as assin . Immediately after 
Jaures ' s  death , his party rallied t . the "Sacred Union" for the 
war. Such were the anti-Germa+ passions of the day, that 
when Villain finally went on tri� in March 1 9 1 9 ,  the jury 
acquitted him on the homicide ¢arges after half an hour's 
deliberation . His lawyers had sppken of the defendant as a 
man who spent his nearly five years of detention dreaming 
only of how he could have fough� against the Germans. Wit
nesses on his behalf included �e former president of the 
League of Young Friends of Als.ce-Lorraine . Jaures ' s  wid
ow was forced to pay the court costs . 

France bled white 
The casualties resulting from:France 's  fall into the hands 

of the partisans of revanche weed enormous .  French fathers , 
sons, and husbands marched by the millions into the muddy, 
blood-drenched trenches on the I western front: 1 . 5 million 
dead, 3 million wounded. The fi�ures are equally staggering 
for the other European powers , ajlthough French losses were 
the greatest of all if measured in II'roportion to the population 
of the country . But it was not oJjlly Europeans who went to 
the slaughter. , 

As a result of the overthrow <# Hanotaux and his collabo
rators , the door was opened in iAfrica to the most savage 
looting and genocide . Much of Ffance' s sphere in equatorial 
Africa had been peacefully woq over in the 1 880s by the 
French explorer Pierre Sarvognah de Brazza, who told Afri
can slaves they had only to tou�h the French flag in order 
to be emancipated . As commissJoner general of the French 
Congo , he steadfastly opposed th� looting schemes of French 
companies , linked to London-qentered banking interests . 
Following a slander campaign �ainst him, Brazza was re-

o called to France in 1 898 . Foreign Minister Delcasse wrote 
the decree allowing private charter companies (compagnies 

concessionaires) to be given ab�olute monopolistic control 
over most of the equatorial regi�n, imitating the policies of 
King Leopold of Belgium in th� neighboring regions of the 
Congo (now Zaire) . This meant lthat slavery had been abol
ished in name only . 

In addition , starting in 1 90q, French colonial policy in 
Africa was dominated by the id�a of building an indigenous 
conscript army . Tens of thousanf:ls of African men had to be 
provided each year as trainees t� become cannon fodder for 
the impending war effort. The ¢sult was that by 1 92 1 ,  the 
African population of the Fren$ Congo had been reduced 
by nearly half, from 4 . 8  to 2 . 8  IQillion people . 

The introduction and trium�h of British methods , poli
cies , and programs over the reWblican ideal in France had 
cataclysmic consequences , whi�h continue to afflict many 
portions of the world to this daY .I 
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London '5 murder of McKinley �ets up 
U.S.-U.K. special relationship, war 
by Anton Chaitkin 

Any supporter of Abraham Lincoln during the Civil War era 
would have viewed Woodrow Wilson's  1 9 1 7  declaration of 
war on Germany under British auspices as an act of treason 
in the service of London , the enemy in 1 776, 1 8 1 2 ,  and 
1 86 1 .  For the British , the perspective of American logistical 
support and, finally , use of American soldiers was an indis
pensable precondition for unleashing war. How, then , did 
London subvert the United States that had followed Lincoln , 
into the principal tool of British geopolitics in 1 9 1 7? 

During the first decades after the American Civil War, 
relations between the United States and Germany had been 
traditionally cordial . Americans gratefully remembered how 
the presence of the Prussian Army along the Rhine had helped 
to prevent the British puppet Emperor Napoleon III from 
intervening in support of the southern Confederacy and from 
sending more French troops to back up the regime of Maxi
milian in Mexico . The strong support given by most German 
inunigrants to Lincoln and the Union cause was soon supple
mented by German-American cooperation in infrastructure 
and industry. These important German-American ties soon 
became the target of London and of the fifth column of Amer
ican anglophiles . London mobilized the intrigues of its intel
ligence services , financial and economic warfare by the City , 
and political assassinations conduited through the Mazzini 
networks to weaken the forces of American nationalism and 
strengthen the anglophiles . 

Up until 1 863-64, the policy of Lord Palmerston and the 
British Empire had been to destroy the American federal 
union . After Gettysburg, Vicksburg , and the arrival of the 
Russian fleet in New York and San Francisco , the British 
were forced to resign themselves to the fact that the United 
States was emerging as the leading world power and would 
remain so for more than a century . The new British strategy 
accepted this reality and concentrated on making American 
power the servant of the geopolitical designs of London . 

The key turning point came with the assassination of 
President William McKinley, an admirer of Lincoln , and 
the succession to the presidency of Vice President Theodore 
Roosevelt , an asset of Sir Edward Grey and Cecil Spring
Rice of the British Foreign Office . Roosevelt ' s  rapproche
ment with Edward VII was the prelude to the establishment 
of the U . S . -U .K .  "special relationship" by Wilson , Grey's  
agent Col . Edward House , Secretary of  State Robert Lansing 
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ofthe Dulles family , and U . S .  Ambassador to London Walter 
Hines Page . The special relationship was sealed with the 
blood of 350,000 U . S .  casualties in World War I. Thanks to 
U . S .  support, London also felt frele to destabilize Russia with 
the 1 9 1 7  revolutions , which yielded the Bolshevik regime 
and world communism. The U . S� -U . K .  special relationship 
has been the indispensable prereq .. isite for British geopolitics 
ever since . 

The 'national party' falls I 
The assassination of Presiden� William McKinley in 1 90 1 

marked the complete downfall of1the American nationalists . 
The mighty American productive apparatus ,  which had been 
created by the U . S .  nationalists-Britain ' s  enemies-de
spite fierce British resistance , ir�nically , was then used by 
decrepit Britain for its war. Let us look back to the period 
before this divide of 1 90 1 , and see what the world lost. We 
can then evaluate the grotesque ! change imposed after the 
McKinley murder. 

When Abraham Lincoln caIIle in as President in 1 86 1 , 
the nationalists came back into �wer. This leadership fac
tion was a political , industrial , and scientific grouping which 
led the American Revolution al).d wrote the Constitution. 
The nationalist faction, or what may be called the "national 
party ," was based in Philadelphia , the original American 
capital . Philadelphia was the horne of Alexander Hamilton's  
First Bank of  the United States , , Nicholas Biddle ' s  Second 
Bank, the German economist Friedrich List , the Irish-Ameri
can economist Mathew Carey, and Mathew Carey' s  son Hen
ry Carey , whose American Syst�m, anti-British economics 
texts Lincoln studied and put intQ practice . 

From Lincoln until the McKinley murder, the United 
States and Britain opposed each other globally , representing 
the two opposite views of man:, racist imperialism versus 
emancipation and technological development. In that con
test, the U . S .  national party WIlSl an active partner with the 
nationalists in Europe , Asia, and Ibero-America. After Ted
dy Roosevelt ' s  takeover, the Unilted States joined Britain in 
smashing America 's  former allies . 

Back at the end of the Civil War, despite Lincoln' s  death, 
the nationalist group pushed ahead on programs designed 
under Lincoln . The first transcontinental railway , the Union 
Pacific-Southern Pacific , paid for by Lincoln' s  government 
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A McKinley campaign 
cartoon mocks the Brit
ishfree traders. Who 
wantsfree trade ? McKin
lty asked. "England 
wants it, demands it
notfor our good, butfor 
hers . "  

and built under Army supervision, was completed i n  1 869 . 
That same year, Civil War leader Gen . Ulysses S .  Grant 
became U .  S .  President. 

In 1 870 , Grant and the Philadelphians revived the North
ern Pacific railway project which Lincoln had chartered. 

The Northern Pacific was the largest single enterprise in 
U . S .  history up to its time . It traversed a 2 ,OOO-mile route , 
from the western tip of Lake Superior to the Columbia River 
and Puget Sound on the Pacific , linking the Pacific Ocean 
with the Great Lakes and the Atlantic . The Northern Pacific 
founded and built Duluth, Minnesota and Tacoma, Washing
ton as its terminus cities . 

The government gave the Northern Pacific gigantic land 
grants , equalling in size the states of Ohio and Indiana com
bined . Plots of land from these grants would then be sold by 
the railroad to settlers , and before such sales , the railroad 
could get advances of credit from an array of sources without 
the backing of the bitterly hostile British-led bankers . The 
law required the railroad to use only American iron and steel , 
made from American iron ores . The congressional manager 
ofthe bill was Speaker ofthe House James Blaine , a principal 
spokesman of the national party . 

A map of the Northern Pacific land grants (Figure 1) ,  for 
use with European allies , shows the rich coal-mining and 
wheat-farming potential of the western continent and ship
ping connections to China and Japan , and gives latitudes 
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equivalent to Paris and Venice . A dotted line on the map 
is captioned: "This isothermal passes through Chicago . . . 
southern France , Lombardy, and the wheat-growing district 
of southern Russia . "  

The real character o f  this enterprise can be better und�r� 
stood by reviewing some of the most prominent original stock . 
owners of the Northern Pacific . 

• The joint project managers ' were Philadelphia banker 
Jay Cooke, and his industrial partners in the leadership of the 
Pennsylvania Railroad . Cooke wa,s the government's  princi
pal private banker. During the Civil War, Cooke had sold 
over a billion dollars of small-denomination government 
bonds to the public , so that Lincoln could outflank London 
and Wall Street bankers opposed to the American Union. 
Other Pennsylvania Railroad industrial projects included An
drew Carnegie 's  steel mills ,  and Thomas Edison' s  invention 
organization . 

• Another pivotal owner and backer was Baron Friedrich 
von Gerolt, German Chancellor Bismarck's  ambassador to 
the United States . Baron Gerolt had been Prussia's minister 
to the United States since 1 844 ., He had spoken publicly 
about the "thousands and tens of thousands of our emigrants 
. . . [who] arrive annually to establish a new home and to 
unite their capacities with Amerioan industry and enterprise 
in developing the unbounded resources and promoting the 
welfare of the new and rising state!S" (New York Times, April 
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24, 1 858) . 
• Other important stockholders included U . S .  Vice 

President Schuyler Colfax , and President Grant ' s  private sec
retary , the anti -British writer Gen . Horace Porter. 

As planning progressed , Jay Cooke negotiated secret 
agreements aimed at U .  S .  annexation of the western half of 
British Canada . 

U.S. -German infrastructure building: 
Bismarck, North Dakota 

Cooke sent a Northern Pacific fundraising agent to Eu
rope , equipped with a letter of introduction from Bismarck' s  
ambassador, Baron Gerolt . Cooke wrote to Chancellor Bis
marck inviting him to come to the United States and to be 
a guest in Cooke ' s  home . Bismarck replied months later, 
apologizing for the delay and warmly thanking Cooke for the 
invitation. He explained that he had "gotten involved" in the 
Franco-Prussian War (a war which ·would have disastrous 
consequences-see article , p. 29) a week after getting 
Cooke ' s  letter. The Northern Pacific put the Bismarck letter 
to good use in scrounging Europe for loans .  

The Franco-Prussian War temporarily dried up credit 
there . But Northern Pacific corporate secretary Samuel 
Wilkeson , an associate of economist Henry Carey, said the 
world would now finally be rid of Napoleon III , that "com
posite monkey and tiger. "  

The railroad construction progressed westward from 
Lake Superior, and eastward from the Pacific coast . While 
President Grant directed his legations abroad to encourage 
emigration to America, Northern Pacific agents sent families 
over from Germany ,  Scandinavia, Russia, central Europe , 
and Britain . 

The immigrants were welcomed at the New York 
wharves by Northern Pacific reception teams which included 
diverse translators . They were housed in Northern Pacific
owned hostels in several cities,  until transportation and land 
arrangements were completed for them out west . They were 
supposed to thickly settle an unpopulated waste . 

In 1 873 ,  the Northern Pacific completed its first great 
link from the Great Lakes to the Missouri River in Dakota 
Territory . The railroad created a terminus city on the Missou
ri River and named it Bismarck, in honor of the German 
chancellor . B ismarck later became the capital of North 
Dakota. 

As the Northern Pacific project progressed , the Russian 
ambassador to the United States,  Konstantin Gavrilovich Ka
takazy , maintained close contact with Jay Cooke; he fre
quently stayed at his house in Philadelphia. Meanwhile , the 
pro-nationalist Civil War governor of Pennsylvania, Andrew 
Curtin, was serving as the U . S .  ambassador to Russia . Econ
omist Henry Carey had organized a send-off party for Am
bassador Curtin back in 1 869 , attended by Cooke , his part
ners , and the Russian legation . At the party , Gen . Joshua T .  
Owen delivered a toast , i n  what must be seen a s  President 
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Grant' s  blunt response to British geopolitics :  
"We stand on the shores of  the Pacific , and cast wistful 

eyes over its expanse of waters , �o see if any kindred people 
will join us in girdling the globe with a tramway of iron . . . .  
We have discovered that true glory is only to be attained 
through the performance of grei t deeds , which tend to ad
vance civilization , [and] develop, the material wealth of peo
pie . . . . In pursuance of these n ble objects we have discard
ed war, although we had organized the greatest war power of 
ancient or modern times .  . . .  I 

"Who are our natural allies in the Old World , in the 
prosecution of this grand desigrh Not the English, for they 
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are our commercial rivals-not the French ,  for they are jeal

ous of our democratic institutions . . . .  

"The Russians have become simultaneously with us ,  the 
champions of freedom by emancipating their slaves . . . .  
However much common origin , common language , and 

common religion , or some grand sentiment may unite peo

ples , the greatest bond is a community of interest and identity 

of destiny . . . .  Let [Czar] Alexander construct a grand trunk 

railway from the Baltic to the Sea of Okhotsk of like guage 
with our Pacific Central [Union Pacific-Central Pacific] , and 
he will maintain his firm hold on his vast dominions,  and 

outflank the movement made by France and England , for 
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FIGURE 1 
The Northern Pacific 
land grants 

The Northern Pacific railway 
project, chartered by Lincoln , 
was the largest single enterprise 
in U.S .  history up to its time, link
ing the Pacific Ocean with the 
Great Lakes and the Atlantic . 
Promoted by the ' national party' 
of American pro-industrial patri
ots and their allies abroad, the 
project was finally completed in 
1883 . On the map, the rings indi
cate 100, 200, etc . miles from 
Duluth , Minnesota . 

Source : El l is Paxson Oberholtzer, Jay 
Cooke, Financier of the Civil War, Phila
delphia: George W. Jacobs & Co. ,  
1 907. 

predominance in the East through the Suez Canal ; and 
America and Russia,  can dictate peace to the world . "  

Over the next period , Russia ' s  Sergei Witte worked in 
the czar 's  railway service while learning the economics of 
Friedrich List . In the 1 890s , when Witte , by now finance 

minister , built Russia' s  Trans-Siberian Railway , he was ad
vised by Gen . Grenville Dodge , who had been Lincoln ' s  
superintendant for the Union Pacific railroad construction . 

Japanese Prince Iwakura, Japanese cabinet ministers , 
and a Japanese embassy party totalling 30 persons , stayed at 
Cooke ' s  house in 1 872 ,  while they prepared a treaty with 

the United States and a loan of $ 1 5  million for Japanese 
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Jay Cooke, project manager of the Northern Pacific railway proj
ect. The government 's  principal private banker, he helped raise 
the funds to preserve the Union during the Civil War.  

development . Cooke was negotiating with Japan for Asian 

connections with the Northern Pacific system . The allied 

nationalists envisioned a global belt of railways , canals ,  and 

shipping operations that would vastly upgrade the economy 
and power of the sovereign nations . 

In 1 873 ,  President Grant made Ohio Congressman John 

Bingham the U . S .  ambassador to Japan . Bingham had au

thored the 14th Amendment to the Constitution , had helped 

send troops to suppress the Ku Klux Klan , and had been one 
of the military judges in the Lincoln case , who had convicted 

John Wilkes Booth ' s  gang of conspiring with the secret ser

vice apparatus in British Canada. The outspokenly anti-Brit

ish Bingham brought Henry Carey ' s  Philadelphia associates 
to Japan to work with Prince Iwakura . They identified miner

al resources , planned transportation projects , and outlined 
tariff strategies . Bingham constantly sparred with the British 

plenipotentiary Sir Harry Parkes , and defeated the British 

opium traffic in Japan . 

Britain's war against the nationalists 
From the outset of the Northern Pacific project, British 

Empire agencies assailed the railroad and its nationalist spon
sors . The Ulysses S .  Grant administration ( 1 869-77) had a 

viciously pro-British secretary of state , Hamilton Fish . In 

1 87 1 ,  Fish ' s  ambassador to Germany , George Bancroft, an 
admirer of Britain ' s  Lord Palmers ton , orchestrated a slander 
campaign to influence Chancellor Bismarck against the pro

American Baron von Gerolt , who was aiding the Northern 
Pacific in every way possible . Bismarck fell for the bait and 
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--" " 

' \ 
\ \ 

Baron Friedrich von Gerolt, rri'L\·.\'wn 
and a staunch supporter of the Ivnrrn.prn 

recalled von Gerolt from Wu,,. .\ .. I','�'" 
At the same time , Fish hysterical that Russian Am-

bassador Katakazy was with the Philadelphians . 

Fish promoted the allegation Katakazy was "intriguing 

to drive a wedge between the . and Britain ,"  and caused 
President Grant to request Kal�:az:y ' s  recall b y  the czar. 

In 1 87 3 ,  the British up the assault against the 

ur,exf:HVlorg2111 bank, soon to be 
known as the House of 
Ledger. This newspaper 
the so-called railroad "ring" 

domain . "  

owned the Philadelphia 
a deluge of slanders against 

was "robbing the public 

They attacked the Northern ' s  efforts to raise mon

ey in Germany , and the recruitment of immigrants from Ger

many . The Ledger "predicted" that the Northern Pacific 
would fail and a general panic I would result . These attacks 

were reprinted as leaflets , and distributed in banking circles 

in the United States and Europ I . Because the Ledger ran an 

exchange of news with the London Times, Cooke' s  agent 
was led to discover that Ledger editor George Childs was 

an "intimate house guest" of fJ'imes financial editor H . B .  
Sampson . I 

No British financial house would participate in the sale 

of Northern Pacific bonds , tho gh Cooke invited the Roth

schilds , and regularly worked with the other major banks . 
The Rothschilds poisoned the �oney-raising well with bank

ers in Germany . The Barings and Rothschilds tried to talk 

down the value of U . S .  bonds hat Cooke was marketing at 
that time . 
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Early in 1 873 ,  a scandal was gotten up in the newspapers 
against Credit Mobilier, the construction subcontractor for 
the Union Pacific railroad . The pivotal figure for this concoct
ed scandal was Credit Mobilier executive Francis R. Train , 
of the notorious British intelligence Train family . (During 
the Civil War, Boston Congressman Charles Russell Train
grandfather of the current British agent on Wall Street, John 
Train-had introduced legislation to destroy Cooke' s  fi
nancing of the Union war effort. Lincoln' s  allies defeated 
Train' s initiative . )  Congressional hearings smeared Speaker 
of the House Blaine , Vice President Colfax , the heads of the 
two houses of Congress , and the government leaders of the 
Northern Pacific project. 

The demoralized Congress suspended payment on the old 
Union Pacific bonds, and thus undercut the market for all 
railroad securities . Congress then refused any subsidies for 
the cash-strapped Northern Pacific . 

Finally,  in September 1 873 ,  under terrible pressure from 
international bankers , Cooke's  New York-based partner sud
denly closed the New York office and stopped payment to 
Cooke's  creditors-without consulting Cooke . Cooke was 
forced to close the main Philadelphia office the same day . 

When Cooke , the main government banker, closed his 
doors , panic closed the New York Stock Exchange , and it 
stayed shut down for seven days in the worst American fi
nancial crisis up to that time . Factories ,  shops , and mines 
closed throughout the country . Construction on the Northern 
Pacific railroad was suspended for six years . 

The American nationalists were now gravely weakened. 
The Drexel-Morgan and Rothschild banks replaced the ru
ined Jay Cooke as the principal bankers handling the bonds 
of the U. S .  government. 

The financial struggle of 1 873 should be of interest to 
currently embattled District of Columbia Mayor Marion Bar
ry . When Cooke' s  Washington office was forced to close , 
the Washington partner was Jay 's  brother Henry D. Cooke . 
Henry was at that time governor of the "Territory" of Wash
ington, by appointment of President Grant. 

Among Gov . Henry Cooke's  official advisers was black 
leader Frederick Douglass. During 1 87 1 -73 ,  the Cooke ad
ministration organized and financed the transformation of 
the national capital city: It drained swamps , built sewers , 
commenced garbage collection and sewage treatment, paved 
and graded hundreds of miles of roads and sidewalks , and 
planted 50,000 trees .  

The suddenly bankrupt Henry Cooke now resigned as 
governor of Washington, temporarily succeeded by his lieu
tenant, Alexander Shepherd . The following year a southern
led , anti-nationalist congressional initiative eliminated the 
territorial government and ended all voting rights and self
government for Washington's  citizens , including its large 
component of freed black slaves. Washington got no voting 
rights or home rule again until the era of Marion Barry a 
century later. 
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The national party regroup� 

But the nationalists hung on. ! 
In 1 876, the Pennsylvania Railr�d partnership sponsored 

the opening of an invention facto for their young wizard 
Thomas Edison. They publicized his honograph. Theiragent 
Edward H .  Johnson organized Edispn's  company . In 1 878, 
their University of Pennsylvania Ifofessor George Barker 
took Edison to Wyoming to observ1 a solar eclipse ., On this trip, Professor Barker ! described the status of 
attempts to produce artificial light from electricity, and pro
posed that Edison tackle and solve tie problem. With Barker 
as his mentor, Edison soon annouqced to the press that he 
would make electric lights and, furthermore, that he would 
provide the first electricity to the: world' s  industries and 
households . Edison especially used ithe work of German sci
entists and craftsmen to push this prpject forward. 

In the following year, 1 879 , the first incandescent electric 
light was demonstrated. The Pennsylvania railroad ran spe
cial trains bringing thousands of Jtople to the Edison lab 
to see the demonstration . That sathe year, Henry Carey's  
Philadelphia congressman, Willi�· "Pig Iron" Kelly, met 
with Chancellor Bismarck. Kelly re rted that Bismarck ex
pressed "intense contempt" for adv cates of the British free 
trade doctrine , calling them "arrogatllt . . .  blockheads ."  That 
same year, the Pennsylvania Railroad partners restarted con
struction on the Northern Pacific . They soon sold financial 
control of the project to Henry Villard , the representative of 
German holders of U . S .  transportation bonds . The Northern 
Pacific was completed in 1 883 , with the German ambassador 
on hand for the inaugural ceremony,. 

Meanwhile , Britain' s  House of Morgan had taken control 
of Edison's  company and stopped its progress . The Philadel
phians got it back, temporarily, with a stockholders' revolt 
in 1 884 . Production of dynamos ar)d their installation grew 
rapidly. Large city central power stations rose from 1 2 ,  in 
1 884 , to 58 in 1 886; they were being installed in Europe, 
South America, and Japan . The German industrialist Emil 
Rathenau , father of Walther Rathenau, bought Edison' s  pa
tents and set up the Edison Geneltal Electric Company of 
Germany (Allgemeine Elektrizitats.Gesellschaft) , by means 
of which German cities were lit and powered. 

William McKinley and the American System 
One of the leading spokesmen for the "nationalist party" 

and an outspoken opponent of British free trade doctrine, was 
William McKinley . In 1 882,  then�ongressman McKinley 
from Ohio spoke about the Americap program of government 
protection for manufactures .  McKinley said that U . S .  citi
zens were not the ones demanding free trade . Who, then, 
wanted free trade? McKinley asked. He answered: 

"England wants it , demands it--+-not for our good, but for 
hers; for she is more anxious to ma�ntain her old position of 
supremacy than she is to promote th,e interests and welfare of 
the people of this republic , and a great party in this country 
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President William McKinley' s  assassination marked the downfall 
of the American nationalist faction, and the ascendancy of the pro
Britishfree traders . 

voices her interest . . . .  She would manufacture for us,  and 
permit us to raise wheat and com for her. We are satisfied to 
do the latter, but unwilling to concede to her the monopoly 
of the former. "  

McKinley continued , "Free trade may be suitable to Great 
Britain and its peculiar social and political structure , but it has 
no place in this republic , where classes are unknown , and 
where caste has long since been banished; where equality is a 
rule; where labor is dignified and honorable; where education 
and improvement are the individual striving of every citizen , 
no matter what may be the accident of his birth , or the poverty 
of his early surroundings . Here the mechanic of today is the 
manufacturer of a few years hence . Under such conditions ,  
free trade can have n o  abiding place here . "  

Congressman McKinley pushed through the last great 
protective tariff in 1 890 . At that time, nationalist James Blaine 
was U . S .  secretary of state . B laine ' s  modification of the tariff 
system, called "reciprocity ,"  allowed for the United States ,  
Mexico , and South America to help boost each other' s  pro
duction while protecting themselves against British trade war. 

British diplomat Sir Cecil Spring-Rice wrote back to Lon
don in 1 89 1  on the McKinley Tariff, and how it was operating 
under Blaine ' s  reciprocity: 

"We must count on the present tariff for a year and a half 
at least , probably for much longer. We must reconcile our
selves to it and look for new markets . A serious aspect of it 
is the reciprocity clause , which drives us out of the West Indies 
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and S [outh] America . "  
McKinley, an anti-imperialist fol lower o f  Lincoln and 

Blaine , was elected President 'in 1 896 and again raised the 
tariff. 

Theodore Roosevelt, Bqtish agent 
Sir Cecil Spring-Rice was Britain ' s  personal manager of 

U . S .  politician Theodore Roo�evelt , or "TR . "  He wrote to 
Roosevelt on Nov . 3 ,  1 897 , I wild letter, an anti-German 
tirade . TR was then assistant se retary of the Navy . The letter 
urged him to move the United States to invade Cuba, and 
explained why Germany wo

J
)dn 't  dare interfere . Spring

Rice wrote : "The prevail ing mdtive underlying German poli
cy is peace and commercial progress . Anything which would 
endanger their enormous intere I ts on your side [of the ocean] , 
trade , shipping , investments-lwoUld be avoided . . . .  They 
dare not go to war . "  

Teddy Roosevelt took unauthorized action with the Navy 
which helped drag the United S;tates and Spain into a war that 
President McKinley didn 't  want . Roosevelt then resigned 
from the government and led �he highly publicized "Rough 
Rider" troops invading Spain' I possession , Cuba . 

In 1 900 , under pressure from the now supreme British 
faction of U . S .  bankers , President McKinley accepted Teddy 
Roosevelt as his second-term 

l
ice president . 

Soon after the inauguration McKinley was murdered and 
TR took over . The murderer, Leon Czolgosz , proclaimed 
himself an apostle of anarchi It Emma Goldman . Goldman 
revealed in her memoirs the recise nature of the British 
"anarchist" murder apparatus . Her London base of opera
tions,  as she explained , was the home of William Michael 
Rossetti , the leader of the R I skinite , Pre-Raphaelite feu
dalists . A contemporary cartoon hit the nail on the head , 
showing Teddy Roosevelt dancing cheek-to-cheek with a 
man in drag holding a bomb , I ho is named "Anarchism . "  

Many Americans calling themselves populists admire the 
traitor President Teddy Roos velt . This is a pathetic com
mentary on our nation ' s lost na ional memory . Teddy Roose
velt helped Britain anarchize Rj ssia and militarize Japan . He 
drove the United States toward war against Germany . He 
brutalized Spanish America a

l 
d deliberately portrayed the 

United States as an international tyrant . 
As Britain had long desir� , Roosevelt closed the U . S .  

West to settlement, terrorizing and arresting congressmen 
and other western opponents 0 his programs .  He founded the 
Conservation movement in America, and set up the Forestry 
Service as a New Age propagknda machine officially mod
elled on the British regime in Irldia . He completed the consol
idation of British financial p

O\l
er over U . S .  national indus

tries and railroads . The railroa�s were gradually dismantled , 
and much of the West was left :unpopulated and waste . 

Teddy Roosevelt was personally tied to British finance, 
to the Baring Bank and to the ritish intelligence apparatus 
which ran the slaveowners ' southern Confederacy .  His 
dearest uncle , James Bulloch had managed the British ar-
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rangements to create the Confederate war fleet , which sank 

U . S .  merchant ships and doubled the length and casualties 

of the U . S .  Civil War .  Teddy Roosevelt successfully pre

vailed on his uncle,  then in permanent exile in England as a 
traitor to his country , to write up the "heroic" official story 

of the Confederate Secret Service .  

'True Americanism' 
But let us hear from TR himself, what he wrote about 

"true Americanism": He attacked Germany as a "fundamen
tally immoral" country , and said , "The German people now 

stand behind their government and heartily support it in every 

infamy it commits . . . .  

"We have in this country room only for thoroughgoing 

Americans . . . .  [If a man] tries to be half American and half 

something else , it is proof positive that he isn ' t  an American 
at all and the sooner he gets out of the country the better. . . . 
Germanism here at home is the foe of Americanism and those 

who believe in it should go back to Germany ,  where they 

belong" (The Works of Theodore Roosevelt; National Edi

tion , New York , Charles Scribner' s  Sons , 1 926, volume 

XIX , pp . 329-30) . 

Listen as Teddy Roosevelt defines his own nationality . 

Here he is lecturing at Oxford in 1 9 1 0 ,  on the "English-speak

ing peoples" managing "alien races": "In the long run there 
can be no justification for one race managing or controlling 

another unless the management and control are exercised in 

the interest and for the benefit of that other race . That is what 

our peoples have in the main done , and must continue . . .  to 
do , in India , Egypt , and the Philippines" (Romanes lecture 

"Biological Analogies in History ," ibid, volume XII , pp . 57-

58) . 

Now listen as the Anglophile Confederate speaks of good 

breeding: "I wish very much that the wrong people could be 

prevented entirely from breeding; and when the evil nature 
of these people is sufficiently flagrant , this should be done . 
Criminals should be sterilized , and feeble-minded persons 

forbidden to leave offspring behind them. But as yet there is 
no way possible to devise which could prevent all undesirable 

people from breeding . The emphasis should be on getting 
desirable people to breed" (ibid. , volume XII , p. 20 1 ) .  

Finally , let u s  hear Teddy Roosevelt reviewing a book 
called The Foundations of the Nineteenth Century, written by 

the English-born Nazi writer Houston Stewart Chamberlain . 

Here Roosevelt directly condemns the U . S .  Declaration of 

Independence: 
"Much that he says regarding the prevalent loose and 

sloppy talk about the general progress of humanity , the equal

ity and identity of races , and the like , is not only perfectly 
true , but is emphatically worth considering by a generation 
accustomed, as its forefathers . . .  were accustomed, to ac� 
cept as true and useful thoroughly pernicious doctrines taught 

by well-meaning and feeble-minded sentimentalists" (ibid. , 

volume XII , pp . 1 07- 1 2) .  
And thus the obstacle , known as the United States of 
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America , was cleared out of the path of the British oligarchy . 

The First World War began in August 1 9 14 ,  when Wood

row Wilson was U .  S .  President . Wilson was closely advised 

by "Colonel" Edward M .  House , an open British agent whose 
British father had made his fortune running the U . S .  blockade 

to aid the slaveowners ' rebell ion . Once the United States 
joined the world war, House would coordinate the relations 

among the Triple Entente partners . 
In February 1 9 1 5 ,  six months after the British went into 

World War I and the United States was sti ll neutral , President 
Wilson showed his true colors . He put on a gala screening of 
the first motion picture to be shown in the White House . The 

film was D. W. Griffith' s  "Birth of a Nation ,"  originally titled 

'The Klansman ,"  depicting the Ku Klux Klan as heroically 

fending off outrages by freed slaves and northerners . Wilson , 

who had himself written history texts praising the post-Civil 
War Klan , commented after viewing the film, "It is l ike 

writing history with Lightning . And my only regret is that it 

is all so terribly true . "  
This presidential endorsement was immediately used na

tionwide to re-launch the KKK as an institution . The new 

Klan ' s  first target was German-Americans ,  who were at

tacked as "aliens" hostile to Anglo-Saxon America.  President 

Wilson invited filmmaker Griffith to the White House and 
urged him to go to England to "make some picture showing 

our fight for democracy . "  By the time Griffith made his anti
German propaganda film "Hearts of the World" for the Brit

ish government , the United States had already declared war. 

Teddy Roosevelt, portrayed here in a statue at the Museum ofNatu
raL History in New York City, was a British agent who drove the 
United States toward war against Germany . 
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Russia 1 86 1 - 1 9 1 5  

A Continental League for 
Eurasian development 
by William Jones 

To the casual observer of the international political scene 
around 1 870 , the close relations then existing between auto
cratic Russia and the American Republic might seem some
thing of a conundrum. On closer examination, however, one 
could detect amazing similarities between these two very 
disparate nations .  In 1 86 1 , Czar Alexander II liberated the 
serfs of Russia, affecting the status of 52 million peasants , 
20 million of them serfs . In 1 863 , President Abraham Lin
coln , with the Emancipation Proclamation , liberated 4 mil
lion slaves in the United States . During the U . S .  Civil War, 
Czar Alexander sent a Russian fleet to the United States as a 
warning to the British that were they to enter the war on the 
side of the Confederacy , so would Russia enter on the side 
of the Union . The sealed orders that the fleet commander had 
received specified that in the case of a declaration of war, he 
was to "commence hostile action against the commerce of 
the enemy ."  In the latter half of the nineteenth century , Rus
sia, like the United States, also began a policy of expansion 
toward its Pacific Ocean border and settlement of its own 
Wild West, in the vast Siberian expanses .  This move would 
also involve , as was the case with the United States, the 
construction of a transcontinental railroad from western Rus
sia to the Pacific . 

With the decree of 1861  liberating the serfs , Russia took 
the first tentative steps on the road to economic and political 
reform. From that moment on , a grouping in Russia that can 
best be characterized as a "national party" was intent on 
bringing the autocratic and economically backward Russia 
into the modem industrial world. 

Sergei Witte, finance minister 
of Russia (1892-1903) 

From 1 892, the prime architect of that development poli
cy was Sergei Yulevich Witte , who for 1 1  years until his 
dismissal in 1 903 , would serve as Russia' s  finance minister. 
During the Witte years , the Russian economy would experi
ence a more rapid rate of growth than it had ever experienced. 
An unusual figure , Witte was a member of the lower nobility , 
born in Tbilisi , in present-day Georgia in the Caucasus . One 
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of Witte ' s  fondest childhood memories was how the tele
graph first came to his hometown . 

During the Russo-Turkish War, Witte was the sole man
ager of the Odessa Railway over which all traffic to the front 
passed . In 1 886 , Witte moved to Kiev where he became the 
executive director of the Southwestern Railway , serving 
western Ukraine and Poland from the Baltic to the Black Sea, 
with links into Germany and Austria. During his time in Kiev, 
Witte became a member of the iBaranov Commission, which 
was set up by the czar to formulate government policy on 
railroad affairs . As a member of the commission, Witte au
thored a railroad charter, which became the basis for the regu
lation of railroads throughout Russia . In 1 892, Witte was ap
pointed Minister of Ways and <Communications , from which 
post he , at the behest of Czar Alexander III , set up a Siberian 
Railroad Committee to investigate the possibility of building 
a railroad to the Pacific .  When he became finance minister in 
October 1 892 , Witte had the means of realizing that program. 

Witte reformed the entire stilte of Russian finances, stabi
lizing the widely fluctuating ruble by pegging it to gold . He 
also converted high-interest domestic loans into low-interest 
loans taken out abroad. Although Russia would have to bor
row heavily during the coming 1 0  years in order to finance 
the massive railroad construction, the annual debt service 
grew only slightly . Witte also used his broad financial powers 
to move aggressively against lP1y speculative operations on 
the financial markets against the ruble . 

Witte transformed the Finance Ministry into a regular 
chancellory of the realm, with extensive intelligence net
works in all the major political and financial capitals of the 
world. His aim was to transform Russia from a backward 
peasant country into a major industrial power. As he ex
pressed it in his annual report to the czar in 1 899: "We must 
give the country such industrial perfection as has been 
reached by the United States of America ,  which firmly bases 
its prosperity on two pillars-agriculture and industry ."  It 
was the development of that second pillar-industry, which 
the predominantly agricultural Russia so sorely needed
that Witte ' s  finance policy was aimed at facilitating. 
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FIGURE 1 
Route of the Trans-Siberian and Chinese Eastern rai lways 

The Witte-Mendeleyev partnership 
In realizing this goal , Witte had some extremely able 

assistance from the renowned Russian chemist, Dmitri Ivan
ovich Mendeleyev, better known to all students of chemistry 
as the discoverer of the Periodic Table . 

Mendeleyev had already been appointed director of the 
Bureau of Weights and Standards by Witte ' s  predecessor 
as finance minister, Ivan Vyshnegradsky , from which post 
Mendeleyev introduced the metric system into Russia, thus 
bringing the Russian system up to international standards . In 
1 899 , Mendeleyev , on behalf of the Ministry of Finance , led 
a group of scientists through the Ural Mountains to examine 
the mineral deposits available there , on the basis of which 
Russia could develop its own iron industry , a prerequisite for 
railroad building . On his trip , Mendeleyev reports: "When I 
traveled through the region and saw its wealth of iron, timber, 
and coal not only with my own eyes but through those of my 
three travelling companions , I was convinced, in a way that 
surprised me, that when we have carried out a few not very 
costly measures which , in any case, will be quite profitable 
to the state , the Urals will provide Europe and Asia with huge 
quantities of iron and steel at a production cost which would 
be quite inconceivable in western Europe ."  In 1900, Mende
leyev, on behalf of the Finance Ministry , would help orga
nize the Russian section of the Paris Industrial Exhibit. 
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Mendeleyev and Witte were both followers of the eco
nomic theories of German-American economist Friedrich 
List, a strong proponent of a system of protective tariffs for 
industrially backward countries ,  under which they would be 
able to develop their infant industries safe from the influx of 
cheaper products from more develbped nations . Already in 
the early 1 890s , Witte had written a brochure "On the Ques
tion of Nationalism-National Economy and Friedrich List," 
introducing his own program of 4tilizing the protectionist 
system to realize Russia' s  industrial potential . Witte ' s  bro
chure helped introduce the work of iList to a broader intellec
tual circle of Russians . The "free market" theories of British 
intelligence agent Adam Smith , touted so loudly these days 
by the proponents of Newt Gingrich' s  Conservative Revolu
tion , were specifically developed by Smith in the late 1 700s 
in order to bamboozle the young :American Republic into 
remaining a mere producer of agriclUtural goods . Fortunately 
for us, Alexander Hamilton , the ! first treasury secretary, 
didn 't fall for these British tricks . Nor did Witte . As he wrote 
in his Lectures on National Economy and State Finance in 
1 9 1 2 ,  "Such a conception [free trade doctrine] is much too 
one-sided , and disregards the sigJllificance of international 
trade; its implementation , without taking into consideration 
the level of industrial development Of the country in question, 
can totally paralyze the productive forces of a country and 
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TABLE 1 
Miles of rai lroad opened each year in Russia, 
1 890-1 900 

1 890 424.8 
1 891 78.2 
1 892 324.7 
1 893 1 , 1 20.6 
1 894 1 ,402.9 
1 895 1 ,255.8 
1 896 1 ,505.6 
1 897 1 ,586.5 
1 898 1 ,898.6 
1 899 3 , 1 09.3 
1 900 2,934.7 

inflict great unhappiness on its people; its introduction in all 
countries of the world would lead to the suppression of the 
industrially weak countries by the strong ."  

In  1 894 , the Ministry of  Finance also took charge of  all 
commercial and technical schools in Russia, opening up over 
100 new schools during the following decade , including the 
prestigious St. Petersburg Poly technical Institute , which 
Witte took special pride in. 

In 1 89 1 ,  Russia, under Czar Alexander III , the son of the 
Czar-Liberator who had been assassinated in 1 88 1 ,  had made 
important moves toward establishing new relations with re
publican France ,  thus opening up the French capital markets 
for Russian loans . In 1 894, this relationship would provide 
the basis for the important collaboration between Witte and 
French Foreign Minister Gabriel Hanotaux , which would 
represent perhaps the greatest impetus to global economic 
development (and the greatest challenge to the British coloni
al empire) during that entire century . The collaboration also 
provided Witte with access to the necessary funding to begin 
his great railroad construction program. 

For Witte, the most important educational program was that 
provided by a flourishing industry. "With the first investment in 
industry," Witte said, "the powerful stimulus of personal interest 
calls forth such curiosity and love of learning as to make an 
illiterate peasant into a railway builder, a bold and progressive 
organizer of industry, and a versatile financier."  

Witte's Trans-Siberian Railroad 
The Trans-Siberian Railroad (Figure 1) would become 

the longest railroad in the world, and remains so today , 
stretching over 5 , 800 miles from Moscow to Vladivostok on 
the Pacific coast of Siberia, the most remarkable part of an 
extensive Russian network built during this period . 

For Witte , as for Friedrich List, railroads were much 
more than merely a means oftransportation. As Witte himself 
would later write, the railroad "exerts a civilizing influence , 
as a theoretical and practical school , where it does not so 
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I 
much adjust itself to the local c�nditions , but rather, where 
the local conditions adjust the$selves to the needs of the 
railroad . The railroad is, as it �ere , a seed-bed which pro
duces a cultural flowering withi� the population , and even if 
it meets on its route an absolutelt barbarous people , it wiH in 
short time raise them to the necessary level of culture . "  For 
Russia this was a crying necessity ,  as the level of culture for 
the broad masses of people was �bsolutely abysmal . 

And the railroad was built . Prior to the decade shown in 
Table 1 ,  between 1 879 and 1 89� , some 5 ,466 miles of new 
rail lines had been opened up . In contrast to that, between 
1 892 and 1 90 1 ,  some 14 ,8 14  miles of new rail lines were 
constructed, nearly triple the earlier amount . This was a more 
rapid rate of railroad construction than any other country 
except the United States had ev�r experienced . 

But the Trans-Siberian wa� more than simply a quick 
means of travel through the vast Siberian spaces . It was what 
Lyndon LaRouche would chara�terize as a "land bridge" to 
Asia . Traveling from London to Shanghai during that period 
would take a traveler 34 to 36 days by ship at a cost of 450 
rubles for a second-class ticket . When the Trans-Siberian 
was completed, the same traveler could arrive in Shanghai in 
16 days at a cost of 200 rubles for a second-class ticket. 
When train speed on the Trans .. Siberian was brought up to 
the speeds current at the time ,on European railroads , the 
travel time would be reduced to 10 days.  

With the construction of tJile Trans-Siberian, the vast 
spaces in Siberia now became �vailable for habitation. The 
transport of people and goods itl the area increased by leaps 
and bounds in a very short peri� of time . Between 1 896 and 
1 898 (the track still not being i completed) , the amount of 
goods transported grew from 208 ,000 to 738 ,000 tons and the 
number of people transported gr¢w from 175 ,000 to 208 ,000. 
(Over 70,000 tons of grain we�e then being exported from 
Siberia compared to 10,000 toqs in 1 893 . )  It was the clear 
policy of the government to encourage colonization to the 
east . Free land was offered to I those who wished to settle 
there , and grants of money wflre given them for traveling 
expenses . Medical and feeding stations were set up by the 
government to care for the mig�ant along the way. Between 
100,000 and 200,000' people migrated each year. By 1 902, 
over 900,000 settlers had move� to Siberia. 

The construction of the railroad also engendered a tre
mendous upswing in industriall production . Between 1 892 
and 1902 , coal production in �ussia more than doubled, 
production of pig iron tripled , and the production of cast iron 
and steel increased two and a h�f times . 

The strategic shift created by this infrastructural develop
ment in relations with the Far East and, in particular, with 
the two major powers there , Cllina and Japan, was obvious 
to all , not least of all to the nervlOus British, who, as a major 
maritime power, had achieved lli veritable monopoly over the 
China trade , including the veJ!Y lucrative tea trade. "The 
global significance of the Sibt$"ian road can no longer be 
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denied by anyone ," Witte wrote in 1 902 . "It is likewise ac

knowledged both at home and abroad . Joining Europe and 

Asia by a continuous rail connection , that road becomes a 

global means of transit on which the exchange of goods 

between West and East will have to flow . China, Japan and 
Korea, with a population of a half a billion people , and 

already with a turnover in international trade of more than 600 

billion rubles in value , will , with this great steam-propelled 
transit system producing more rapid and cheaper communi

cation and exchange of goods, enter into closer relations with 
Europe , a market with a developed manufacturing culture , 

and thereby create a greater demand there for the raw materi
als of the East . Thanks to the Siberian road, these countries 

will also increase their demand for European manufactures , 

and European know-how and capital will find for itself an 

extensive new field of employment for the exploration and 

development of the natural riches of the eastern nations . "  

Noting how Great Britain,  the middle-man in  the China tea 

trade , was doing a disservice to the Chinese by shifting its 

tea import to Europe away from China to the advantage of its 
own imperial subjects , India and Ceylon , Witte commented 
that the Siberian railroad "can be of great assistance to the 

Chinese tea industry , in removing China' s  most dangerous 
competitor [Britain] from the position of middleman in the 

Chinese trade with European countries and in securing for 
Chinese teas much faster delivery to Europe . "  

Understanding the full strategic impact of  the Trans-Sibe

rian land bridge for the entire area,  Witte proposed that the 
final leg , instead of following the Russian border along the 

rather tortuous banks of the Amur River, should be drawn 

straight through Manchuria, then a part of the Chinese Em

pire . This would help to bring China into the increasing flux 

of international trade and development, which the railroad 
facilitated . 

In 1 895 , in collaboration with French Foreign Minister 
Hanotaux , Witte brought together a coalition of Russia, Ger

many , and France , which prevented the Japanese seizure of 
the Liaotung Peninsula, an area which Japan had won as 

booty for its victory over the Chinese in the Sino-Japanese 
War of 1 895 . As a result of the show of unity , Japan agreed 
to renegotiate its treaty with China, renouncing any annex
ation of Chinese territory . 

Witte and Hanotaux then set up , with French capital , a 

Russo-Chinese Bank to provide China with a major loan with 
which it could pay off its war indemnity to Japan , and thereby 

assuage ruffled Japanese feelings at the loss of the Liaotung 
Peninsula .  Russia also signed a mutual defense treaty , by 

which they would come to China' s  assistance if it were again 
attacked by Japan . 

On the basis of the Chinese good-will thus engendered, 

the Russo-Chinese Bank was allowed to lease the territory 
necessary to build the Trans-Siberian Railroad through Man

churia. France was also able to sign a series Of agreements 
promoting its commercial expansion in Indochina and in Chi-
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Russian Finance Minister Count Sergei Witte was the chief archi
tect of a program to bring autocratic and backward Russia into the 
modern industrial age . 

na, in particular opening up China to increased trade over the 
Indochina border. 

Witte established a private company , the Chinese Eastern 
Railroad , which would be responsible for building the Man
churian branch of the Trans-Siberian Railroad. The Russo

Chinese Bank also financed French railroad construction be

tween Beij ing and French Indochina, traversing the country 

with new rail lines .  

Regarding the second major Asian power, Japan, it was 

Witte ' s  hope to engage the Japanese in a treaty by which both 
nations would profit from the commercial benefits of the new 

rail access to European markets . To do this , Witte was even 
willing to sacrifice Russian commercial interests in Korea, 

acquired by Russia during the course of the Sino-Japanese 

War,  in deference to Japanese interests in that nation .  As he 

explained in a memo to the czar in 1 903 , "Foregoing to a 

certain degree Korea, we remove for a sufficiently long peri

od, the object of continual quarrels with Japan , and out of an 
enemy , we transform her, if not into an ally , then into a 
neighbor, who will strive to preserve good relations with us 

for fear of again losing the territories she acquired with such 

difficulty . "  (For Japan ' s  interests in the area, see Figure 2.) 

A continental alliance 
But in order for Witte ' s  Far East policy to succeed , the 

situation in Europe had to remain stable . The first successful 

formation of what Witte called the Continental League had 
shown its capabilities in the measures that had prevented 
Japanese annexation of a part of China. During the following 

years , Witte ' s  primary goal would be to make that league a 
permanent fixture of the political landscape directed against 
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FIG URE 2 
Area of Russo-Japanese confl ict, 1 900-05 
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the machinations of the real enemy , Great Britain . "Altogeth
er our statesmen must realize the necessity of a central Euro
pean bloc , consisting of Russia, Germany and France," Witte 
said. "That would be the bulwark of peace because nobody 
would be able to violate it . "  Least of all , the British. 

In an appeal to Kaiser Wilhelm in 1 897 to help him create 
such a league , Witte said , "In order to attain this . . .  we 
must first make all haste toward the establishment of solid 
united relations between Russia, Germany, and France . Once 
these countries stand together in a firm and steady union , 
undoubtedly all the other countries on the continent of Europe 
will join this central union and thus form a union of the whole 
continent which will free Europe from the burden which she 
imposes on herself on account of reciprocal rivalry ."  

Continual vacillation by  the czar, since 1 894 the weak 
and almost morbidly self-conscious Nicholas II , as well as 
machinations on the part of a court coterie that wanted to 
annex both Manchuria and Korea, prevented a Russo-Japa
nese agreement from ever really getting off the ground . In
stead, the Japanese fell into the trap set up for them by the 
conniving British monarch . In 1902, the Japanese signed a 
mutual defense treaty with Great Britain . 

But Witte' s  Far East policy started to unravel long before 
the Japanese were caught in the British net . In 1 897 , Kaiser 
Wilhelm, then toying with the idea of an Anglo-German 
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rapprochement being dangled before him by British Prime 
Minister Joseph Chamberlain and relying on a somewhat 
ambiguous consent extracted om the czar, sent his fleet to 
occupy the Chinese port of iaochow (Qingdao) , a port 
which the Chinese had occasi ally allowed the Russians to 
�tilize 

.
as a winter port for the Rju�sian Pacific fleet in connec

tion With the defense pact the qhmese had with Russia. 
To his horror, Witte under$ood that this foolhardy move 

would lead to the partition of ¢hina by the western powers . 
Witte immediately appealed to the kaiser to call off the opera
tion , so as not to provoke simil* actions on the part of Russia. 
The kaiser replied coolly that Witte simply didn't understand 
all the details of the reasoning tthind the occupation of Kiao
chow. Witte then proposed to !)is own government to "order 
our squadron to Kiaochow ar!d direct it to stand by until 
Germany has left this port ."  'ijtis advice, however, did not 
gain much support from the Ru�sian State Council . The Brit
ish immediately followed the Qerman example and occupied 
the Chinese port of Wei-hai-�ei (Weihai) . Russia, against 
Witte ' s  strenuous objections , ! then occupied Port Arthur 
(Lushun) . The French in tum �ccupied Hang Chow (Hang
zhou) in the south . This blatant breach of China' s  sovereignty 
by all the western powers hel� to foment Chinese xenopho
bia and provoked in 1 900 the anti-foreigner movement 
known as the Boxer Rebellion . 1  

The Boxer Rebellion led to �e dispatch of troops to China 
by all western powers in ord� to put down the rebellion. 
Similarly, Russian troops po�red into Manchuria. As the 
rebellion died down, Witte suc4:eeded in working out a time
table to withdraw the Russian !troops as soon as possible in 
accordance with agreements m�de with the Chinese govern
ment . But a court coterie arour¥ the czar convinced him that 
the troops had to stay . Because lof his strenuous objections to 
the continued troop presence , 1Vhich he knew would disrupt 
relations with China and possibly cause military conflict with I 
Japan, Witte was dismissed by ithe czar. 

As Witte had foreseen, witbl Russo-Chinese relations now 
strained almost to the breaking l><>int, the Japanese, egged on 
by their new allies , the British j felt that the time was ripe to 
rid the area of Russian preseD(je entirely . On Feb. 8 ,  1904, 
they therefore launched a surprise attack on  the Russian base 
at Port Arthur. The Russo-J apa(lese War lasted for 1 1  months 
and ended in a massive defeat fdr Russia and the total destruc-
tion of the Russian fleet. i 

The Russo-Japanese War wlas a very bloody war; indeed, 
in many respects , the first m�ern war, foreshadowing the 
conflagration that would occur . 0 years later on the European 
continent. Russia was no longtt alone in being able to mobi
lize a million-man army. In the 1 890s , Alfred Nobel had 
invented smokeless gunpowder. By 1 900 ,  the infantry of 
every army in Europe had weapons powerful enough to shat
ter a human tibia at ranges up 110 4,500 meters . Infantrymen 
carried 20 times the ammunitiop , their rifles had 20 times the 
effective range , and they coul4 be fired 20 times faster than 
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the weapons of their counterparts a half-century before . 

After some serious defeats , Russia indicated that it was 

willing to seek a truce . Witte was again called from retire

ment to negotiate the treaty , under the rather duplicitous 

mediation of British stooge Theodore Roosevelt. Indeed , 

Witte thought that he was chosen for the job in order to bear 
the brunt of the opprobrium of a humiliating treaty . Returning 

from Portsmouth , New Hampshire after having negotiated a 

surprisingly favorable treaty with the Japanese , Witte was 
asked by the czar to first pay a visit to Kaiser Wilhelm at his 

hunting lodge in Germany . There Witte was told in broad 

outline about the recently signed Bjorko agreement , the kai

ser presenting it as a first step toward Witte ' s  so heartily 
espoused Continental League . Thinking this was actually the 

case , Witte was overjoyed . The kaiser describes the scene: 
"The effect was l ike a thunderbolt; his eyes filled with tears 

and enthusiasm and emotion so overwhelmed him that he 

couldn 't  speak. Finally he cried . 'God be praised ! Thank 
God ! At last this infamous nightmare which weighs upon us 

disappears . '  " 

Returning to St.  Petersburg and seeing the actual text of 

the treaty , Witte ' s  enthusiasm subsided considerably . What 
he thought had been an entente between Russia and Germany 

turned out to be a regular mutual defense pact, heavily 
weighted on the side of Germany and in stark violation of the 
treaty Russia had signed with France 1 2  years before . At that 

point , it may have been the only war-avoidance measure then 
available , but Witte rejected it , hoping to change it in such a 
way as to have greater likelihood of bringing the French into 

an agreement . Witte even pleaded with the kaiser to ask the 
czar to appoint him ambassador to France where he hoped to 

use his own considerable influence to bring the French into a 
Continental League . But, instead , other tasks would be 

placed upon him . 

Witte's adversaries: reactionaries 
and communists in the service of London 

The defeat in the Russo-Japanese War had rent the very 

fabric of Russian society . All the grievances against the auto
cratic regime were released in the wake of this humiliating 
defeat in the Far East , leading to revolutionary ferment 
throughout the country and a major polarization , in which 

Witte ' s  opponents both on the right and the left attempted to 
destroy his accomplishments . 

On the right there was his perennial nemesis , Konstantin 
Petrovich Pobedonostsev , was the Ober-Procurator of the 

Holy Synod , the protector of the Orthodox faith , and teacher 
of both Czars Alexander III and Nicholas II . An Aristotelian 

to his very depths , Pobedonostsev believed that the strength 
of Russia lay in the Russian Orthodox Church and that the 

strength of the church was that it never changed . Pobedonost
sev ' s  task was to make sure that it never would. 'The continu

ation of the regime depends upon our ability to keep Russia 
in a frozen state ," Pobedonostsev said . "The slightest warm 
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The famous Russian chemist Dmitri Mendeleyev, discoverer of the 
Periodic Table, was a collaborator of Count Witte in his program 
to develop the resources and industry of Russia . 

breath of life would cause the whole thing to rot . "  

"Hostile to creative thinking," was Witte ' s  caustic de

scription of Pobedonostsev . When Witte introduced a bill 

on factory legislation which would hold the factory owners 
responsible for accidents or deaths of factory workers on the 
job , Pobedonostsev objected , and in the spirit of today' s  
Conservative Revolution , declared the measure to b e  social

ist in nature and therefore unacceptable . 

Also on the right were the Union of the Russian People 
and the Black Hundreds , a paramilitary , reactionary, anti
Semitic organization which worked closely with the czarist 

secret police , the Okhrana .  The B lack Hundreds were in
volved in two assassination attempts against Witte when he 
was appointed prime minister in 1 906 , attempts which were 

never investigated by the czarist police . 
Undoubtedly the most significant opponent of Witte was 

the Czarina Alexandra , the wife of Czar Nicholas . She had 
long resented Witte ' s  assertiveness in formulating policy for 
Russia ,  considering it an affront to the dignity of her husband. 
She was also prone to mysticism and hysteria, with a particu

lar fascination with the mystical cult of the swastika, a rather 
sinister cult which would later be transmitted to Germany by 
Russian emigres in forms that are now well-known. Alexan
dra soon came under the psychosexual spell of an itinerant, 

perverse monk named Rasputin , who soon became her most 

important adviser, and , many claim,  her lover. Because of 

his influence on the czarina, Rasputin ' s  advice was often 
followed by the czar ,  even in military matters . The growing 
influence of Rasputin helped fuel the growing resentment for 

the Romanovs that became very intense during the course of 
the war, leading to their ultimate overthrow in 1 9 1 7 .  
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On the left there were the radicals ,  including the Bolshe
viks . The failure of the 1 905 Revolution to effectively estab
lish a constitutional government in Russia laid the basis for 
the even greater upheaval in 1 9 1 7 ,  in which Bolshevik lead
ers Leon Trotsky and Vladimir Lenin would establish in 
Russia a brutal dictatorship that would last 75 years . 

As the revolutionary cauldron bubbled , Witte , banished 
from his post by the czar ,  was again called back to rally the 
nation. ' 'I 'm sure the only man who can help you now and be 
useful is Witte ,"  the czar 's  mother, Maria Feodqrovna, wrote 
Nicholas . "He certainly is a man of genius,  energetic , and 
clear-sighted . "  Far from sharing his mother' s  opinion of his 
former finance minister, the czar nevertheless reluctantly 
called again on Witte ' s  services . In the midst of a general 
strike in St. Petersburg led by Trotsky and his friends,  Witte 
explained that the czar either had to grant a constitution or he 
would have to institute a dictatorship . It was only on condi
tion of the granting of a constitution , however, that Witte 
would agree to accept the presidency of the Council of Minis
ters offered to him by the czar. 

Furthermore , there were no volunteers for the post of 
dictator. Even the old Slavophile , the czar's  cousin Grand 
Duke Nicholas Nicholaievich , who would lead the Russian 
Army to a disaster in the first World War, when asked to 
become dictator, brandished the revolver in his holster and 
shouted , "If the emperor does not accept the Witte program, 
if he wants to force me to become dictator, I shall kill myself 
in his presence with this revolver. We must support Witte at 
all cost . It is necessary for the good of Russia . "  The czar 
finally gave in and agreed to grant a constitution . Witte was 
assigned to write the document . 

The October Manifesto, as it came to be called, became 
the fundamental law of the land-at least temporarily . In 
the manifesto, the czar pledged that he would grant civic 
freedom-inviolability of person and freedom of conscience , 
speech, assembly , and association-to his people . By the 
October Manifesto, the empire of the Romanovs became 
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a semi-constitutional monarc y ,  and Witte the first prime 
minister. Although l imited in scope , the manifesto called for 
the formation of the first Du6a (parliament) , which was 
given important legislative a

b
d budgetary functions .  The 

czar, however, remained in qontrol of the Executive , the 
Armed Forces , and foreign po icy . The czar could assemble 
or disband the Duma as he sa'Y fit, but he could not abolish 
it. Witte also succeeded in forcing the retirement of the aging 
Pobedonostsev . I Agitation from the left and the right, both heavily fi
nanced from British coffers , kdpt the country on the verge of 
chaos in spite of Witte ' s  me�sures .  Witte himself would 
explain his own political posi�on to friends , saying , "I am 
neither a liberal nor a conservative; I am simply a civilized 
man . I cannot send someone 0 Siberia simply because he 
doesn 't  think as I do , and I ca not take away his civil rights 
simply because he does not wd ship God in the same church 
as I . "  His detractors , however, would accuse him of being at 
the center of a lew ish-masonic conspiracy aimed at destroy
ing the Russian state , an accu ation that the czar ultimately 
came to believe . I "With his trickster' s  simple-mindedness ,"  Trotsky said 
of Witte , "he hoped that the rJvolution would immediately 
capitulate before his liberalism

l
" When Nicholas appealed to 

Edward VII to stop a British pkrliamentary delegation from 
coming to give moral support tb the radical s ,  he got no help. 
Nicholas lamented to his mother, "Uncle Bertie [Edward 
VII] informed us that they we 

I
e very sorry but were unable 

to take action against their government . "  Uncle Bertie knew 
that the chaos he fomented in would eliminate it as a 
European power and drive a Nicholas into his wait-
ing arms . 

But the czar was not prepared to allow autocratic 
rule to be called into question any constitution . Nicholas 
called the period of Witte ' s  ministership "my night-
mare . "  But the nightmare for czar was only beginning . 
In lanuary 1 906 , the czar dls:mllsse�d Witte as prime minister. 

The West Siberian Rail
way crosses a bridge 
over the [shim River. 
The Trans-Siberian Rail
road is today the longest 
railroad in the world. 
"The global significance 
of the Siberian road can 
no longer be denied by 
anyone , "  wrote Count 
Witte . 
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"As long as I live , I will never trust that man again with the 
smallest thing ," Nicholas said . Witte would meet the czar 
only twice more in the nine years he had left to live . 

During this period of revolutionary upheaval , the czar for 
the first time had seriously to deal with the peasant question . 
Witte had long pleaded with the czar to break up the outdated 
peasant communes and to allow the peasants to purchase 
land. "It is natural for a human being to seek to improve 
his lot ," Witte wrote Czar Nicholas in 1 898 .  "This is what 
distinguishes the human from the animal , and it is this trait 
that makes for economic and political development, that 
makes for social order. But for man to make use of this 
impulse , suitable conditions must exist . They do not exist 
under slavery , which extinguishes this impulse in the slave 
because he realizes that it is impossible for him to improve 
his own lot and that of his close ones; as a result he becomes 
immobile . But liberty restores him to the condition of a hu
man being . "  After getting rid of Witte , whom the czar feared, 
he allowed the new prime minister, Pyotr Stolypin, to insti
tute the long-sought land reform. Under Stolypin , a land 
reform was carried out , but it was combined with a brutal 
and violent political crackdown which ultimately led to his 
own assassination in 1 9 1 1 .  

From that point on, the pathetic Nicholas went from one 
blunder to another. In 1 907 , under pressure from the French ,  
now fully entangled in  the British web and without Witte ' s  
presence to counter the Anglophilia of  much of  the Russian 
court, Nicholas signed an Anglo-Russian Convention , effec
tively bringing Russia into the Triple Entente , that constella
tion of forces that made war with Germany a virtual certainty . 

On Aug. 2, 1 9 14 ,  the czar issued a formal proclamation 
of hostilities at the Winter Palace . The palace square , one of 
the largest in Europe , was packed with thousands of swelter
ing, excited people carrying banners , flags, and icons and 
waiting impatiently for the moment when they could pour 
out their emotion in the presence of the sovereign .  When 
Nicholas and Alexandra stepped onto the quay at the Palace 
Bridge , wave on wave of cheers rolled over them: "Batiush
ka, Batiushka, lead us to victory ."  

Returning to St .  Petersburg in  1 9 14 ,  Witte tried to stop 
it. "This war is madness ," he said . "Why should Russia fight? 
Our prestige in the Balkans , our pious duty to help our blood 
brothers? . . .  That is a romantic , old-fashioned chimera. 
We must liquidate this stupid adventure as soon as possible ."  
But by that point, the die had already been cast . The punctum 

saliens had come and gone . A new geometry had been 
formed-and there was no returning to the old . Within a 
year, Witte would be dead, allegedly of a stroke , but with a 
strong likelihood that foul play had occurred . 

Leaving for the front in March 1 9 1 5 ,  Nicholas wrote his 
wife ,  "I am going with such a calm in my soul that I am 
myself surprised. Whether it is because I had a talk with our 
Friend [Rasputin] or because of the newspaper telling of the 
death of Witte , I don't know ."  Two years later, that same 
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Great Britain's 
open door polic*' 

I I 
The British first succeeded in �ringing the United 
States into their geopolitical gaciesmanship with the 
launching of the so-called "open door policy" in the Far 
East . Already in March 1 898 , the British government 
confidentially invited the United States to cooperate in 
opposing any action that might viCjllate the "open door" 
in China. President McKinley , tljtrough his Secretary 
of State John Sherman, told theill his nation was. not 
interested . I 

Previously , the British had had total hegemony in 
China. With growing Russian an4 French influence in 
the area, they were now agitating ror "equal rights" for 
all foreign powers . In particular � they were incensed 
about the preferential tariffs tha� Witte had obtained 
from the Chinese government fOIl the Chinese Eastern I 
Railway . But ,  for political reasops , the British felt it 
would be better if the Americans i  rather than the Brit
ish, launched this proposal , as British intentions in 
doing so would be far too obvioJs .  A .E .  Hippisley, a 
British subject employed in Chi9a, while on leave in 
the United States , spoke to an American friend, W. W.  
Rockhill , who had served as  a diJplomat in China and 
was now a private adviser to the n�w secretary of state , 
John Hay, an anglophile and former ambassador to 
Great Britain . I 

Hippisley drew up a memor�ndum outlining the 
open door policy . Rockhill then ipUt the substance of I 
the memorandum into the form I of diplomatic notes 
which , with minor changes ,  wert adopted by Hay . In 
September 1 899 , Hay sent identi4al instructions to the 
U. S representatives in Berlin , LOl1don, and St.  Peters
burg , asking for assurances for a� "open door" in Chi
na . In particular, the Hay note sP9cified that "no power 
discriminate in favor of its own nlltionals in the matter 
of harbor dues or railroad charge� . "  With the death of 
McKinley in 1 90 1 , the Hay shift toward Britain was 
consolidated under anglophile : President Theodore 
Roosevelt . 

czar, his wife ,  and his five childreIli would be shot to death 
by Bolshevik executioners . During! the course of the war, 
Russia would suffer 1 .65 million kill:ed, and almost 4 million 
wounded . The long-term costs wo�ld be even greater. The 
revolutionary upheavals resulting fqom it would put Russia 
under the heel of a communist dictlltorship for the next 75 
years . 
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How the British Crown 
I created the Balkan powderkeg 

by Joseph Brewda 

On June 28 , 19 14 ,  Archduke Ferdinand, the heir to the Aus
trian throne , was gunned down by Serbian assassins in the 
Bosnian capital of Sarajevo. The assassins were members of 
the "Black Hand," which claimed to be dedicated to liberat
ing Serbians from foreign oppression . Bosnia had been an
nexed by Austria from the Ottoman Turkish empire six years 
before , and Serbia claimed the land to be rightfully hers . 
Austria was an ally of Germany; Russia, France , and England 
were patrons of the Serbs. The chain of events provoked by 
the Balkan assassination led to the Russian czar ordering his 
army to mobilize; Germany responded . Within weeks , the 
most destructive war of the twentieth century was unleashed . 

Just how Britain triggered the war is a study of the imperi
al method of divide and rule , and of the creation and manipu
lation of nationalist chauvinist movements that have charac
terized modem Europe especially since the 1 848 revolutions 
directed by British Prime Minister Lord Palmerston. 

Britain deliberately set World War I into motion at the 
1 878 Congress of Berlin , which had been called by Britain 
following Russia's  crushing defeat of the Ottoman Turkish 
Empire the previous year. The effect of the conference was 
to lure both Russia and Austria into moving southward into 
the Balkans , in a competing effort to grab the European lands 
held by a disintegrating Ottoman Empire. This disastrous 
competition had the additional effect of forcing Germany to 
choose between the two competing powers . 

The Russian, Austrian, and Ottoman empires were Brit
ain ' s  primary (although not exclusive) targets of the planned 
war. The common characteristic of all three empires was that 
they were composed of often savagely oppressed, subject 
peoples ,  led by a group that considered itself a master-race , 
and for that reason , as the 1 848 revolutions had proved, the 
empires were easy to destroy . By raising the banner of "self
determination" in the Balkans , Britain deliberately began 
a process which led to irreconcilable conflict within these 
empires and among them. 

' As far back as 1 863 , Palmerston' s agent, Giuseppe Maz
zini , who had led the 1 848 revolts, emphasized the necessity 
of destroying both the Ottoman and the Austrian empires. 
He assigned a special role to Serbia-then largely divided 
between the two empires-which he defined as the "natural 
center of revolution in the East . "  A Serbian insurrection 
would spark nationalist insurrections throughout both em-
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pires, he said . The result would be the general "transforma
tion of the map of Europe . " The plan was to foster conflicting 
expansionist movements amorigst the Serbians , Bulgarians , 
Greeks , Turks , and others , that would engulf the region in 
bloody war. 

To that end, Mazzini fonlned the Young Ottomans in 
1 865 . The group sought to restore the power of the Ottoman 
Empire , in part through fostering racial pride among the 
ruling race of that multi-ethnic empire . The Young Ottomans 
were formally aligned with Mazzini ' s  Young Poland and 
Young Hungary , and expressly dedicated to combatting Rus
sia , which the Turks , Poles , and Hungarians feared. In 1866, 
Mazzini also created the Union of Young Serbs , which 
sought to unify the Serbian peiople , and recreate a Russian
allied Greater Serbia carved out of the Ottoman Empire that 
the Young Ottomans were coIrtmitted to maintain . 

Meanwhile , Britain was alSo supporting a Greater Greece 
movement and a Greater Bulgaria movement. Greater 
Greece , Greater Bulgaria, andiGreater Serbia claimed much 
of the same European lands that were then part of the Ottoman 
Empire . In 1903 , the British established the Balkan Commit
tee , which was charged with i handling these contradictory 
movements , and steering th�m into the type of conflict 
amongst themselves required tt> trigger the war. 

We shall now proceed to give profiles of these various 
British-manipulated movements, followed by an account of 
how the Balkan wars were sparked , dossiers on the British 
controllers , and concluding with a chronology of the count
down to World War I .  

Geopolitical pawns of the British 
Foreign Office 

Greater Greece 
Modem Greece ,  which hacil been under Turkish domina

tion for 400 years , came into existence through an Anglo
Russian-instigated revolt begun in 1 82 1 .  The revolt was di
rected from the top by British intelligence chief Jeremy Ben
tham; it had been directed on dIe scenes by British romantic 
revolutionary poet Lord Byrom , who had been sent there by 
Bentham. By 1 827 , it was almost entirely crushed by Otto-
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man forces . Britain, France ,  and Russia began to directly 
intervene , and in 1 829 , those three powers declared Greece 
an independent state . The Ottoman Empire was forced to 

comply . 

The Greek revolutionaries ' object was the realization of 
what was called the "Great Idea ,"  according to which the 

boundaries of a resurrected Greek state would have to include 

all lands that had been under Byzantine rule . The object 

was nothing less than the reestablishment of the Byzantine 
Empire , with its capital in Constantinople (Istanbul) . The 

Ottoman Turks had put an end to that Greek-speaking empire 

with their capture of Constantinople in 1453 .  

Of  course , even under the Byzantines , much of  the em
pire was not ethnically Greek , and much had happened under 

400 years of Ottoman Turkish rule . But for the proponents 

of the Great Idea, it was the destiny of the Greeks to Hellenize 

the vast territory that they believed by right to be theirs . 

Instead of achieving this impossible aim , the Greek rebels 

of the 1 820s only liberated a small section of present-day 
Greece . This newly created state was considered a temporary 

military base from which liberated Greeks would carry on a 

holy crusade on behalf of their unliberated brethren . Some 

even proposed that the new state forgo a capital , as a solemn 

reminder that Constantinople was not yet in its possession . 
Like Israel ,  modem Greece was established with a built-in 

expansionary dynamic . 

After a couple of compromise candidates ,  the British 
eventually installed a member of the Danish royal house into 

power as the king of the newly established state . The Danish 
monarchy had married into the House of Hanover, and the 

new Greek king was a relative of Queen Victoria.  Prince 
Philip, the husband of the current British monarch, Queen 
Elizabeth II , is the son of the Greek king who ruled in the 
days before World War 1 .  

Through British , Russian , and French patronage , Greece 

grew dramatically in the nineteenth century at Ottoman ex

pense . But the Ottoman lands that Greece was demanding 

were inhabited not merely by Turks and Greeks , but also by 
Romanians,  Bulgarians ,  Albanians , and Serbs . The Romani
ans and Bulgarians had been victims of cruel Greek oppres

sion under the Byzantines and then under the Ottomans ,  since 
the Greeks continued as their feudal overlords and usurers . 

These other ethnic groups had no desire to be part of Greece . 

But the Great Idea demanded these lands , and also demanded 
that the minority populations inhabiting them be "Helle

nized . "  In 1908 , one of the most vociferous proponents of the 
Great Idea, Eleutherios Venizelos , became prime minister of 

Greece . 

Greater Serbia 
Serbia began to reemerge as a state in the. Napoleonic 

wars after 400 years of domination and division by Austria 
and Turkey . A Serbian revolt began in 1 804 under Russian 

patronage , and its initial success was related to Russian mili-
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territorial claims i n  1 91 1  
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Note: Current modern boundaries have been included for reference. 

tary operations in the region . 

The architect of the revolt ,  Russian Foreign Minister 

Prince Czartoryski , later emigrated to Britain , where he be
came one of the heads of the eastern European division of 

the British Secret Services .  Czartoryski nurtured the "pan
Slavic" ideology that was used to lure Russia into an imperial 
claim over the Balkan Slavic peoples , a claim that was a 

necessary precondition to World War I .  
In 1 830, the British finally  forced the Ottoman Empire to 

recognize the creation of an independent Serbia, after a series 

of otherwise inconclusive revolts . 

As in the case of Greece , the new state was only a small 

part of the lands that the revolutionaries demanded. Their ide

al was "Greater Serbia ,"  the recreation of the fourteenth-cen
tury empire of Stephan Dushan , which extended down into 
present-day Greece , and which had included large numbers 

of Greeks , Bulgarians , and Albaniansr as subject peoples .  By 
the 1 840s , the Greater Serbian ideal was further enlarged to 

include the notion of a "South Slav federation ,"  that is "Yugo
slavia," embracing Croatia , Bosnia , and Herzegovina, with 

Serbia as its ruling core . This Greater Serbian state , Yugosla
via, was eventually created following World War I .  

Britain , France , and Russia patronized Serbia 's  rapid 
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growth from its inception in 1 830. But to the proponents of 
the Greater Serbian idea, this growth was never satisfying; 
the function of the Serbian state as it then existed was simply 
to serve as a military base and safe haven for the realization 
of their Greater Serbian ideal . 

In 1 906 , Britain and France began massively arming Ser
bia, with the intent of making it the leading South Slav state . 
The Greater Serbian ideal seemed more attainable . In 1 9 1 1 ,  
Union or Death, popularly known as the Black Hand, was 
established , dedicated to liberating Serbs under Austrian and 
Ottoman domination. The organization was secretly directed 
by a specially established British-run freemasonic lodge of 
the French Grand Orient. According to eyewitness observers, 
the lodge was involved in a "vast political scheme in alliance 
with the Russian Okhrana [secret service] , which could only 
be brought to fruition by a terrible European war ."  

Greater Bulgaria 
Modem Bulgaria was created at the 1 878 Congress of 

Berlin , which was convened following Russia's crushing 
defeat of the Ottoman Empire the previous year. Russia 
sought to establish an independent, though Russian-domi
nated, Bulgaria, modeled on the tenth-century Bulgarian em
pire . That empire extended down to the Aegean Sea. The 
state established at the British-dominated Congress of Berlin 
was far smaller. Bulgarian revolutionary aspirations re
mained deeply frustrated. 

The Bulgarian revolutionaries were originally sponsored 
by Serbia in the 1 86Os , as part of her effort to create a South 
Slav federation which at that time envisioned Bulgaria' s  in
clusion . But the incompatability of Greater Bulgarian and 
Greater Serbian aspirations began to assert themselves.  By
zantium had played off the Serbs and Bulgarians for centu
ries , and Greater Bulgaria and Greater Serbia claimed much 
of the same land. That Bulgaria would collide with Greece 
was already clear. Bulgarian nationalist aspirations demand
ed a self-ruling Orthodox Church , since recognition of na
tionality in the Ottoman Empire was tied to having a national 
church. In 1 870, the Ottomans recognized the independence 
of the Bulgarian Orthodox Church; the Greek Patriarchate 
denounced the Bulgarian church as schismatic . The Bulgari
ans were then largely impoverished peasants , and like the 
Romanians, were under the Greek absentee landlord and 
usurer's thumb. 

Among the Greek fears was that Bulgaria would emerge 
as a threat to a Greater Greece . For while Greece claimed 
Ottoman Macedonia and Tbrace, the largest population in 
both districts was Bulgarian . In 1 885 , Bulgaria fought a war 
with Serbia, with Greece almost joining Serbia, over some 
of these rival claims . In 1 887 , Britain placed the son of the 
prince of Saxe-Coburg , a cousin of Queen Victoria, on the 
Bulgarian throne . In 1 88 1 ,  the British placed Queen Victo
ria's  granddaughter on the throne in Romania. Bulgaria and 
Romania accordingly thought they had British support 
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against Greece . Greece ,  whict) also had a British-related rul
ing house, thought the same . i 

Nowhere did the conflictint claims of Serbian, Greek and 
Bulgarian nationalism come *0 sharper conflict than in the 
Turkish region of Macedonia �see map) . Historically , Mace
donia comprised three Turkish iProvinces that were ill-defined 
both geographically and ethnidally . There was then no Mace
donian nationality . The popul�tion of Macedonia was a mix
ture of Bulgarians,  Turks , dreeks , Albanians, Jews , and 
Romanians, in that numeric�l order. Greek and Serbian 
claims to the area were based :on their imperial history , and 
landlocked Serbia' s  desire to Jilave access to the Aegean Sea 
(Macedonia then included a i large section of present-day 
Greece' s  coast) . Although the Bulgarians comprised the 
largest group in Macedonia ,  their population there was less 
than half, while even the sm�llest ethnic minorities consti
tuted overwhelming majoritres in scattered enclaves . In 
1 893 , ethnic Bulgarians in Macedonia created the Internal 
Macedonian Revolutionary Oltganization (IMRO) to achieve 
Macedonian independence from Turkey. It was expressly 
modeled on Mazzini 's  earlier Italian secret society , the Car
bonari . Funded out of London and Geneva, the organiza
tion' s  motto, "Macedonia for lthe Macedonians ," was taken 
from a famous phrase of British Prime Minister William 
Gladstone . Gladstone profiled himself as an anti-Turkish 
"Bulgarophile"; "Macedonia for the Macedonians ,"  every
one knew, meant "Macedonial for the Bulgarians . "  

The Young Turks 
The Young Turks , who came to power in 1 908 with 

British support, were another nritish patsy movement. It was 
their actions which most directly paved the way for World 
War I .  

The Young Turks were formed in  1 865-67 in  Paris as  a 
formal affiliate of Mazzini' s Jt;uropean Revolutionary Com
mittee . The foreign departm¢nt of the Young Turks (then 
also known as the Young Ottomans) was handled by Young 
Poland . The stated purpose ot the organization was to orga
nize a Polish-Hungarian-OttQman alliance against Russia. 
The chief ideologue of the movement, Arminius Vambery , 
was a Hungarian Jew working for British Prime Minister 
Lord Palmerston . Vambery concocted the pan-Turkic ideolo
gy which called for uniting all Turkic peoples , including 
those in Central Asia who had never been under the sultan, 
against Russia . The idea of reforming the multi-ethnic Otto
man Empire on a Turkish chauvinist basis , however, neces
sarily meant conflict with th� numerous minorities in that 
empire, notably the Armenians, Greeks , Arabs , and Slavs . 

Driven underground, the Young Turks reemerged in 
1 889 in Istanbul and Saloniki . the capital of Ottoman Mace
donia, organized along the lines of the Carbonari . The leader 
of the Young Turks was Emm�uel Carasso, the grandmaster 
of the Macedonia Resurrected (Macedonia Risorta) freema
sonic lodge of Salonika. Th� lodge , which doubled as a 
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synagogue, was where the Young Turk conspirators met, and 
where the 1908 Young Turk revolution was planned. It was 
an affiliate of the Italian Grand Orient run by the heirs of 
Mazzini , itself formally subordinate to the United Grand 
Lodge of England . 

Carasso's  family ran the B ' nai B 'rith in Salonika, the 
nominally Jewish freemasonic organization that had been 
created by Britain in 1 838 . Carasso later emerged as the 
leading patron of B 'nai B 'rith and Zionist circles generally 
under the Young Turk regime . Among his close associates 
were Alexander Helphand Parvus,  the British agent who 
funded the Russian revolution, and Vladimir Jabotinsky, the 
British agent who founded the most expansionist wing of 
modem Zionism. Both Parvus and J abotinsky were also lead
ers of the Young Turks . 

Despite its chauvinist ideology, the Young Turk revolu
tion was supported by Bulgarian , Armenian , Arab , Kurdish, 

How the British ran 
the Sarajevo murder 

On June 28 , 19 14 ,  Archduke Ferdinand and his wife were 
gunned down in Sarajevo, Bosnia, providing the conve
nient incident that triggered W orId War I. In March 1 9 1 7 ,  
the trigger-man Gavrilo Princip and his accomplices ,  
Nedjelko Chabrinovitch and Tryfon Grabezh , were put 
on trial in a Serbian court. All proudly confessed to the 
murders , saying that it was necessary to kill the archduke 
since he was an opponent of Greater Serbia . They reported 
that they were members of the Black Hand, and that their 
superior in that society, Milan Ciganovitch , directed the 
murder. Interrogation of the accused reveals aspects of 
how the murder was organized: 

President [of the court] : "Did you speak to Ciganov-
itch about Freemasonry?" 

Princip: "Why do you ask me?" 
President: "Because I want to know . "  
Princip: "Yes , Ciganovitch told me he was a Freema

son. . . . On another occasion he told me that the heir 
apparent [Archduke Ferdinand] had been condemned to 
death by a Freemason' s  lodge ."  

Defendant Chabrinovitch was then examined. He  stat
ed that the lodge official who organized the murder was 
Dr. Radoslav Kazimirovitch . 

Chabrinovitch: "He is a Freemason, in some ways 
one of their heads . He travelled off at once [so soon as 
Chabrinovitch et al . agreed to the murder] and travelled 
the continent. He was in Budapest, Russia, and France .  
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and related ethnic minority national i liberation movements, 
who saw in the revolt a means of ac�ieving their own chau
vinist aims . "All men are brothers ," 1vas the euphoric slogan 
of the "flowery revolution ," as it was �alled . The first foreign 
minister of the new regime was an Armenian affiliated with 
the Armenian Revolutionary Committee (Dashnag); in the 
Balkans , the Internal Macedonian Revolutionary Organiza
tion and diverse liberation movemttnts began establishing 
above-ground organizations .  In order to acquire the broad 
base to succeed, the Young Turks had promised these move
ments a free hand, at least in achieving ethnic autonomy. 

Once in power in 1 908 , however, the party rapidl y moved 
to suppress its former allies , and to implement its pan-Turkic 
program. The Turks were to be the ruling race of the empire, 
and the non-Turks forcibly assimila�d or suppressed. Non
Turkish languages, family names, dress , customs, and the 
like, were banned. This was the policy of "Turkification" 

Whenever I asked Ciganovitch about our affair [the 
planned murder] he replied: 'When tl"\at man comes back. ' 
Then he told me that the Freemasons had condemned the 
archduke to death two years before but that no people 
would carry out the sentence. Afterwards , when he gave 
the Browning and the cartridges, he said, 'That man came 
back from Budapest last night , '  I knew the journey had 
been made in connection with our affair and that he had 
conferred with certain circles abroad� " 

President: "Are you telling us fairy tales?" 
Chabrinovitch: "No. It is the plain truth-a hundred 

times truer than your documents about the Black Hand. "  
I n  1 9 1 7 ,  British author C . H .  Norman reported that 

the Grand Orient Masons were behind the murder of the 
archduke , in his pamphlet "Some Secret Influences behind 
the War": 

"Somewhere about the year 1906 I was invited to 
attend a meeting of Englishmen fot the purpose of dis
cussing a proposal to form an English lodge of the Grand 
Orient. . . . The lodge was ' to be engaged in propaganda 
on behalf of the Entente Cordiale' • . .  with this appar
ently innocent object I found myself in sympathy. But, 
nevertheless,  I decided to discover whether it was all its 
benevolent program pretended . 

"To my astonishment I found tile Grand Orient was 
about to embark upon a vast political scheme in alliance 
with the Russian Okhrana, which could only be brought 
to fruition by a terrible European war. "  

Norman reported that the Grand Orient included many 
leading Frenchmen, notably "M . Poincare, Combes,  Del
casse, Briand, Viviani , Millerande ."  He  further reported 
that the London agent of the Grand :Orient was involved 
in planning the murder of the archduke .-Joseph Brewda 
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which detonated the Balkan wars that led to World War 
I .  Carasso oversaw the implementation of this intentionally 
provocative policy . He also ran the Young Turk intelligence 
organization in the Balkans . 

Turkiftcation provokes 
the Balkan wars 

The characteristic way that Byzantium, Venice , and the 
Ottoman Empire had controlled the Balkans over millennia, 
was through playing off conflicting , irreconcilable claims to 
territory and population by the diverse populations of the 
region . Massacres were common, and the peoples of the 
region had come to hate each other with a greater passion 
than they hated their imperial overlords . 

But by simultaneously threatening to eradicate all the 
cultures of the region , and to reduce all the population to 
one uniform Turkic identity , Carasso provoked what would 
otherwise have seemed impossible: a temporary unity of 
Greeks , Bulgarians, Albanians , Romanians, and Serbs 
against the Turks . 

But that was the policy ' s  actual intent; after all , it was a 
policy made in London . 

In the summer of 1909 , Carasso began blowing up the 
Balkans and the empire generally . The following account of 
the effects of the policy is taken from William Miller, a 
British intelligence official on the scenes in Athens who man
aged the advocates of Greater Greece . As a result of this 
policy: 

• The Bulgarians of Macedonia protested against the 
immigration of Bosnian Muslims , and renewed their revolu
tionary organization in self-defense . They invited Britain , 
France , and other imperial powers to intervene into the region 
against Turkey . 

• The Druse religious minority revolted in Lebanon; a 
new Mahdi, Said Idris, appeared in poorly held Yemen, 
threatening Turkish rule . . 

• A Greek bishop was murdered and the Ecumenical 
Patriarch proclaimed equality to be a mere phrase, declaring 
the Greek Church within the empire to be in mortal danger. 
Renewed calls for imperial assistance against Turkey were 
made . 

• The representatives of the "Twelve Islands" of what 
is now Greece complained that their privileges had been 
annulled; the Cretan Christians protested against the attempt 
to send them Muslim judges . 

• The Muslims of northern Albania objected to the pay
ment of dues, to military service in distant Yemen, and to the 
destruction of their fortified towers . 

In 1909 , the Albanians began fighting in the north of 
the country; the Catholic tribes known collectively as the 
Mountain Men began a fresh insurrection in 1 9 1 1 ,  put down 
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with great savagery by Kur�' Sh troops .  Great excitement 
was raised in Montenegro , w re many Albanians had found 
refuge among their Albanian latives; war was only prevent
ed by the influence of the ki , and a "provisional govern
ment of Albania" was formed j 

Immediately following th� Albanian insurrection,  Tur
key found itself at war with I�ly, which had used the occa
sion to seize the long-covetedl Tripoli (Libya) . The war was 
declared in September 1 9 1 1 .  �o aid the effort , Italy occupied 
some of the Turkish Aegean i�lands in the spring of 1 9 1 2 .  A 
congress of delegates on one l of them, however, called for I 
union with Greece and proclaimed in June an autonomous 
"state of the Aegean . " 

In other words , TurkificatiPn had begun to set the empire 
aflame . 

A vivid description of the intent behind Carasso' s  Turki
fication policy is found in London Times editor Henry Wick
ham Steed's  autobiography . Steed was a British intelligence 
controller of the Serbs,  and dne of the persons responsible I 
for triggering World War I .  

"Less agreeable [than Tutkish Grand Vizier Talat] but 
equally interesting was Emm+Ouel Carasso effendi, the Sa
lonika Jew who had helped to dethrone the Sultan Abdul 
Hamid. He looked like an ef�cient and ruthless brigand, a 
bold buccaneer, frank and fearless . Though he and his fel-

The war guil� clause of 
the Versaille$ Treaty 

The entire international pu�lic order of the post - 1 9 1 9  era, 
including the League of Nations and, by extension, the 
United Nations , has been ! based on the absurd lie that 
Germany was solely respo�sible for the outbreak of World 
War I . This finding was dfficially reported to the Paris 
Peace Conference at the clpse of the war by a "Commis
sion on the ResponsibilitY of the Authors of the War," 
which was chaired by Amencan Secretary of State Robert 
Lansing . Lansing refused to allow any Germans to take 
part in his deliberations ,  lind the commission ignored a 
new "German White Book" compiled in 1 9 1 9  by Hans I 
Delbriick, Professor M�ndelssohn-Bartholdy, Count 
Montgelas , and Max Weber, which contained enough evi
dence to show that the th¢sis of exclusive German war 
guilt was untenable . The ktrnel of Lansing' s  conclusions 
was as follows: ! 

"The War was premeditated by the Central Powers 
together with their allies , Turkey and Bulgaria, and was 
the result of acts deliberateJy committed in order to make 
it unavoidable . Germany � in agreement with Austria-
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lows of the Salonika Committee for Union and Progress 
[Young Turks] had been responsible for the atrocious policy 
of 'Turkification' which had led to the fonnation of the Bal
kan League and to the Balkan Wars , their power was appar
ently still as great as their infonnation was prompt and accu
rate . Carasso knew even then , September 1 9 1 3 ,  of the 
Austrian attempt to make war upon Serbia a month before , 
and, as he explained to one of my friends , he was convinced 
that though the big war had not quite 'come off' that time, it 
would come before long and that Turkey would then have 
her chance . One Sunday, in September, I was at Prinkipo in 
the company of Carasso's  cousin , Maitre Salem, a Salonika 
Jew who had become, under Young Turk auspices, the lead
ing lawyer of Constantinople .  When not gambling at the 
Casino , Carasso joined our party and talked freely . Answer
ing the question what he and his like were going to do with 
Turkey , he said: 

" 'Have you ever seen a baker knead dough? When you 
think of us and Turkey you must think of a baker and of his 
dough. We are the bakers and Turkey is the dough . The baker 
pulls it and pushes it, bangs it and slaps it, pounds it with his 
fist until he gets it to the right consistency for the baking . 
That is what we are doing . We have had one revolution, then 
a counter-revolution , then another revolution and we shall 
probably have several more until we have got the dough just 

Hungary, deliberately worked to defeat all the many con
ciliatory proposals made by the Entente Powers . " 

This false verdict was then incorporated into the infa
mous Article 23 1 of the Treaty of Versailles, which al
leges: 

"The Allied and Associated Governments affinn, and 
Gennany accepts , the responsibility of Gennany and her 
allies for causing all the loss and damage to which the 
Allied and Associated Governments and their nationals 
have been subjected as a consequence of the war imposed 
upon them by the aggression of Gennany and her allies . "  

The Gennan delegates were coerced into signing the 
Versailles Treaty by threats of renewed war and by the 
economic blockade still imposed on Gennany after the 
armistice by the fleets ofthe Entente . The thesis of exclu
sive Gennan war guilt was required by the Entente as a 
premise for the Carthaginian peace imposed on the Central 
Powers , which included the demand for more than $32 
billion in war reparations , especially to France , plus inter
est for servicing this debt over decades into the future . 

In the years after the war, documentary evidence was 
published which further undennined the Big Lie of Ver
sailles. This included Karl Kautsky' s  Outbreak of the 

World War (New York, 1924) , the Soviet Materials for 

the History of Franco-Russian Relations from 1910 to 
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right . Then we shall bake it and few! upon it. ' 
"Carasso 's  nephew, who was m�ager of a bank, looked 

at his uncle in terrified amazement. ! 'What is to become of 
business with all these revolutions?' �e asked. Carasso patted 
him affectionately on the head and replied, 'Don't  worry, my 
boy . Things will come out all right. ' 

"Maitre Salem, overhearing this! conversation, turned to 
Carasso and said sharply , 'What : are you saying , Em
manuel?' 

" ' Shut up, Salem' retorted Canasso. 'What would you 

have been without the revolution? A pettifogging little Sa
lonika lawyer. ' And Salem held his peace. "  

The London Balkan Committee 
i 

The Greater Serbian , Greek, Bulgarian , and Young Turk 
movements were established by Mazzini and his associates 
by the 1 860s . These movements wC1re largely alien imposi
tions; to the extent that they can be c�nsidered "indigenous," 
they had their basis in earlier Byzantine , Venetian, and Otto
man manipulation. 

In 1 903 , the British established .the Balkan Committee, 
as the London-based command cen� of these movements . It 
is this little-known institution which orchestrated the various 

1914 (Moscow, 1922) , the Austria, Red Book of 1919, 
and the diary of Baron Schilling of the Russian Foreign 
Ministry (London, 1 925) .  

The false verdict of  Versailles had already become a 
scandal in America during the 1 920s , when historians 
like H .E .  Barnes demanded the revision of the war gUilt 
clause . Typical is this conclusion from the academic histo
rian Sidney B .  Fay of Harvard in 1930: "The verdict of 
the Versailles Treaty that Gennany and her allies were 
responsible for the War, in view of the evidence now 
available , is historically unsound. It should therefore be 
revised. However, because of the popular feeling wide
spread in some of the Entente countries , it is doubtful 
whether a fonnal and legal revision is as yet practicable. 
There must first come a further revision by historical 
scholars , and through them of public opinion. "  

Now, after fascism, a second world conflict, the Cold 
War, and the fall of the communist regimes in Europe, the 
time has come to reopen the Versailles Treaty. The treaty 
must be revised to specify the war guilt of an international 
conspiracy mastenninded first by �ing Edward VII of 
England, and after him by Sir Edward Grey, in which 
figures like Izvolski , Sazonov, and Clemenceau were par
ticipants . The center of war gUilt must be fixed in Lon
don .-Webster G .  Tarpley 
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British experts 
in manipulation 

In his autobiography , British intelligence official Au
brey Herbert brags about the British ability to manipu
late the peoples of the Balkans and Mideast region: 

"All the peoples in Turkey , including the Turk, 
were in a chronic state of shipwreck; the English were 
in permanent possession of the lifeboat, though often 
the lifeboat could not put out to sea . David Urquhart 
had the affection of the Circassians and has had no 
successor in a later generation; Professor E. G. Browne 
stands alone in Persia. Lawrence is undisputed champi
on of the Arabs; Bouchier and the Buxtons were the 
heroes of Bulgaria; Miss Durham restored Albania to 
the memory of Europe; Steed , Seton-Watson , and Ed
ward Boyle were the advocates of a Serbia that existed 
in their minds; the Greeks have had a multitude of 
archaeologists , classical scholars , and there are a few 
remaining romantics devoted to their renaissance . Tur
key has had the friendship of many British officials.  
. . . It would appear that there is a quality of En
glishmen that is rarely possessed by men of other na
tions, which produces unique relations between them
selves and the peoples of the East ." 

conflicting policies and gambits that led to the Balkan wars 
and World War I. Described as a permanent association of 
writers , statesmen, historians, and travelers , the committee , 
which met in the House of Commons irregularly , was sup
posedly dedicated to creating an informed opinion about Bal
kan affairs . The formation of the group had been called rfor 
by former Prime Minister William Gladstone , leader of the 
"Bulgarophiles ."  Members of the Balkan Committee in
cluded Foreign Secretary Sir Edward Grey and Foreign Sec
retary Lord Lansdowne. The president of the group was Lord 
Bryce , the most active supporter of the "Armenian cause" in 
England . The Balkan Committee had the public support of 
the Archbishop of Canterbury , several bishops , and the 
chiefs of the various non-Anglican Protestant churches that 
had been arrayed around Gladstone , as well as the heads of 
several Oxford and Cambridge colleges . 

The key operatives of the group, who managed the con
tending Balkan chauvinist movements , were Aubrey Her
bert, Noel Buxton , James David Bourchier, Arthur Evans , 
and R.W. Seton-Watson. Herbert controlled the Young 
Turks and the Albanians; his decades-long crony Noel Bux
ton controlled the Bulgarians , while having much influence 
in Serbia also . Bourchier and Evans controlled the Greeks; 
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Evans and Seton-Watson con olled the Serbians . 

Aubrey Herbert 
The son of Lord Camarva (who officially oversaw Brit

ish freemasonry on behalf 0 King Edward VII) , Herbert 
was from two of the most po erful oligarchical families in 
England: the Herberts and th Howards . The Herberts hold 
no fewer than four Earldoms , hile the Howards hold three . 
The Duchy of Norfolk (a Ho�ard preserve) is the oldest in 
England; the Duke of Norfolk is always formally designated 
the "peer of the realm."  

The World War I boss 0� .E .  Lawrence ("Lawrence 
of Arabia") , Herbert was a s ialist in managing diverse 
Mideast movements . He was Iso a chairman of the Balkan 
Committee . i 

Herbert began his career iq 1 904 as a consul in the British 
Embassy in Istanbul; his uncl¢ , Esme Howard-later World 
War I ambassador to the Unit�d States-was then consul in 
Crete . In 1 905 , Howard trav�ed to Russian Georgia during 
the middle of the Russo-Japar1ese War. He was arrested as a 
British spy and expelled . Tha;same year, he hooked up with 
another member of the Buxt n family , Leland Buxton, to 
spark the Yemeni insurrectio against Ottoman rule which 
led to the death of 100,000 Turkish soldiers . In 1 906  he I • returned to England to becom� a member of Parhament, and 
to run the Balkan Committee . ;  

During the first few days �f the 1 908 Young Turk coup, 
Herbert was on the scene , me�ting with Talaat and Enver
two of the triumvirate that liter led the regime-and also 
"Macedonia Resurrected" lea<ller Emannuel Carasso . During 
this crucial period, he operat� out of a Bektashi Sufi monas
tery . The Bektashis were key �o the Young Turk revolution, 
and Herbert was one of their c!ontrollers . 

Right from the beginnin� , Herbert called for a Young 
Turk crackdown on the natio�alist aspirations of the Jews, 
Arabs , and Armenians , and c�ticized some Young Turk rhet
oric espousing equality . Wri�ng to his brother at the time, 
Herbert notes: "I wish them h*k, the Young Turks . It' s  very 
fine but only a beginning . .  I. . Eq�ality is charming as a 
sentiment but Turkey will fin� it as impractical in their Em
pire as we have in ours . Th� Turk can't  compete with the 
Syrian , Armenian , and the Je� . He is the dominant race, and 
in the interests of peace he sMuld show that straight away or 
blood will run in thick rivers i� Constantinople . "  

Herbert's control of  the Ypung Turks i s  celebrated in  the 
novel of World War I Propag�nda chief John Buchan (Lord 
Tweedsmuir) , Greenmantle . �uchan later described Herbert 
as "a sort of survivor from c�sading times . "  

Herbert returned to Britain after the coup was consoli
dated. But from 1 9 1 1 throug� 1 9 14 ,  he frequently traveled 
to Turkey and Ottoman Al1:ljania, where he met with the 
Young Turk leadership . An4 while promoting the Young 
Turks , Herbert was also pro�oting Albanian independence . 
The Bektashi order controll�d Albania, and the Albanian 
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nationalists offered to make him king on three occasions .  
During the same period, Buxton traveled frequently to 

Bulgaria to support the opposite side . 
Herbert' s control of the Young Turks proceeded both 

through his family' s  control of British masonry , and also 
through the Howard and Herbert families' historic ties to 
Venice; the family is largely Catholic , and Herbert grew up 
in Italy. 

Noel Buxton 
Great-grandson of the "Great Emancipator," Thomas 

Buxton, known for his sanctimonious denunciations of the 
slave trade, Noel Buxton was a member of the Quaker family 
that controls Barclays Bank. The founder of the Balkan Com
mittee, and a close crony of Herbert, Buxton was the chief 
propagandist of Greater Bulgaria in the pre- and post-World 
War I period in England. During World War I, Buxton was 
the chief British liaison to Bulgaria, in a nominal effort to 
secure Bulgarian neutrality . He was also a primary British 
liaison officer to President Woodrow Wilson 's  adviser Col . 
Edward House, in an effort to secure American entry into the 
war under the pretext of combatting Turkish massacres of 
Armenians . 

Buxton wrote numerous tracts such as The Black Sheep 
of the Balkans defending Bulgarian claims to Macedonia, but 
he maintained close ties to the Serbs and Young Turks as 
well. Shortly after the 1 908 revolution , Austria issued a for
mal note of protest to Britain complaining that Buxton "dis
posed of considerable funds and employed a large number of 
agents in [the] nefarious work of propagating aspirations 
among the ignorant Serbian population."  He was , said Aus
tria, agitating for a Young Turk-supported Serbian war 
against Austria. 

. Following World War I ,  Buxton became a leader in the 
pro-Nazi Cliveden Set, and also formed two important Quak
er intelligence organizations , the Anti-Slavery Society and 
the Save the Children Fund. 

James D. Bourchier 
Correspondent for the London Times in the Balkans from 

1 892 through 1 9 1 5 ,  Bourchier was the operative who put 
together the Balkan League uniting Serbia, Greece , Albania, 
Romania, and Bulgaria against Turkey in the first Balkan 
war. This stunning diplomatic feat required considerable ly
ing to all of the parties concerned, over the final disposition 
of Ottoman lands that they wanted to seize . Largely based in 
Greece ,  Bourchier was an adviser to the Greek king , a cousin 
of Edward VII . Yet despite his Greek ties, Bourchier was the 
champion of Bulgarian aspirations in Ottoman Macedonia, 
which Greece and Serbia also claimed . 

Sir Arthur John Evans 
Keeper of the Ashmolean Museum, a center of British 

masonry , Evans had been active in Balkan politics since 1 870 
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as England' s  most prominent propqnent of Serbian aspira
tions . His political ideal ; he said , t-vas a "South Slavonic 
monarchy built out of Austria and tile Balkans . "  Evans was 
the founder of the British School o� Athens lind the British 
Academy there , which put out gloriqus depictions of ancient 
Greece which also served to popularize the Greek cause . 

Robert William Seton-Watson 
Son of a wealthy Scottish merchant in India, Seton-Wat

son was the most prominent advoca1!e of Greater Serbia and 
later Yugoslavia, in the first half of the twentieth century. 
Among the most vehement propagandists against the Austri
ans and Hungarians, Seton-Watson issued numerous pro
Serbian histories in the period of the Balkan wars , and was 
detailed to aid Serbia on behalf of British intelligence during 
World War I. In the immediate post-war period, Seton-Wat
son and his crony Sir Bernard Pares (a controller of the Bol
sheviks) established Slavonic Review, affiliated with the 
Slavic Studies Department of Kingjs College. The review 
remains one of the most pro-Serbian British academic outfits 
today . 

Countdown to World War I 

In 1 909 , Caras so' s Turkification policy began to trigger 
increasing hostility and outright revolt among the non-Turkic 
population of Ottoman Europe . Those most affected were the 
Greek and Bulgarian populations Qf Macedonia,  a region 
also claimed by Serbia . 

In the summer of 1912, Balkan Committee agent J .D .  
Bourchier formed the Balkan Leagu(:, comprising Montene
gro , Serbia , Albania, Greece ,  and B�lgaria. Its purpose was 
to combine forces for a liberation war against the Ottoman 
Empire . Conflicting claims over Macedonia were put off to 
the future . I 

In August 1912, Bulgaria issu¢d a wildly provocative 
note to Turkey demanding Macedon�an autonomy, under the 
control of the Internal Macedonian Revolutionary Organiza
tion (IMRO) . The Balkan Committee supported this demand; 
Balkan Committee President Noel Buxton had called for Bul
garian assimilation of Macedonia fot years . 

But despite this new threat, the ,Young Turks remained 
confident of continuing British support. They had been put 
in power by the British and were under the management of 
Balkan Committee official Aubrey Herbert. One of their first 
acts in office was to hand over the control of their army to 
British officers , and their navy to the French .  

In September, Greece and Bulgaria decided for war with ' 
Turkey under the pretext of supporting Macedonian indepen
dence . 

In October, Montenegro--a puppet state of Venice
declared war on Turkey, thus formally beginning the first 
Balkan war. Bulgaria, Serbia, and Greece joined the war, as 
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stipulated by the Balkan League. Because the Italo-Turkish 
War was still being waged, Turkey was especially weak. 

In October and November, Bulgarian and Serbian forc
es smashed the Turks, virtually reaching the gates of Istan
bul . Russia issued a warning to Bulgaria not to occupy Istan
bul , as she wanted Istanbul for herself. For the first time, a 
European great power threatened to intervene . 

In November, Serbia overran northern Albania. 
At this point, Austria announced it would not allow Serbi

an access to the Adriatic (achieved through occupation of 
Albania) , and announced its support for an independent Al
bania. The Germans offered Austria support, while Russia 
supported Serbia. 

In December, Turkey , Bulgaria,  and Serbia signed an 
armistice, ending the first phase of the first Balkan war. 
Greece refused to sign. The British convened a peace confer
ence in London, nominally dedicated to settling the conflict . 

Sir Edward Grey turned 
Sarajevo crisis into war 

Even after decades of British geopolitical machinations , 
it still required all of Sir Edward Grey' s  perfidy and cun
ning to detonate the greatest conflagration in world history 
by exploiting the diplomatic crisis surrounding the assas
sination of the Austrian heir apparent Archduke Franz 
Ferdinand on June 28 , 19 14  in Sarajevo, Bosnia. 

Sir Edward Grey had learned an important lesson in 
the Moroccan crisis of 1 9 1 1 ,  when Germany sent the 
warship Panther to Agadir to secure German interests 
there , which were in conflict with those of France .  This 
lesson was that if Germany clearly perceived in a crisis 
that there was a direct risk of Anglo-German war, Berlin 
would back down, frustrating the war party in London . In 
the Agadir crisis , the British minister Lloyd George had 
delivered a clear public warning to Berlin,  and Germany 
had replied at once that she was not seeking a permanent 
presence on the Atlantic coast of Morocco; the crisis was 
soon resolved. 

The German chancellor from 1 909 to 1 9 1 7 ,  Dr. Theo
bald von Bethmann-Hollweg , was an anglophile and a 
crony of the kaiser's  student days, anxious to make con
cessions to London in order to secure peace . Sir Edward 
Grey declared in 1 9 1 2  that any differences between En
gland and Germany would never assume dangerous pro
portions "so long as German policy was directed by" Beth
mann-Hollweg . 

During the Balkan Wars and the Liman von Sanders 
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But in January 1 9 1 3 ,  the pe�lce conference broke down, as 
the Turks refuse to give up rete , the Aegean islands , and 
Adrianople . Now known as lovdiv , Bulgaria, Adrianople 
was �en the capital of Balka.t1 Turkey, and of immense mili-
tary Importance .  I 

On Jan. 22, 1913, the I�perial Powers , led by Britain, 
forced Turkey to give up Arufanople, which virtually meant 
the abandonment of all of european Turkey . On Jan. 23 , 
Young Turk leader Enver Pa�ha retook power in a coup. 

On Feb. 3, the first BaIi:an war resumed. The Greeks 
took Janina, then part of AI�ia, now part of Greece. The 
Bulgarians seized Adrianop}e .  Under immense pressure, 
Turkey capitulated; Bulgariaj and Turkey struck a separate 
peace . In April , the Montenegrins took Scutari , Albania. But 
in May, under the threat of j«\ustria entering the war, they 
abandoned Scutari , while the Serbs withdrew from Durazzo, 
the capital of central Albania j 

, 
affair of 1 9 1 3 ,  Grey cultivat¢d the illusion of good rela
tions with Germany . By mid� 1 9 14 ,  Anglo-German rela
tions were judged by Sir Edward Goschen, the British 
ambassador to Berlin , as "m�re friendly and cordial than 
they had been in years . "  But it was all a trick by Perfidious 
Albion . ! 

Some weeks after the assal;sination of Archduke Franz 
Ferdinand, the Austrian govctrnment, blaming Belgrade, 
addressed a very harsh ultinitatum to Serbia on July 23 
demanding sweeping conce�sions for investigating the 
crime and the suppression of �ti-Austrian agitation.  The 
Russian court slavophiles w�re demanding war against 
Austria and Germany in defense of Serbia; these slavo
philes were madmen on the stiategic offensive who sought 
a general European war. In \fienna, the leading minister, 
Count Berchtold,  and the ¢hief of staff, Conrad von 
Hoetzendorff, were determi�d to use the crisis to smash 
Serbia, which they saw as a threat to the survival of their 
empire . Berchtold and Hoe�zendorff were madmen on 
the strategic defensive , even i if they assumed the tactical 
offensive against Serbia. Th�ir aggressive intentions in
volved Serbia, but not other /great powers . When Serbia 
issued a conciliatory reply to fue Austrian ultimatum, Kai
ser Wilhelm II and others w�re relieved and thought that 
the war danger had recede4 ; but the Vienna madmen 
seized on minor refusals by Serbia to declare war on July 
28.  

If Sir Edward Grey had si(lcerely wished to avoid war, 
he could have pursued one of two courses of action. The 
first would have been to wan) Germany early in the crisis 
that in case of general war, Britain would fight on the 
side of France and Russia. Tbis would have propelled the 
kaiser and Bethmann into the strongest efforts to restrain 
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In May, the London peace conference reopened , re
sulting in the Treaty of London, where Turkey gave up much 
of its remaining European possession; the status of Albania 
was left to the powers . The Albanians offered to make Au
brey Herbert the king of their projected independent state . So 
ended the first Balkan war. 

In June 1913, one month later, the Serbs and Greeks 
allied against their former ally Bulgaria, due to Bulgarian 
reluctance to grant Serbia more of Macedonia. So began the 
second Balkan war. 

On June 29, the Bulgarians attacked Serbian-Greek posi
tions. Turkey then entered the war, this time siding with 
Serbia and Greece against Bulgaria. Bulgaria was rapidly 
defeated. 

In August, the Treaty of Bucharest, overseen by Britain 
and the powers , handed most of Macedonia to Greece and 
Serbia. So ended the second Balkan war. 

the Vienna madmen, probably forcing them to back down. 
The other course would have been to warn Paris and espe
cially St. Petersburg that Britain had no intention of being 
embroiled in world war over the Balkan squabble, and 
would remain neutral . This would have undercut the St. 
Petersburg militarists , and would have motivated Paris to 
act as a restraining influence . 

Grey , a disciple of Edward VII , did neither of these 
things .  Instead he maintained a posture of deception de
signed to make Germany think England would remain 
neutral , while giving Paris hints that England would sup
port Russia and France .  These hints were then passed on 
to Russian Foreign Minister Sazonov, a British agent , and 
to Czar Nicholas II . In this way,  French revanchistes and 
Russian slavophiles were subtly encouraged on the path 
of aggression . 

Grey 's  deception of Germany meant assuming the 
posture of a mediator rather than a possible party to the 
conflict. In early and middle July , Grey proposed direct 
conversations between Vienna and St. Petersburg to avoid 
war, but dropped this when French President Poincare , a 
war-monger, responded that this would be "very danger
ous . "  On July 24, Grey shifted to a proposal for mediation 
by other great powers of the Austrian-Russian dispute . On 
July 26 , Grey proposed a conference of ambassadors from 
England , France , Italy , and Germany, which was de
clined by Germany for various reasons. Grey's  charade of 
war avoidance contributed to complacency in Berlin and 
a failure to do anything to restrain the Vienna crazies , 
since, the kaiser thought, if England did not fight, France , 
and Russia were unlikely to do so either. 

Edward VII 's  son King George V made a vital contri
bution to the British deception. Late on July 26 , King 
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The conclusion ofthe second Baian war was necessarily 

temporary , since Bulgaria would ne er tolerate Greece and 
Serbia acquiring most of Macedoni . And while Serbia ac
quired much of Macedonia, she di4 not acquire access to 
the Aegean Sea. Serbia would not t�lerate remaining land
locked . 

So, in September 1912, one mobth after the formal end 
of the second Balkan war, Serbia invaded the newly indepen
dent state of Albania in order to gaim access to the Adriatic 
sea. But Austria issued an ultimatum , and Serbia withdrew. 
By so doing , Austria emerged as the biggest threat to the 
Greater Serbian chauvinists who knew that they had British, 
French, and Russian backing . 

Twenty-one months later, in June 1914, the Black Hand 
killed Archduke Ferdinand, whom they had denounced as an 
obstacle to Greater Serbia. In so doing, they triggered World 
War I .  

George V told the kaiser's brother, :  Prince Henry, who 
was visiting England, that Britain Qad "no quarrel with 
anyone and I hope we shall reml\in neutral . "  This was 
seized upon by the pathetic kaiser aSi a binding pledge of 
British neutrality for which , he said " I  have the word of a 
king; and that is sufficient for me . " :  The gullible Kaiser 
Wilhelm was kept thoroughly disoril!nted during the last 
critical period when Germany could ; have forced Vienna 
to back down and avoid general ww, before the fateful 
Russian and Austrian mobilizations M July 30 and 3 1 .  

The declaration of war 
It was late on July 29 before any warning of British 

armed intervention in the looming cOnflict was received 
in Berlin . When German forces entpred Belgium in the 
context of the Schlieffen Plan (the G�rman plan for a two
front war against France and Russia) , Grey declared war 
at midnight Aug . 4-5 , 1 9 1 4 .  

The British were the first o f  the gteat powers to mobi
lize their war machine , in this case the Grand Fleet of the 
Royal Navy . On July 1 9 ,  the British ihad already staged a 
formidable naval demonstration with a review of the 
Grand Fleet at Portsmouth . On the afternoon of July 28,  
Winston Churchill ordered the fleet tp proceed during the 
night at high speed with no lights from Portsmouth 
through the Straits of Dover to its wartime base of opera
tions at Scapa Flow , north of Scotland . On July 29 , the 
official "warning telegram" was sen� out from the Admi
ralty; the British fleet was now on a f).lll war footing . 

The first continental state to mobiJize had been Serbia, 
on July 25 . The order of general mobilizations was Serbia, 
Great Britain, Russia, Austria, Franqe, and, finally , Ger
many . -Webster G . Tarpley 
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Brits chew the rug again, 
lament Anglo-American 'rift' 

I 

by Edward Spannaus 

President Clinton's  refusal to knuckle under to the British on 
Irish policy has provided the latest pretext for bitter complain� 
ing from London that a new U. S .  President is needed if there 
is to be any hope of restoring the tattered Anglo-American 
"special relationship ."  

The renewed outburst of  enmity toward the current U . S .  
head of state came i n  response to the President' s  March 9 
decision to grant a visa to Sinn Fein President Gerry Adams , 
permitting Adams to come to the United States for meetings 
and fundraising; Clinton further enraged the "cousins" across 
the Atlantic by inviting Adams to attend a White House 
reception on March 1 7 ,  St. Patrick's  Day . 

"Only a change of American administration" would offer 
a chance to repair the "special relationship," declared the 
London Daily Telegraph . The Sunday Times complained that 
President Clinton has done so much damage to the special 
relationship, that "it is fast becoming clear that only a differ
ent American President stands a chance of restoring it . "  

It was less than a year ago that President Clinton formally 
announced the downgrading of the "special relationship" dur
ing his visit to Bonn, when he proclaimed a new German
American partnership oriented toward central and eastern 
Europe. (See EIR July 22 and July 29 , 1 994 . )  The London 
Guardian lamented that Clinton "had reduced the U . S . ' s  
special relationship with Britain to a mere sentimental tie 
with the Mother Country ."  

Clinton' s  bucking of  the British first became evident 
when his administration began to criticize the International 
Monetary Fund "shock therapy" victimizing Russia in late 
1 993 . The Clinton administration's  disputes over British 
backing for Serbian genocide in Bosnia flared up throughout 
the first two years of his administration; the peace break
throughs in the Middle East and Northern Ireland were both 
products of Clinton' s  personal diplomacy, in which he had 
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to circumvent both the British and the Anglophiles embedded 
in the U . S .  State Department . On issues of the Middle East, 
the Balkans , and Northern Irtland in particular, Clinton' s  
policy has been shaped within the context o f  a working rela
tionship among Clinton , Po� John Paul II, and German 
Chancellor Helmut Kohl . 

British antagonism for C�nton goes back even before 
his election . Prime Minister John Major-and his mentor 
Margaret Thatcher-backed (jJeorge Bush. In an article on 
the current contretemps , the New York Times comments that, 
privately ,  "British officials suggest that Mr. Clinton appeared 
'anti-British' as soon as he took office and see little prospects 
of relations improving any tim¢ soon . " 

'Nice while it lasted' 
The house organ of the British Establishment, the Sunday 

Times, treated its readers on March 1 2  to a two-page spread 
on the "terminal decline" of! the Anglo-American special 
link, which it attributed to Pre�ident Clinton' s  "careless dis-
regard for Britain . "  I 

"So long; Nice while it lasted" was the title of what was 
in effect an obituary for the "special relationship" which , it 
notes , some British historians trace to the aftermath of the 
War of 1 8 1 2 ;  others claim it refers to the late 1 9th and early 
20th centuries , "when many poorer members of the British 
aristocracy married rich Americans . "  

During World War II , things were not always a s  sweet 
and close as some now recall; the Times called President 
Franklin Roosevelt "aloof' and "preoccupied ," and the 
Americans sometimes tough ahd unsentimental; the sharpest 
differences came toward the dnd of the war. With Thatcher 
and Reagan, the relationship ·'blossomed. "  But in the 1 992 
U . S .  presidential campaign, �linton "began to think out a 
primitive foreign policy, in which Germany and Japan would 
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become America's new economic partners for the 1 990s and 
beyond. "  And now, "with Major in Downing Street and Clin
ton in Washington, indifference verging on contempt is the 
order of the day . " 

Thus , when Gerry Adams shakes hands with Clinton at 
the White House on March 1 7 ,  said the Times, this will 
represent "America's biggest snub to Britain in recent history 
and the lowest point in a special relationship sustained for 
half a century by 10 Presidents . "  

The Hollinger Corp. ' s  flagship papers , the Daily Tele
graph and the Sunday Telegraph, which have orchestrated 
the Whitewater scandal against President Clinton for well 
over a year, were not to be outdone . On March 1 1 ,  the Daily 

Telegraph called for dispatching Margaret Thatcher to the 
United States-just as Lloyd George sent Lord Balfour to the 
United States in 1 9 1 7  to rally support for Britain in the war. 
Thatcher could take a whirlwind tour to "attack the Demo
crats" and "light some useful fires under President Clinton ," 
said a Telegraph editorial . 

The next day , it was Ambrose Evans-Pritchard' s  tum to 
go after Clinton-as he has been doing for over a year in 
concocting the "Whitewater" and other Arkansas-related 
scandals against the President. Pritchard blamed the Presi
dent's  "conscious and deliberate affront" to the British on "a 
small group of enthusiasts on the President' s  personal staff 
who have adopted Ireland as their pet project" ; he particularly 
cited Nancy Soderberg , the National Security Council staff 
director and former aide to Sen . Ted Kennedy . Clinton' s  
NSC was denigrated by  the London Guardian on March 16  
as  being run by officials "who see themselves assisting in  the 
last rites of British colonialism."  

Who caused the rift? 
To say that Clinton' s  invitation to Gerry Adams "caused" 

the rift in Anglo-American relations is a misinterpretation, 
said EIR founder Lyndon LaRouche in an interview on March 
1 5 .  "The rift was caused many years ago," LaRouche said , 
calling it "a natural secretion of U . S .  patriotic sentiments ."  
Going back well before the Declaration of Independence , 
said LaRouche , "the very existence of the United States is 
premised upon an opposition to what President Franklin Roo
sevelt derided in accusing Prime Minister Winston Churchill 
during the war, as reported by his son Elliott Roosevelt: 
'Winston, we are not going to put up with more of your 
British 1 8th-century methods . '  " 

During this century, since the assassination of President 
William McKinley , whom LaRouche described as "a patriot 
and anti-British , as opposed to his successor, Teddy Roose
velt, who was not a patriot and was very pro-British," the 
United States has had only four Presidents who have not been 
pro-British . LaRouche identified these as Warren Harding , 
who died under mysterious circumstances; Franklin Roose
velt; John Kennedy-"who in his own way was anti-British"; 
and now Clinton, who "expresses a pro-American , patriotic , 
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anti-British point of view, on the sJe standpoint as Presi
dent Franklin Roosevelt before him an� Kennedy before him, 
with all the qualifications which atten� to that. " 

The administration ' s  policy towrujd Ireland is consistent 
with its determination to exploit the ti¢s to Germany in order 
to promote a solution to the Russian !and eastern European 
crises in the form of economic cooper4tion between Moscow 
and Bonn, also involving other easteIlD European countries , 
LaRouche explained. 

Even more fundamental than U . S .  opposition to British 
policy on Ireland, is the United States ' opposition to Britain' s  
continued support for genocide perpetrated by  Serbians in 
the Balkans , said LaRouche . There are people inclined more 
to the pro-British side in the State Department and else
where-that' s  always been a problem, LaRouche said, in 
the Justice Department, the Treasury � "and especially in the 
Federal Reserve System. "  

"But," LaRouche concluded, "to tsay that Gerry Adams 
and his visit is the cause of a rift between Britain and the 
United States; that 's  a fairy story . The fact that the United 
States did not knuckle under to London on the Gerry Adams 
case; the fact that Clinton is not a whipped dog, as London 
wishes he were through their agents s�ch as Phil Gramm and 
the Mont Pelerin Society crowd, that fascist crowd which is 
behind the 'Contract with America' crowd; that upsets Lon
don a great deal . "  

Newt the Anglophile I 
Immediately after the White House announcement on the 

Gerry Adams visa, a very upset seDlior parliamentarian of 
Britain' s  Conservative Party told EIR that he is pinning his 
hopes on Newt Gingrich and his e�ourage in the United 
States "to keep Clinton on the rocks ," and to try to neutralize 
the effect of Clinton' s  actions . "Gi,grich and friends are 
doing a great job ,"  he crowed . 

The same hopes were reflected in the next day 's  Daily 
Telegraph-the same issue which called for the emergency 
tour by Thatcher. The Telegraph called for a new transatlan
tic dialogue which would operate 1?ehind the President's  
back, for, i t  haughtily proclaimed, "�e Clinton administra
tion is not America. "  Among the Rejpublican Party figUres 
who could help in patching things up, the Telegraph high
lighted the importance of Gingrich , praising him as "a con-
firmed Anglophile . "  ! 

"In their shared commitments to free trade , British and 
American conservatives are at one ," qeclared the Telegraph. 

"Realistically , only a change of American administration"
something they have been working Oil for some time-"will 
offer a chance of radically repairing l diplomatic relations . "  
But, the Telegraph added, "much can be done at a lower level, 
by long-term nurturing of ties . This &ort of dialogue among 
conservatives would help give Republicans the ammunition 
with which to attack Clinton for pndermining the rela
tionship . "  
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Major shaky after 
Barings bankruptcy 
by Mark Burdman 

It has not been easy for the British Establishment to maintain 
its collective Stiff Upper Lip, ever since the Feb . 26-27 col
lapse , apparently overnight, of the eminent bank of the Brit
ish Empire , Barings , sent shocks throughout institutions .  
One immediate consequence has been the accelerated unrav
eling of the government of Prime Minister John Major. 

Less than 72 hours after the Bank of England failed to 
save Barings from extinction, Major survived, by five votes , 
a vote of confidence in the Parliament on March 1 1 ,  on a bill 
involving British policy toward Europe . The latest polls show 
Major' s Conservatives trailing the opposition Labour Party 
by 40%.  and Major himself having an approval rating at 
around 10% .  Even if polls are as much manipulations by the 
Establishment to publicly signal the views that are being 
bandied about privately in Britain' s  elitist private clubs as 
they are reflections of "public opinion ," the publication of 
these findings is having a crushing effect on Conservative 
resolve and morale . 

The reported results have little to do with enthusiasm for 
the Labour Party' s  opportunistic leader Tony Blair. Rather, 
they reflect disgust both at Major personally and at the results 
of Thatcherite free-market policies in Britain. The Barings 
collapse brings the disgust at the "sleaze factor" in Britain to 
a critical mass . This is not because of the reported behavior of 
Nick Leeson as such , but because what happened to Barings 
epitomizes the moral turpitude and recklessness of the British 
system, particularly since Margaret Thatcher entered 10 
Downing Street in 1 979.  

According to one senior Conservative parliamentarian , 
the fear in the Party' s  inner sanctums is that "we will be 
massacred" in the "very important" local elections next May . 
This' source speculates that the British Tories might soon 
suffer the fate of Canada's  Conservative Party, which nearly 
vanished from the political map after receiving some 3% of 
the vote in the 1 994 general elections . 

Another insider, a regular at the confidential deliberations 
at Britain's  exclusive Ditchley Park estate , told EIR privately 
that matters had reached such disarray in Britain , that a new 
government had to be brought into being by whatever means 
might be available . Britain required an early general election 
(as things now stand, elections will not be held until 1997) ,  
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"so that we have a majority gqvernment in power that can do 
something , rather than the nj,t and confusion that prevails 
now. It doesn't matter whi4 party rules , only that it can 
rule . "  

. 

'The Clinton factor' 
The coup de grace for Ma»r could be the latest diplomat

ic moves by U . S .  President Bib Clinton on the Irish question. 
Clinton' s  March 9 decision t� meet Sinn Fein leader Gerry 
Adams and to allow Sinn F�in fundraising in the United 
States grabbed the headlines i� Britain, and upstaged a high
profile March 9 visit to Belfast by Her Majesty Queen Eliza
beth II , her first to that strife�torn city since "the troubles" 
began in Northern Ireland in 1 �69 . Since March 9, the British 
press has been filled with stories about the "widening rift" in 
British-American relations , �d whinings about how Britain 
had been "humiliated" by the �merican President. 

During a March 1 2- 1 4  trlip to the Middle East, Major 
made some grand-standing statements , to portray himself as 
"standing up to Clinton,"  aqd as the "defender of British 
interests . " This may blow up in Major's face . On the narrow
er matter of Ireland as such, some of the hardline "pro-union
ist" British parliamentarians have charged that Clinton' s  di
plomacy toward Adams was made possible by Major himself 
having earlier "appeased" Sinn Fein . If a batch of "unionist" 
parliamentarians , whether ini the Ulster Unionist Party as 
such, or within Conservative l1anks , were to bolt from Major, 
it could undermine his shaky parliamentary majority . 

Moreover, leading Estab)ishment factions may decide 
that the exigencies of rebuilding ties to the United States, 
especially at a time of growjng chaos in the international 
financial system, may require; dumping Major and replacing 
him with somebody better a1>le to "handle" the American 
"dossier. " 

, 
'The by-product of a financial casino' 

Meanwhile , with each pa�sing week, greater numbers of 
Britons are expressing their rage at a combination of econom
ic , political , and moral calamities . 

The anti-Tory revolt is , increasingly centered in the 
middle-class base which brought Thatcher to power. Blair 
has been gaining support during political tours through for
mer Thatcher strongholds in England' s  southeast. Anti-gov
ernment sentiment is building over issues ranging from cuts 
in the education budget to the deterioration in the increasingly 
"privatized" health service . 

One London influential told EIR on March 1 5  that "what 
it all adds up to is a revolt against sleaze. The sleaze factor is 
destroying whatever support there might be for this govern
ment, especially as some neW scandal breaks almost every 
day ."  

Typical was the March 6 resignation by  Robert Hughes, 
junior minister responsible for the Office of Public Service 
and Science . It turned out that Hughes ' s  understanding of 
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"public service" was somewhat broad, and had included an 
extramarital affair with a constituent. He was the ninth minis
ter to resign since Major formed his current government in 
1992, and thefifth because of what the British label "personal 
indiscretions . " 

A far more damaging scandal , especially in the post
Barings climate, has been the government' s  handling of the 
privatization of two state-owned electricity firms, PowerGen 
and National Power. Millions of Britons had bought shares 
in the firms , on the basis of government promises ,  outlined 
in a formal prospectus ,  that they would earn hefty profits . 
Right on the eve of the shares being traded openly on the 
British stock exchange, government electricity regulator Ste
phen Littlechild announced new price controls ,  triggering an 
immediate downward slide in share values . Some £3 . 5  bil
lion in share values was wiped out overnight, and more than 
a million Britons lost money . Total share losses, according 
to the Daily Telegraph on March 1 1 ,  are estimated to be £10 
billion, "a  fall equalling that in  the stock market in  the great 
crash of 1987 ."  

Government officials have admitted that some ministers 
knew that Littlechild was going to impose price controls . Yet 
they did nothing to report this knowledge to investors lulled 
into false confidence by the prospectus .  Charges of "insider 
dealing" have been hurled against the Major ministerial team, 
both by opposition parliamentarians and by commentators in 
the British press . 

What is happening with the manic British Thatcherite 
policy of "utilities privatization" should be a sobering lesson 
for those Americans who are being snookered by the Gin
grich-Gramm Thatcherite mob into supporting similar ap
proaches for the United States. Already on Feb . 1 8 ,  a week 
before Littlechild revealed his intention to control prices ,  the 
London Guardian reported on a little-publicized decision that 
had been made by government minister Michael Heseltine, 
president of the Board of Trade , that allowed for "free bid
ding on the open market" for utilities firms, thereby removing 
all effective controls on who might buy such firms and putting 
the privatized utilities "up for grabs ."  

Guardian writers Will Hutton and Nicholas Bannister 
warned: "Britain' s  privatized water, electricity and gas com
panies are up for auction. Asset strippers , tax massagers , 
international conglomerates and the other tribunes of enter
prise that constitute the • private , sector are eyeing up Brit
ain's  utilities. The provision of gas , electricity and water in 
Britain is set to become the by-product of a financial casino . 
. . .  The government has , in effect, signalled it has no reason 
to object to any outside bid for a British utility . An open 
season has been declared ."  Various tricks of "financial engi
neering" would henceforth take precedence over the supply 
of power to millions of British users . The two authors derided 
the whole "electricity privatization" policy as a "house of 
cards ," and stressed that privatization, overall ,  had "lost its 
glitter. "  
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Sri Lankan peace 
enters crucial phase 
by Ramtanu Maitra and Susan Maitra 

As a shaky two-month cease-fire between Sri Lanka' s  rebel 
Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (L TfE) and the govern
ment continues to hold, fresh efforts to resolve the decades
old sectarian conflict, which turned : bloody in the early 
1980s , have hit a sticky spot. There � clear indications that 
both parties are jockeying for political leverage by making 
charges aimed at putting each on the defensive . Currently, 
neither the Tigers nor President Chandrika Kumaratunga has 
shown any intent to concede on the issues brought up during 
the previous rounds of talks; at the sante time, neither side is 
eager to abandon the road to peace unilaterally . 

Although a lot more is at stake, tlte issues which have 
kept the two adversaries sparring incluclle the Tigers ' demand 
that the Pooneryn military base , located at the heart of north
ern Sri Lanka, known as "Tiger cou,try ,"  be dismantled. 
Other issues include the lack of communication between the 
two parts of the country, an embargb on essential goods 
imported from central and southern �ri Lanka, and night 
fishing in the Jaffna lagoon . While progress on these issues 
is a prerequisite for holding the nex� round of talks, the 
solution lies in resolving what degree of autonomy the gov
ernment is willing to allow to the TllOlils in northern Sri 
Lanka, and obtaining a commitment m.m the Tigers that they 
would abandon the path of violence an41 protect the unity and 
territorial integrity of the island-nation. 

In a recent statement, the Tigers indicated that they are 
willing to drop the demand for "Eelam" -an independent 
Tamil nation separate from Sri Lanka.,-but said they would 
do so only if "alternate proposals that g�ve the Tamils security 
and self-respect" are put forward by �e government in Co
lombo. The Tigers issued this statement in early March when 
President Kumaratunga, the initiator pf the peace process , 
was touring the war-ravaged east . 'ne Tigers have surely 
noticed that the Tamil population , over whom they had a 
complete lock even a short while ago, ill keen to pursue peace 
and are increasingly rejecting the Tige�' violence . President 
Kumaratunga is exerting steady pres$ure on the Tamils to 
force the Tigers to give up the religion of violence and settle 
for peace to end the I I -year genocidal;ethnic war. 
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Colombo has also sent signals that the new President 
wants to create a favorable environment for fruitful talks . In 
addition to sternly warning the Sinhala chauvinist-dominated 
Army not to make any move which could be interpreted as an 
effort to sabotage the delicate negotiations, she subsequently 
made significant changes i� the Defense Ministry aimed at 
letting the Tigers know that her government is an unbiased 
negotiator. The Sri Lanka Army announced in late February 
that it is pulling back a strategic defense line to allow civilian 
traffic movement between northern Sri Lanka and the rest of 
the country . 

Most significantly , Minister for Constitutional Matters 
G.L.  Peiris, during his recent budget speech , said that Co
lombo would provide substantial devolution of powers, 
which means a significant amount of autonomy to the Tamils 
in the north-the first time that such a statement has been 
issued at that level . Equally significant are the repeated state
ments of President Kumaratunga, since she became prime 
minister in August after her People's  Alliance won a majority 
in the parliamentary elections , in which she expressed her 
eagerness to begin the reconstruction of war-tom northern Sri 
Lanka. Calculated to win over the poverty-stricken Tamils 
residing under the guns of the Tigers , the President an
nounced that reconstruction work will begin with a crash 
program in the Jaffna Municipal area. 

The face of reconstruction 
Under the first phase of reconstruction , the government 

plans to spend Rs . 5 . 5  billion out of a total package of Rs . 40 
billion. A crash program Rs . 1 . 5 billion to fix the water 
supply , sanitation , power supply , and roadways has been 
worked out for immediate implementation. Reports indicate 
that Colombo has the money to go ahead with the crash 
program, and a very senior minister, Ratnasiri Wickrema
nayake, is now engaged in securing aid from donor countries 
and foreign institutional investors for the rest of the recon
struction money . However, most of the western donors are 
holding out, and saying the aid will follow peace , in essence 
supporting the Tigers' position. The Tigers , meanwhile, 
have refused to issue the final clearance required to launch 
reconstruction work. Reports from Colombo indicate that 
ships are waiting to be loaded with construction material and 
shipped to northern Sri Lanka. But the loading cannot be 
done until the Tigers agree to a starting date. However, the 
Tigers have no choice but to accept the reconstruction pro
posal in principal , and there is no question that the Tigers are 
feeling the heavy political pressure . 

The political weakening of the Tigers , which has helped 
Kumaratunga make her moves, became visible in August 
when government officials came to open talks with the Tigers 
in Jaffna. The rousing welcome given to the officials by the 
Tamil population in Jaffna is a testimony that the Tigers have 
lost ground and that continuation of violence will not be 
approved by the Tamil population. Once Kumaratunga 
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grasped this "secret,"  preSSUj on the Tigers mounted. 
Superficially , the Tigers ppear not to have been cowed 

by the peace initiatives ,  but eir recent blustering has been 
aimed at painting them as th preeminent seekers of peace . 
From his jungle lair somewhcte in the north, Tiger chieftain 
V. Pirabhakaran charged Ku�aratunga with "deception" and 
subterfuge . "It really astonishjed us that you are not showing 
any keenness to extend the present temporary cessation of 
hostilities into a permanent, durable cease-fire,"  he said in a 
letter made public through the Tigers' London office. They 
have also turned down an attempt by the President to involve 
a former French diplomat in the negotiations, using the ex
cuse that he is no longer a French government employee and 
is Kumaratunga's  friend. Pitabhakaran' s  letter is seen by 
some observers as a clear sign that the Tigers are also feeling 
international pressure: The United States and the European 
Union have recently urged both parties to begin political 
negotiations .  

Tigers show further political weakening 
Reports from the eastern province, where the Tigers have 

some control , indicate that tbey have met with representa
tives of other Tamil political 3roups, such as the Eelam Peo
ples Revolutionary Liberation Front (EPRLF) and the Tamil 
United Liberation Front (TULF) . Former MP and EPRLF 
member Suresh Ramchandran has confiremd that Tiger cad
res are suggesting that the two groups take a common stand. 
The Tigers ' gesture to othet Tamil groups, which it had 
set out to annihilate in the 1980s , is a major development 
indicating the former' s political weakening . 

The political heat which the Tigers are feeling cannot be 
resolved by guns , but , being ahighly motivated organization, 
it remains to be seen how the Tigers react. Moreover, as 
expressed by Pirabhakaran in his letter, President Kumara
tunga will not provide the Tigers with endless maneuvering 
room. There are enough indications that if the Tigers sabo
tage the peace efforts , Presitlent Kumaratunga is ready to 
declare a full-fledged war agllinst them. The toughening of 
her stance has been sensed by observers . Former Air Force 
Chief Harry Gunatilake warned the Tigers: "The L TTE will 
be happy to drag its feet as long as there is no actual war. 
But the government will now have to seriously rethink its 
strategy ."  Gunatilake furthet advised them: "Think of the 
other option."  

He  continued: "It i s  clear that Chandrika [President Ku
maratunga] has gone every ipch of the way for peace . She 
has earned tremendous goodwill from the international com
munity, but you must remember that they will not come and 
fight for you," Gunatilake said. His remarks came days after 
the recent tour in the east by junior Defense Minister Anirud
dha Ratwatte, where he told ,the Army personnel that if the 
peace talks fail, "even I will get into my uniform and join 
you . "  A retired Army colonel, Ratwatte was not issuing an 
empty threat . 
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U.N. Copenhagen sUll1ll1it opens 
50th anniversary with a diSll1al failure 
by Poul Rasmussen 

That the United Nations is not the institution upon which 
the peoples of the world should rely to eradicate poverty , 
unemployment, and social disintegration, became obvious 
from its first summit this year, which marks the 50th anniver
sary of its founding . Despite the fact that the U .N .  World 
Summit on Social Development that took place in Copenha
gen over March 6- 1 2  was the largest summit in history , 
bringing together 1 2 1  heads of state and government, noth
ing was conceived or decided upon that would relieve the 
suffering of the millions of disenfranchised people around 
the globe . 

Adding to the undeniable stench of failure was the fact 
that the Copenhagen summit took place in the midst of an 
accelerating global financial disintegration, highlighted by 
the dramatic fall of the dollar and the wild turbulence on 
the world currency markets , precipitated by the Mexican 
crisis and the collapse of the Britain' s oldest banking institu
tion , Barings Bank, just a few days earlier. 

As EIR forecast in its March 3 issue , the summit' s  final 
communique turned out to be empty phrases .  In a list of "Ten 
Commandments ," the world leaders committed themselves , 
among other things, to: 

• "create favorable economic , political , social and legal 
conditions which could facilitate social development;" 

• "through national programs and international collabo
ration to eradicate poverty;" 

• "bring about full employment as a main pillar in our 
economic and social policies;" 

• "promote full respect for human dignity;" 
• "accelerate the development of the economic and so

cial areas as well as the human potential in Africa and the 
least developed countries . "  

I t  borders on  criminal neglect when 12 1  world leaders 
meet in the middle of an unprecedented , global economic 
breakdown, and all they come up with is an empty list of 
nothing . The heads of state and government all share the 
responsibility for the failure of the Copenhagen Summit to 
produce any program of substance , but the greatest burden 
of guilt lies with the host-the United Nations . 

What quickly became clear is that the United Nations 
is not a forum to address economic and social programs,  
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and is a place where any such attempt will run afoul of the 
permanent "hidden agenda" of all U . �  institutions ,  namely, 
the drive to dismantle national sovelleignty and impose a 
world government. This evil ideology simply distorts all 
discussions , and all potential solutions become twisted into 
a bid for "more power to the U . N . "  

IMF austerity regimes defended 
In the draft program of action presented to the summit, 

underdeveloped nations had formulated rigorous demands 
for an immediate change of the gen�cidal policies of the 
Structural Adjustment Programs of th� International Mone
tary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank. At Copenhagen, the 
ringleaders of the U . N .  apparatus twisted the discussion to
ward granting the U . N .  the political oversight of both the 
IMF and World Bank, which are U . N .  �gencies in any case
far from what the underdeveloped nations had had in mind: 
They wanted to get rid of the IMF dictjltorhip, not transfer it 
to the United Nations . The result of th�s manipulated discus
sion was that the "Eighth CommandJllent" of the final com
munique lamely calls upon the IMF and World Bank to "in
clude elements of social dev�lopment" In their 
conditionalities . 

Even the empty "20-20 principle ," /Nhich had been touted 
to become the crowning glory of the Copenhagen summit, 
suffered considerably from the U . N . , bid for more power. 
Instead of a discussion about making development aid more 
oriented toward social development by having the poorer 
nations allocate at least 20% of their budget for that purpose, 
the discussion became a demand for rpese countries to give 
up their sovereignty , by granting the U . N .  the right to inter
vene and change their national budgets , in order to force 
compliance with the required 20% for social development. 
The proposal so infuriated the Third I World delegates that 
the "20-20 principle" was not even included in the "Ten 
Commandments ," although it is still found in a watered
down version in the final communique. 

Talk of debt moratorium gagged 
The only issue on the agenda whi�h could have made a 

significant impact on the ongoing global economic crisis , 
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namely the call for a general cancellation of the debt owed 
by underdeveloped countries-which had been included in 
the draft program of action as an item to be decided upon at 
the summit-became the victim of V .N .  gag tactics .  

It had been expected that Danish Prime Minister Poul 
Nyrup Rasmussen would announce, in his opening remarks 
to the summit, that Denmark was immediately cancelling the 
debts owed to it by six underdeveloped nations .  This was 
meant to set the tone for a discussion of a general debt morato
rium; but it never happened. Apparently ,  somebody in the 
V.N.  apparat convinced Mr. Nyrup Rasmussen to forgo any 
mention of this in his opening speech . (The announcement 
appeared the next day in a short press release issued by the 
Danish development minister. )  

Hence , the first day of deliberations did not address , as 
expected, the debt issue , but rather centered on discussion 
about the creation of an "Economic Security Council ," a 
topic directly lifted from the pages of the Commission on 
Global Governance report , "Our Global Neighborhood. "  

Still , it was evident from the numerous discussions that 
EIR correspondents had with the delegates from many na
tions at the conference center, that recent dramatic events in 
the world financial markets have made a deep impression on 
most government officials .  Vnfortunately, it was also evident 
that the absence of constructive solutions to the serious eco
nomic problems , of the sort proposed by American statesman 
and economist Lyndon LaRouche , had left government lead
ers open to V .N .  manipulation. 

The most striking example was the call for an internation
al tax on financial transactions proposed by French President 
Fran�ois Mitterrand . The President' s  call certainly reflected 
a genuine concern about the harm to the world economy
not to mention the effects felt in France itself--caused by the 
gigantic financial bubble , totaling $1  trillion in speculative 
transactions every day . But in the world of the V .N . , this 
means something quite different: This is a way for the V. N . 
to grab a right-the right of taxation-otherwise inherent 
only to sovereign nations , and the proposal is for the money 
to finance V .N .  operations , another dream from the report 
on "Our Global Neighborhood."  

The proposal didn't get anywhere , but Commission 
Chairman Swedish Prime Minister Ingvar Carlsson and his 
cohorts in the Commission on Global Agenda will probably 
do their best to keep this discussion alive until the V . N . ' s  
50th anniversary conference i n  the fall . 

Nothing achieved, no one satisfied 
The Copenhagen summit proposed nothing that would 

alleviate the present global economic crisis , and left fanatics 
from both the "free-market" and "social engineering" circles 
in states of high dudgeon . 

The Copenhagen Declaration call for full employment 
and investment in productive activities set the free-marke
teers gnashing their teeth, all the more so after suffering 
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through explicit attacks on � market economics . Former 
Danish Minister of Taxation f.-nders Fogh Rasmussen, vice 
chairman of the Danish Libe� Party and a die-hard partisan 
of Milton Friedman, told the Qanish daily Politiken on March 
1 3 :  "The summit has seriousl� questioned if the forces of the 
free market could solve the problems of poverty. By doing 
so, the summit went in the cOJinpletely wrong direction. "  

Happy to say , the V . N .  dne-worlders did not gain any
thing from the summit , eithe�. In the last of the "Ten Com
mandments" of the Copenhag�n Declaration, the world lead
ers pledge that they will commit themselves to "create a 
better and stronger framework for the international , regional 
and subregional collaboration for the furthering of social 
development through the V . N'. and other multinational insti
tutions"-a far cry from the original plans for a world qrili
tary , a world tax , etc . that were at one time prominently 
featured in the summit' s  "Global Agenda. "  

Silajdzic blasts U.N.  'hypocrisy' 
On March 1 1 ,  Bosnian Prime Minister Haris Silajdzic 

blasted the V .N .  's "hypocris�" during the summit' s  plenary 
session: "I have listened to most of the addresses by the 
distinguished speakers , and 1 found almost nothing that I 
disagree with ," he said . "The problem is that reality disagrees 
with us . . . .  I say that Bosnia represents the exact opposite 
of what we declare as our goal today . The aggression on 
Bosnia has been supported twibe by the international COmmU
nity: first by imposing an arms embargo upon a country, 
victim of aggression, and second by maintaining the status 
quo that leads to the legalization of the gains by force and 
genocide . . . .  

"But a distinguished speaker said that we must put chil
dren first . We in Bosnia wonder if we have any children 
left. Seventeen thousand children have been killed in Bosnia 
during the last three years . Those living, some with gray hair 
and eyes and hearts of old med, are hardly children any more. 
Still , they are our only future' and, yes , we also want to put 
them first. Not the first to die j not the first on the firing line, 
but the first to live . If we want to build that world for our 
children , your children, all Children, we must do what it 
takes . "  

H e  continued his barrage 'in the closing session th e  next 
day: "How can we seriously talk about assuming global lead
ership if some 50 Security Council resolutions relevant to 
Bosnia remain dead letters on paper?" He continued: "Can 
we take seriously the V . N .  Charter, knowing the fact that a 
V . N .  member has been denied the right of self-defense? 
How can we discuss the realldcation of financial means from 
defense to social development if the law of force is openly 
promoted? How can we talk about order if we do not know 
what to do with those whose idea of economy is plunder and 
loot , and who believe in ethnic cleansing as the ultimate cure 

. for social problems?" he demanded . As Shakespeare wrote 
in Hamlet. The Prince of Denmark: "The restis silence . "  
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Andean Report by Miguel Angel Piedra 

A new border war? 
A look at who is helping Colombia's narco-guerrillas' effort to 

trigger a border war between Colombia and Venezuela. 

On February 26 , a Colombian 
guerrilla squad attacked the border 
post at Cararabo on the Venezuelan 
side , and massacred eight marine in
fantrymen . In response , officials of 
the Venezuelan government blamed 
Colombian authorities for negligence 
in patrolling the area, and even asked 
for indemnification for the families of 
the victims . 

Amid this climate of tension be
tween the two countries ,  the secretary 
general of the Venezuelan Labor Par
ty , Alejandro Peiia Esclusa, issued a 
March 1 communique calling for an 
investigation into the possible partici
pation of retired Lt . Col . Hugo Cha
vez in the Cararabo massacre . Peiia 
Esclusa's  call was read the next day 
on the leading television news station, 
Channel 2 .  

His statement charged that Cha
vez , a leader of the frustrated military 
coup against the Carlos Andres Perez 
government on Feb . 4 , 1992 , had par
ticipated only days earlier in several 
protest demonstrations near Cararabo 
against Venezuelan President Rafael 
Caldera' s  border development poli
cies . Elements of the Colombian guer
rilla movements were detected in 
those protests . Further, said Peiia, 
"Chavez has been meeting repeatedly 
with the Colombian guerrillas . . . 
and last December, he was received 
like a head of state by Fidel Castro 
himself. " Over the years , Castro has 
sponsored, trained , and financed Co
lombia' s various guerrilla move
ments , including the Revolutionary 
Armed Forces of Colombia (F ARC) 
and National Liberation Army (ELN) . 

On March 7 ,  Chavez was ques-
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tioned by reporters regarding Peiia' s  
statements . In response , Chavez 
avoided the question and instead de
manded a military trial of President 
Caldera for failing to meet the needs 
of the border regions and , therefore , 
for responsibility for the massacre . 
This attitude toward Caldera "stands 
in contrast to Chavez 's  behavior to
ward Fidel Castro , whom Chavez 
calls 'my chief, ' " said Peiia the next 
day . 

Chavez's  diversionary tactic 
didn't work . On March 10, the Cara
cas daily 2001 reported on the front 
page that the attack on Cararabo 
was led by a Venezuelan lieutenant 
linked to Chavez named Francisco 
Leon, who had deserted the Vene
zuelan National Guard two years ear
lier to join the Colombian guerrillas . 
Leon took with him a large quantity 
of weapons .  

"Commander Chavez Linked to 
ELN Guerrilla Group in Colombia," 
was the front-page headline of the 
Venezuelan daily Ultimas Naticias on 
March 1 3 .  Referring to a wire report 
from ANSA, datelined Bogota, the ar
ticle draws on information given by 
a high-level Colombian government 
official to the magazine Cambia 16, 
which notes that "according to infor
mation gathered by the Colombian au
thorities , Colonel Chavez has decided 
to focus his activities on the heated 
border area. . . . He has met with the 
ELN several times and this is consid
ered a delicate matter. " 

Chavez responded, "This is abso
lutely false . It is a lie . My movement 
and I do everything in public ."  Asked 
where he thought these accusations 

were coming from, Chavez said, 
"Surely from Colombian military in
telligence , together with Venezuelan 
military intelligence which, like all 
military intelligence , always points at 
everything except what it should be 
pointing at . "  

One item worth pointing at i s  what 
the Venezuelan newspaper El Nacia
nal reported on March 1 2 ,  which is 
that Chavez had dined with British at
tache Paul Webster Hare . E1R has ex
tensively documented the role of the 
British in orchestrating border wars 
and in supporting lbero-American 
guerrilla movements .  

There has been a lot o f  talk about 
granting Venezuelan troops the right 
of "hot pursuit" to go after Colombian 
terrorist raiders . Aside from the un
constitutionality of such a move and 
the dangerous precedent it sets , it also 
represents a potential trigger for full
scale war should pursuing troops 
overstep their bounds , wittingly or 
otherwise . The fact remains that the 
only response to tl!le narco-terrorism 
wreaking havoc on both sides of the 
border is for each country to mobilize 
and deploy its Armed Forces to do 
what they are constitutionally man
dated to do: defend �he national sover
eignty and destroy the enemies of the 
nation. 

In Colombia, that means ending 
the Samper government' s  absurd ef
forts to set up "peace talks" and "am
nesties" for the rampaging kidnappers 
and assassins of the F ARC and ELN , 
and launching an all-out drive to stop, 
arrest, and jail these criminals .  In 
Venezuela, it is the political support 
apparatus for these terrorists which 
must be exposed and dismantled. The 
Caldera government took an impor
tant step in that direction on March 
1 5 ,  when it ordered the arrest of 30 
Chavez supporters for plotting desta
bilization and a possible overthrow of 
the government . 
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Intennatio� InteEngence 

Killing of u.s. diplomats 
raises heat in Pakistan 

The March 8 killing of two U . S .  consular 
employees in Karachi, Pakistan has created 
an immediate crisis for the embattled gov
ernment of Prime Minister Benazir Bhutto. 
Bhutto condemned the attack as "part of a 
premeditated plan to create fear and harass
ment in sensitive areas of Karachi . "  

The two killed were Gary Durell , de
scribed as a communications technician, 
and Jackie van Landingham, a secretary at 
the consulate . The Washington Post, citing 
a "senior administration official ,"  reported 
that one of the two Americans killed was an 
intelligence agent working under diplomatic 
cover. "But the U . S .  government does not 
believe this was related to the attack," says 
the Post. 

There are reasons to believe that the 
Americans were victims of a proxy war be
tween Iran and Saudi Arabia which has been 
waged in Karachi for almost a year now . 
American involvement in this proxy war 
cannot be ruled out . 

Scheduled to visit the United States in 
April , a key visit for which she has post
poned the summit of the South Asian Asso
ciation for Regional Cooperation , Bhutto is 
now in a combat stage . There are indications 
that pressures have begun to mount against 
her and that the pressure is coming from the 
Saudis . 

Pakistani opposition leader and former 
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif, who visited 
Saudi Arabia recently and is reportedly 
backed by the Saudis ,  held a two-hour meet
ing with the Pakistani Chief of Army Staff 
Gen . Abdul Wahid Kakkar at Army Head
quarters in Islamabad. 

South Korean leader 
offers aid to North 

South Korean President Kim Young-sam, 
in a Berlin, Germany speech on March 7,  
said Seoul was ready to supply food, raw 
materials,  and industrial goods to the North 
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via cheap loans, in the interests of Korean 
unification. "We will spare no effort to sup
port North Korea in all areas where it needs 
help," Kim said . He said he hoped the North 
would adopt an attitude of reconciliation and 
cooperation toward the South and imple
ment a landmark deal with the United States 
reached last October. 

"We are ready to provide whatever raw 
materials and industrial goods that North 
Korea needs, starting with grains , via 
cheap, long-term loans ,"  Kim told an audi
ence in Berlin's Crown Prince' s  Palace . 

"If we are to keep pace with a rapidly 
changing world, North and South Korea 
must make joint efforts and employ courage 
and determination to advance Korean uni
fication," he said . 

Kim drew parallels between his hopes 
for Korean reunification and the 1 990 unifi
cation of western Germany with its formerly 
communist eastern half. But he noted that 
Korea, unlike Germany, had fought a civil 
war before division , and said this called for 
a more gradual approach to reunification. 

North Korea has rejected all the South's  
overtures in this direction, but Seoul still 
plans to bring about unification in three stag
es-reconciliation and cooperation , the cre
ation of a "Korean Commonwealth," and a 
final move to a fully unified state. 

North Korea' s  Foreign Ministry on 
March 8 threatened (for the fourth time in 
four weeks) to break the nuclear accord if 
President Clinton insists Pyongyang accept 
South Korean light-water reactors , because 
South Korea is being asked to pay for the 
$4.5 billion plan. Clinton administration 
sources privately and publicly dismissed the 
North Korean statements as not serious , say
ing that Pyongyang is just trying to save face 
over the obvious fact that it will have to 
accept superior technology from the South . 

Russians: Rand, Harvard 
are intelligence fronts 

The Russian federal Counterintelligence 
Service issued a report denouncing the Rand 
Corporation,  Ford Foundation, Soros Foun-

dation, Harvard University 's  Russian and 
East European Center, the Hoover Institute 
of Stanford University , and the Peace Corps 
as front organizations for U. S .  intelligence , 
Prof. E .M.  Holoboff of the King' s  College 
War Studies Department in London wrote 
in the International Herald Tribune on 
March 9. Holoboff, head of the Program on 
Post-Coqununist Studies,  called the report 
"xenophobic ," and said he fears "a dis
turbing misunderstanding of democratic so
cieties,  non-governmental organizations ,  
and freedom o f  information" i n  Russia . 

The Counterintelligence Service report, 
details of which appeared in Nezavisimaya 
Gazeta, says that the western institutes' true 
purpose in Russia is to undermine Russia' s  
stability b y  gathering information, recruit
ing agents , and deliberately organizing a 
"brain drain . "  It says that the western re
searchers support a policy of making the 
United States the sole global superpower, 
and are using a carefully planned strategy 
employing "nonconventional forms of intel
ligence gathering ."  These include cultivat
ing contacts with researchers in Russia, run
ning social research polls ,  studying 
archives , and acquiring information through 
the pretext of feasibility studies for financial 
and techJ!tical aid programs . 

Indian lawyers: justice 
twisted in LaRouche case 

In a press release datelined New Delhi , Feb . 
22 , the All India Lawyers Union issued a 
blistering statement charging that the trial 
of "economist and politician" Lyndon H .  
LaRouche and his associates "is one o f  the 
notable travesties of law and miscarriages of 
justice . " The statement identifies LaRouche 
as having "founded an independent political 
movement in the U . S .  and canvassed for 
an international monetary system and for 
adoption of a new strategic doctrine aimed 
at making nuclear war obsolete . " 

After a review of some details of the 
case , the release then quotes former Attor
ney General Ramsey Clark's  statement to 
the commission of independent jurists in 
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Washington, D .C .  in September 1994, and 
quotes from the statement issued by the 
commission itself after reviewing the new 
evidence in the LaRouche case . The release 
concludes: 

"The Executive Committee of the All 
India Lawyers Union resolved to join the 
worldwide movement to protest against 
gross violation of human rights and perver
sion of justice as demonstrated in the 
LaRouche case , and demanded exoneration 
of the defendants . "  

The All India Lawyers Union was intro
duced to the LaRouche cases at the Feb . 8 
seminar held at the Law Institute in New 
Delhi, where Gail Billington was the fea
tured speaker. The release is signed by the 
General Secretary of the AILU and the for
mer Bombay Supreme Court judge who 
chaired the Law Institute meeting . 

Reviewer links Kant, 
Hegel to Nazi rise 

A review of two books on Prussia, published 
in the March 10 Wall Street Journal-Eu
rope, echoes some of the points made re
cently in EIR by Frank Hahn ("Time To 
Bury the Rotten Legacy of G.W.F.  Hegel ," 
in the Feb. 3, 1 995 issue) . The books are 
The Kaiser and His Court, and Prussia: The 
Perversion of an Idea . The two books , and 
Laughland's  review, presume to investigate 
the relation between what Prussia was , and 
the later emergence of Nazi Germany .  The 
latter book, by Giles MacDonogh, has the 
'theme that Nazi Germany represented a per
version of true Prussian values . 

Laughland commented: 
''That Prussia was a victim and not a 

protagonist of German aggression may be a 
stimulating hypothesis , and it could help to 
overcome the Germans '  chronic lack of a 
history of which they can be proud. Unfortu
nately , it overlooks a factor that both authors 
neglect: philosophy. It was precisely certain 
dominant schools of philosophy, born in 
Prussia and developed throughout the whole 
of Germany,  that destroyed the Prussian no
tions of virtue from the inside . 
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"Indeed, the traditional notion of natural 
law-a source of justice that transcends the 
state--was destroyed more thoroughly in 
Germany than in any other country. The 
epistemological nihilism of the Prussian 
philosopher Kant-who believed that the 
world in itself, and therefore ultimate val
ues , were mere hypotheses-was complet
ed by the relativist 'historical' school of pos
itivist legal philosophy initiated by Hegel,  
the hugely famous professor of philosophy 
at Berlin University in the 1 820s . It can 
be argued that it was precisely the empty 
formalism of Kant-and, by extension, 
the Prussian notion of virtue-that enabled 
Hermann Goering, the honorific minister
president of Prussia under the Third Reich, 
to proclaim: 'I  am proud to say that I do 
not know what justice is . '  Indeed, he did 
not . "  

Turkey finally gets 
into EU customs union 

After 20 years, the European Union foreign 
ministers on March 6 agreed to an historic 
trade deal with Turkey . Since 1 980 the talks 
had been continuously blocked by Greece . 
Luxembourg' s  Prime Minister Jacques Poos 
called it "an historic and strategic decision ."  

But the British and French were quick 
to remind Turkey of the issue of "human 
rights . "  

''The implementation o f  the agreement 
may be delayed by the European Parlia
ment unless Turkey's  human rights record 
improves,"  said British Foreign Secretary 
Douglas Hurd. Hurd's  French colleague 
Alain Juppe also warned that "If the Euro
pean Parliament finds that there is no 
improvement in the human rights situation 
in Turkey, the customs union agreement, 
which will give Turkey access to the 
European Union market,  will not be imple
mented. "  

The customs union i s  to take effect on 
Jan . 1 .  1 996. and calls for increased cooper
ation in industry, telecommunications , 
transportation,  the environment. and con
sumer protection. 

• JERRY RAWLINGS, the Presi
dent of Ghana, met with President 
Clinton on March 9 and the two 
agreed that a W�st African regional 
conference shouIld be held to solidify 
the gains that have been made regard
ing Liberia, where a fragile cease-fire 
that was signed in Ghana has held 
since December,. It was President 
Rawlings's first official visit to the 
United States . 

• BURUNDI'� Energy and Mines 
Minister Ernest ' Kabushemeye was 
assassinated in the Burundi capital 
Bujumbura on March 1 1 .  Kabushem
eye, a Hutu , was bead of the Party for 
Popular Unity (�P) , which is in the 
governing coalition of the majority 
Hutu-Ied government. 

• PAUL DAVIES,' a mathematical 
physicist and fOfllller Cambridge Uni
versity fellow, was announced as the 
winner of the $ 1, million Templeton 
Prize for Progress: in Religion at a press 
conference in the Church Center of the 
United Nations on March 8 in New 
York. Davies. author of many popular 
science books, ijlentifies himself as 
having found "�sign, meaning, and 
purpose" in the uruverse . 

• IRAN is seeJpng better ties with 
the West and the Vatican, said Iran' s  
Foreign Minister. Ali Akbar Velayati 
in an interview with the Italian news 
magazine Panorama . "Iran aims to 
improve its relations with the West . 
Your know-how lmd your technology 
are necessary fo� our development. "  
He said the open;.ng did not, howev
er. apply to the United �tates .  

• FRANJO TUDJMAN, the Pres
ident of Croatia, may allow a smaIl 
U . N .  force to re�ain in Croatia, ac
cording to seve11al press reports on 
March 1 2 .  He has said he would not 
renew the U .N .  mandate for 
peacekeeping forces when it comes 
up on March 3 1 . '  
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Elected officials call 
for LaRouche's exoneration 
by Marianna Wertz 

The March 1 5  issue of the Washington Post carries a promi
nent, full-page advertisement with the endorsement of 500 
government and elected officials from every continent in 
the world, including 260 current and former state legislators 
from 43 American states , who are among the thousands of 
people who have called for the exoneration of statesman and 
economist Lyndon LaRouche . The $45 ,000 ad, an "Open 
Letter to President Clinton ," was paid for by the Schiller 
Institute, which is leading the drive to win exoneration for 
LaRouche . The ad appears opposite the Federal Page , which 
is most widely read by members of Congress and the adminis
tration . 

The new ad is proof of the growing power of the move
ment to exonerate LaRouche internationally . In addition to 
the state legislators , the names of 19 former U . S .  congress
men and 1 64 current and former parliamentarians and con
gressmen from around the world appear in the ad, more than 
twice as many as appeared in a similar ad which ran in the 
Post last November. 

The Open Letter to the President cites the fact that Lyndon 
LaRouche was freed on parole after having served five years 
in federal prison as a political prisoner. But,  it continues ,  
"the fact remains that a terrible crime still goes unanswered. 
Not only was an innocent man framed ,  convicted , and 
wrongfully imprisoned for five years , but , it is now clearly 
the case , documented by six volumes of unchallengeable 
evidence, consisting chiefly of government documents and 
admissions of government-led ' task force' officials, that the 
U . S .  government knew at all relevant times , from 1979 to the 
present day , that Lyndon H. LaRouche and his co-defendants 
were innocent of the false charges for which they were con
victed . This proof, that the government fraudulently charged, 
convicted, and imprisoned LaRouche and his associates , 
knowing they were completely innocent, is part of the public 
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record on file with the Federal appeals court in Richmond, 
Virginia . "  

The Letter concludes by  demanding that President Clin
ton, Attorney General Janet Reno, and the appropriate com
mittees of the U. S .  Congress "take any and all measures nec
essary to ensure the full and irnmediate exoneration of Lyndon 
LaRouche . The failure to dQ so does not stain the honor of 
Lyndon LaRouche , who has paid a terrible price for his inno
cence, but the honor of the U. S .  justice system and Constitu
tion , which , for more than 200 years prior to this dark episode, 
stood as the symbols of liberty and justice for all . " 

Judges cite misconduct 
The Post ad includes a box , not part of the Open Letter, 

which cites rulings by three �udges rebuking the federal and 
state governments involved in LaRouche-related prosecu
tions. In 1 988 , U . S .  Distri,::t Court Judge Robert Keeton 
of Boston found "institutional and systemic prosecutorial 
misconduct" during the trial' there of LaRouche and others. 
In 1 989 , U . S .  Bankruptcy Judge Martin V . B .  Bostetter 
found that federal officials h,d acted in "objective bad faith" 
and had perpetrated "constrUctive fraud on the court" when 
they illegally forced three publishing companies into invol
untary bankruptcy as part of the attack on LaRouche and 
his associates . In a ruling just a month ago vacating the 
convictions of three associates of LaRouche , New York State 
Supreme Court Judge Stephen Crane found that the conduct 
of agents of the New York, Virginia , and federal prosecu
tions "raises an inference of a conspiracy to lay low these 
defendants at any cost both here and in Virginia. "  

LaRouche needed in crisis 
With the ongoing collapse of the global financial system, 

as LaRouche had repeatedly forecast and warned about, an 
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increasing number of responsible government officials be
lieve that LaRouche must be exonerated, so that he can freely 
participate with his unique capabilities in rebuilding the 
world economy . The government and parliamentary endorse
ments of the Open Letter attest to this view . 

The large number of American state legislators whose 
names appear in the advertisement is particularly strong testi
mony to the increased urgency attached to LaRouche's  exon
eration , given that he was prosecuted in the United States 
and that there has been an unprecedented level of slander 
directed against him. 

The former U . S .  congressmen who signed the Open Let
ter include the following: Sen . Eugene J. McCarthy , Minn . ;  
Rep. Bert A. Bandstra, Iowa; Rep. Ronald Cameron, Calif. ; 
Rep . William P. Curlin , Jr. , Ky . ;  Rep . William Dannemey
er, Calif. ; Rep . John G. Dow , N . Y . ;  Rep. John Dowdy, 
Tex . ;  Rep . Mendel J .  Davis , S . c . ;  Rep . Bob Eckhardt, Tex . ; 
Rep. Carl Elliot , Ala. ; Rep . Cornelius Gallagher, N . J . ;  Rep . 
Charles A. Hayes , Ill . ;  Rep. Henry Helstoski , N .J . ;  Rep . 
Byron L. Johnson, Colo . ;  Rep . John A. Lesinski , Mich . ;  
Rep. James R .  Mann, S .C . ;  Rep. Ted Risenhoover, Okla. ;  
Rep. John G .  Schmitz , Calif. ; and Rep. Patrick Swindall , 
Ga. 

The 260 U . S .  state legislators come from 43 states, with 
heaviest representation, proportionally , from black legisla
tors in the South, many of them veterans of the civil rights 
movement who see LaRouche's  cause as their own. This 
includes 32 members of the Mississippi legislature , 20 mem
bers of the Alabama legislature, and 15 from Tennessee . 

Six Virginia legislators also signed the Open Letter, 
which is significant, as five of LaRouche's  leading associates 
are still political prisoners in Virginia, with decades-long 
prison terms as a result of the judicial railroad run against 
LaRouche in that state . 

A significant number of state representatives from both 
parties endorsed the statement out of concern for the danger 
to constitutional government and the rule of law represented 
by the LaRouche case and by the increasingly lawless poli
cies of the "Conservative Revolutionaries" in the 104th Con
gress .  

The endorsers list includes three former heads of  state 
and other leading figures, including former Presidents Arturo 
Frondizi of Argentina and Manuel Solis Palma of Panama; 
former Prime Minister Dr. Abdelhamid Brahimi of Algeria; 
RNDr. Josef Miklosko, former Vice-Prime Minister of for
mer Czechoslovakia; Prof. Dr. Hans R. Klecatsky , former 
Justice Minister of Austria; and Mounir Chafiq, chairman of 
the Islamic World Organization for Human Rights in Am
man, Jordan . 

Among the 1 83 sitting and former parliamentarians and 
congressmen listed as endorsing the call for exoneration, are 
these: 

• 2 members of the Israeli Knesset (Parliament) , includ
ing Yael Dayan, the daughter of former Israeli Defense Min-
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ister Moshe Dayan 
• 6 members of the European ParliJment, including Vice 

President Prof. Alessandro Fontana 
• 5 Parliamentarians from Bosnia-Hercegovina 
• 4 members of the German Bund¢stag (Parliament) 
• 2 members of the Russian Duma (Parliament) 
• 2 members of the Legislative Yuan (Congress) of the 

Republic of China 
• 5 Ukrainian members of Parliament 
• 9 members of the Burundi Parliament, and a former 

Burundi ambassador to the United States 
• 1 5  members of the Brazilian Congress 
• 15 members of the Colombian Congress 
• 14 members of the Peruvian Congress 
• 9 members of the Mexican Congress . 

Issue at Copenhagen summit 
Many of the more recent signers of the Open Letter added 

their names at the United Nations World Summit on Social 
Development that took place in Copenhagen, Denmark over 
March 6- 1 2 .  The Schiller Institute maintained a large pres
ence at the conference, with a prominent display of literature 
and signs calling for LaRouche' s  exoneration. Interest in the 
case was reportedly enormous , particularly from people who 
work at U .N .  missions in New York and from developing 
nations ,  where LaRouche is well knoy.'n for his opposition 
to IMF-World Bank austerity policies and his support for 
economic development. 

A resolution calling for the exoneration of LaRouche and 
directed to President Clinton was unanimously adopted by 
over 100 participants at the Schiller Institute' s  "Conference 
on Global Reconstruction" held during the course of the Co
penhagen summit. 

The resolution states: "We, the participants at the Schiller 
Institute conference in Stockholm on March 1 1 ,  1 995 , urge 
you, President William Clinton, to exonerate Lyndon 
LaRouche. We appreciate the initiative of our guest speaker, 
His Excellency Godfrey Binaisa, former President of Ugan
da, to speak out for justice and join him in the international 
fight for global economic development and against specula
tion and usury of the International Monetary Fund."  

The Washington Post ad also lists several leaders of  asso
ciations of former political prisoners in eastern Europe who 
signed the Open Letter, including: Djuro Perica, a Croatian 
MP who is president of the International Association of For
mer Political Prisoners and Victims of Communism; and 
Yevgen Proniuk, a Ukrainian MP who chairs the Association 
of Political Prisoners in Ukraine. 

The Schiller Institute plans an expanded ad campaign 
in the spring , including in the Richmond, Virginia press , 
because of the continuing imprisonmen� of LaRouche' s  asso
ciates in that state . 

Copies of the ad are available from the Schiller Institute 
at P .O.  Box 20244, Washington, D . C .  2004 1 -0244 . 
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Congressional Closeup by William Jones 

Republicans wary of 
tax cut 'bonanza' 
As House Ways and Means Commit
tee Chainnan Bill Archer (R-Tex . )  an
nounced a series of proposed tax cuts , 
including the capital gains tax cut, on 
March 9, many Republicans were ex
pressing skepticism about any such 
major giveaways . Capital gains tax 
cuts to the very rich have been woven 
into a comprehensive package by the 
Ways and Means chainnan together 
with tax cuts to "upper- and middle
income families" in order to make the 
corporate giveaway a bit more palat
able to the populists ' constituencies . 

Archer' s  plan calls for a tax credit 
of $500 per child for families earning 
up to $200,000 a year, a 50% reduc
tion in the capital gains tax , massive 
writeoffs and tax breaks for business
es , and new Individual Retirement 
Accounts (IRAs) for middle- and up
per-income families . 

The largesse of the proposal , how
ever, is being called into question by 
key Senate Republicans. "Basically , 
I 'm opposed to tax cuts ,"  said John 
Chafee (R. I . ) ,  "as much as we love to 
parcel them out . "  Even Finance 
Chairman Bob Packwood (Ore.)  indi
cated that any tax cut proposal would 
take a back seat to deficit reduction. 

Term-limits steamroller 
running out of steam 
The Republican leadership is sud
denly having trouble gathering a ma
jority of their GOP colleagues to back 
a term-limits bill , one of the top items 
in their "Contract with America. " 
House leaders had to cancel a press 
conference on March 10  because they 
couldn't  agree what to say on this very 
sensitive issue . 

Although several term-limits bills 
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are floating around the House , there is 
still no unity on which one to back and 
even less of a perspective for mobiliz
ing the two-thirds majority needed to 
pass it as an amendment to the Consti
tution. One bill , which would limit the 
term of congressmen and senators to 
1 2  consecutive years , has passed the 
House Judiciary Committee . Under 
this version, a representative or sena
tor could serve 12 years and then sit 
out a term, before returning for anoth
er 1 2 .  Some House freshmen want to 
introduce a lifetime limit of 1 2  years . 

Some leading Republicans , such 
as House Judiciary Chainnan Henry 
Hyde (R-Ill . )  and House Majority 
Whip Tom DeLay (R-Tex . ) ,  oppose 
the limits . But GOP freshmen could 
have a rough time come the 1 996 gen
eral elections ,  if some form of term
limits does not pass , since many of 
them campaigned heavily on promises 
that they would set strict limits on how 
long a person could serve . 

Defeat on this issue , so soon after 
the drubbing taken by the Balanced 
Budget Amendment, could be a seri
ous blow to the credibility of the Con
servative Revolution. 

�elfare 'reform' to 
eliminate safety net 
The Republican majority on the 
House Ways and Means Committee 
passed a measure on March 8 that is 
being hailed as the "biggest , toughest , 
and most comprehensive" welfare re
form in modem times . The measure 
will now go to the Rules Committee , 
which must merge the Ways and 
Means measure with similar ones 
passed by the House committees on 
Agriculture and Economic and Educa
tional Opportunities . 

The Ways and Means legislation 

would I transform money earmarked 
for the lWelfare "safety net ," into block 
cash grants to the states , and would 
end sifh critical programs as Aid to 
Famili�s with Dependent Children 
(AFD¢) ,  Emergency Assistance , the 
Women, Infants , and Children (WIC) 
nutriti�n program, and the federal 
schooll breakfast and lunch programs . 

In ' addition , the measure would 
deprive legal immigrants of welfare 
benefits , would restrict eligibility for 
the fOCl>d stamp program, and would 
cut dr�stically the Supplementary Se
curity lncome (SSI) for many children 
with II).ental and physical disabilities .  
Conservative Revolutionists , such as 
Michi$an Gov . John Engler and Mas
sachu�tts Gov . William Weld, want 
to eliniinate the SSI entirely . The leg
islation also requires welfare recipi
ents to work after two years and to 
leave ithe welfare rolls within five 
years . OCt denies cash welfare payments 
to unwed teenage mothers under 1 8 .  

The legislation i s  expected to pass 
the Hquse , but will undoubtedly meet 
some stiff opposition in the Senate , 
where ,there is less enthusiasm among 
Republicans to throw the burden of 
the welfare system into the laps of the 
state tovernments . The Senate Fi
nance Committee began taking up the 
welfare reform issue on March 8 .  

I 

Secp.rities speculators 
prot�cted from victims 
"Wall Street Scores Big," trumpeted 
a headline in the March 9 issue of the 
New York Post, which accurately 
chara<lterized the passage on March 8 
of the "Securities Litigation Reform 
Act ."  The legislation is the second of 
three measures in a Republican pack
age of legal reforms . The bill ,  which 
passed 325-99 , makes it much harder 
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for company shareholders to file fraud 
suits if the value of their stock drops. 

The bill is aimed at suits filed on 
behalf of shareholders who allege that 
the companies they invested in mis
represented their financial prospects , 
by setting stricter standards of proof 
for securities fraud. Under the mea
sure, plaintiffs would have to provide 
far more evidence that a company 
knowingly misled the market on its 
financial position and that the investor 
lost money because of the misinfor
mation. Opponents said it would re
duce protection for average stock
holders from fraud by attorneys , 
accountants , and corporate officials . 
An amendment to exclude derivatives 
transactions from the "protections" of 
the bill was rejected. 

' 

The first part of the Republican le
gal reform package-the "loser pays" 
bill-passed the House on March 7 by 
a 232- 193 vote . This measure would 
require plaintiffs to pay court costs 
and defendants ' attorneys fees . 

Democrats who opposed the mea
sures complained that the securities 
bill was rushed through with hardly 
any hearings .  "This is Congress op
erating at its worst," said Rep . Ed
ward Markey (D-Mass . ) .  "This is 
overturning 200 years of Americanju
risprudence ."  The administration is 
also strongly opposed to the legal re
forms , which could well face a presi
dential veto if they pass the Senate. 

Senate GOP delays 
line-item veto debate 
Senate Republicans initiated floor de
bate on the line-item veto on March 
16 ,  despite their inability to reach 
agreement on their version of the Con
tract with America' s "Fiscal Respon
sibility Act" provision . A line-item 
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veto would give the President power 
to veto particular items in an appropri
ations bill . Opponents , led by Sen . 
Robert Byrd (D-W. V . ) ,  point out that 
the provision would give the President 
more authority over appropriations 
than allowed by the Constitution . 

Senate Majority Leader Bob Dole 
(R-Kan . ) ,  still smarting over the de
feat of the Balanced Budget Amend
ment and hoping to avoid back-to
back losses on the Contract with 
America' s  centerpiece Fiscal Respon
sibility Act, wants a compromise . 

The House passed a straightfor
ward line-item veto measure in one 
of its first actions this year. Senators 
John McCain (R-Ariz . )  and Dan 
Coats (R-Ind. )  have introduced a ver
sion similar to the House version in the 
Senate . The McCain-Coats bill would 
put presidential "rescissions" into ef
fect automatically unless Congress 
approves a bill to block them. 

Some GOP senators , however, 
fearing that there is no veto-proof two
thirds majority available for a strict 
line-item measure, want to find a com
promise position. Advocating a more 
moderate version are Senate Budget 
Committee Chairman Pete Domenici 
(N .M. )  and the panel ' s  Democratic 
ranking minority member, Sen . J .  
James Exon (Neb . ) .  In their proposal , 
Congress would have to vote on a re
scission request within a specified 
time, which would take effect only if 
approved by a majority of both hous
es. A simple majority in one house 
could therefore block the rescission . 

Scrap ADM Treaty, 
say House Republicans 
Congressional Republicans are trying 
to use a stalemate in current negotia
tions with the Russians around the 

1972 Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty to 
build political support for challenging 
the treaty itself, claiming that Presi
dent Clinton is miling concessions 
that would prohibit the deployment of 
future missile defenses .  The present 
negotiations that the 'administration is 
conducting are aimed at revising the 
treaty in order to develop new short
range missile technologies .  

Key Republicans are advocating 
pushing ahead with, development of 
sophisticated defenses against short
range missiles that �ey believe could 
be launched from ships or other plat
forms by "rogue n�tions . "  Some of 
the new technologies could violate the 
ABM Treaty . Many Republicans also 
want to speed development of a na
tional anti-missile defense program, 
but the measure was Stripped from this 
year's  defense bill when it got to the 
House. In a joint hearing in the begin
ning of March before the House Na
tional Security Committee Subcom
mittee on Research and Development 
and the Subcommittee on Procure
ment , Lt. Gen . Malcolm O'Neill , di
rector of the Ballistic Missile Defense 
Organization (BMDO) , said that a na
tionwide defense against attack by up 
to four intercontinental ballistic mis
siles can be deployed within six years 
at a cost of $5 billion. 

The Clinton ' administration' s  
commitment to the ABM Treaty has 
been based on the belief that both the 
United States and Russia must agree 
to certain new missile defense techno
logies . The Russians have also threat
ened not to adhere to the Start I dis
mantling of nuclear weapons if the 
United States abro�ates the ABM 
Treaty . The administration has thus 
far budgeted $400 million on new 
technology, but has maintained that a 
national defense system is unneces
sary , although the technology could 
be used to build one .. 
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National News 

Science quarterly 
interviews LaRouche 
u . s .  statesman Lyndon LaRouche gave an 
interview to the Spring 1 995 issue of 21st 
Century Science & Technology on the sub
ject of "Creativity, Technology, and Trans
forming the World," as part of a special 
report on "Transforming the World," 
LaRouche laid out for Editor-in-Chief Carol 
White the history of his unique discoveries 
regarding human creativity . "Contrary to 
those who are misguided to believe that you 
learn from experience, man does not learn 
from experience . Animals learn from expe
rience. Mankind learns from fundamental 
discoveries which are essentially revolu
tionary in character," he said. 

"It was already obvious to me when I 
undertook the refutation of [Norbert] Wie
ner (and John Von Neumann) on this issue , 
that all human knowledge occurs in the form 
of metaphor. That is , that sense perceptions 
or concepts derived from sense perceptions 
or experimental observations are not truly 
knowledge . Rather knowledge is the valida
tion in practice of those discoveries which 
have a revolutionary character . . . .  Prog
ress in technology involves discoveries 
which cannot be derived from a formal 
mathematical representation of preexisting 
knowledge, but occur only as previously ex
isting knowledge is overturned . . . .  

"How impractical these practical people 
really are !"  he continued. "Without these 
processes of discovery , mankind would 
never have exceeded the population level of 
the higher apes . " 

Census shows rise in 
black childhood poverty 
Two recently released studies by the U . S .  
Census Bureau show that the rate o f  poverty 
among the nation's  African-American chil
dren is nearly three times that of white chil
dren and rising . In 1 993 , forty-six percent of 
black children were living below the official 
poverty level ($ 1 5 , 1 4 1  per year for a family 
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of four) , compared with 17% of white 
children. 

The studies, "The Black Population in 
the United States: March 1994 and 1993" 
and "Characteristics of the Black Popula
tion: 1 990,"  also reveal the devastation that 
has occurred to African-American families . 
Only 36% of the nation' s  black children live 
in two-parent households, an all-time low . 
The overall poverty rate for black families 
was 39% in 1 993 , the studies found, up from 
32% in 1969 . During the same period, the 
poverty rate for white families climbed from 
8% to 14%. 

The Joint Center for Political and Eco
nomic Studies , which studies trends in the 
black community, issued a statement on the 
Census Bureau studies on Feb. 22, which 
said: "This situation constitutes a grave 
threat to the future of African-Americans 
and society at large ."  

Arkansas banker rebuffs 
Starr plea-bargain 
Neal T. Ainley , who is the former president 
of the Perry County Bank in Arkansas , 
which lent money to Bill Clinton's  1 990 
gubernatorial campaign, has refused to 
buckle under to months of pressure for a 
plea bargain from Whitewater Special Pros
ecutor' Kenneth Starr. Starr offered to let 
Ainley plead to a single criminal count, if 
he would appear as a witness against others, 
starting with Bruce Lindsey, who had been 
the treasurer of Clinton's  1990 campaign 
and who is today a senior White House ad
viser and close confidant of the President' s .  

When Ainley would not cave in , Starr 
hit him with five felony counts for failing 
to file currency transaction reports on cash 
transactions of over $ 1 0,000 having to do 
with the Clinton campaign. Ainley now 
faces up to 40 years in prison. 

The vindictiveness of the indictment is 
made clear by the fact that Starr was hoping 
to use a plea by Ainley against Lindsey, 
who, as campaign treasurer, once wrote four 
checks for $7,500 to withdraw $30,000, 
rather than writing checks for more than 
$ 10,000, which would require reporting . 
The implication is that Ainley was assisting 

money-l�undering by Clinton's  gubernato
rial campaign, although Starr' s  office gives 
no motive. 

Ruling denies Bush 
cont�ol of records 
Federal Judge Charles R. Richey has de
clared "null and void" a controversial agree
ment sigped in the waning hours of the Bush 
administration, according to the Washinglon 
Post on 'Feb . 28 .  The judge ruled that the 
Bush agteement had circumvented the Presi
dential Records Act,  created after Watergate 
to preveht presidential ownership of White 
House records . Archivist Don W. Wilson 
agreed to the deal with Bush on Jan. 19,  1993 
Gust before Bush left office); Wilson was 
soon thereafter named director of the George 
Bush O�nter at Texas A&M University . 

In the ruling , Richey called the agree
ment "atbitrary , capricious ,  an abuse of dis
cretion, and contrary to law ," noting that 
"no one-not even the President-is above 
the law ." As a footnote , Richey described 
the agreement as curious ,  because it was not 
time-stamped or written on White House 
stationery . Bush signed it solely with his 
name, rather than "President George Bush."  

Ridley additionally ordered acting ar
chivist Trudy H .  Peterson not to honor the 
Bush-Wilson agreement. 

The .agreement had also given Bush, as 
a privat¢ citizen, veto power over release of 
documents he considered personal, and he 
could even order the archivist to destroy se
lected documents . 

Barry budget for D . C .  
rattles austerity-mongers 
Washington, D . C .  Mayor Marion Barry 
submitted a municipal budget containing no 
severe expenditure cutbacks in early March, 
raising a storm of protest from Republican 
congressmen and political representatives 
of crisis-rattled bankers . They have de� 
manded that Barry impose harsh austerity 
measures, and ease the way for imposing a 
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Big MAC-style financial control board. 
While the proposed budget does include 

about $70 million in wage cuts , Barry has 
said no to the wholesale cutbacks in medical 
and other services .  

A fact sheet from the mayor's  office said 
the city will seek from the federal govern
ment: $267 million to cover Medicaid debts; 
$279 million which the federal government 
owes the city from the 1 970s; and payment 
of unfunded pension liabilities from the 
"federal control" period; "transfer of some 
non-municipal functions , such as prisons 
and Medicaid ."  Thus the federal govern
ment would take over functions normally 
�andled by a state rather than a city . 

House Speaker Newt Gingrich (R -Ga . ) ,  
by contrast i s  offering up "on the cheap" 
solutions, such as enterprise zones for poor 
neighborhoods ,  which would include pay
ments of $8,000 per child per year for school 
vouchers , according to the March 1 2  Wash
ington Post.

' Under this system, says 
Gingrich, with $ 1 60,000 for a first-grade 
class of 20 students, "a gifted teacher could 
rent a room, buy the teaching tools and pro
vide breakfast and lunch and still be one of 
the highest-paid teachers in America." 

Clinton CIA nominee 
withdraws under fire 
Another nominee to replace Adm. James 
Woolsey as head of the CIA has been forced 
to withdraw, as the FBI dredged up allega
tions that the family of Gen . Michael P .C .  
Cams had violated immigration laws . Carns 
had reported the story as a potential problem 
when President Clinton first nominated him, 
but felt that the issues were old, and the 
violations of immigration law minor. 

The allegations ,  wrote the New York 
Times on March I I ,  involve the relationship 
between the Carns family and Elbino Runas , 
the nephew of the Carnses' housekeeper 
when the general was stationed in the Philip
pines. Runas became an informal member 
of the family, and came to the United States 
when the family returned, under provisions 
which allow domestics to accompany fami
lies returning from foreign postings .  Runas 
was never employed as a domestic in the 
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Philippines ,  and although there apparently 
was some sort of contract written in order 
to meet immigration regulations ,  he never 
worked as a domestic in the United States.  

President Clinton has asked Assistant Sec
retary of Defense John Deutch, who hadearlier 
refused the appointment, to replace Carns and 
Deutch has agreed to take the post. 

Orange County Hooded 
with cuts and layoffs 
Orange County , California is now in the 
process of disintegration, as a new chief ex
ecutive officer, William Popejoy, has put 
forward a program of layoffs, deep cuts in 
services , and a selloff of county assets . A 
tax increase has been ruled out as politically 
inexpedient in this county, a conservative 
Republican stronghold. 

Popejoy's  three-month program of cuts 
began on March 7, and would mean laying 
off 1 ,040 county employees and leaving an 
additional 563 vacant jobs unfilled, for a 
total job reduction of 1 ,98 1 out of a work
force of 1 8 ,000 since January . Most severe
ly affected would be the county' s  social ser
vice agency, which helps the poor, mentally 
ill , and abused. 

Popejoy has also floated plans for priva
tizing nine county-owned libraries , a juve
nile correctional institution that had already 
been proposed for closing , and several build
ings housing sheriff s stations ,  courts , and 
other facilities .  Popejoy claims that $ 1 00  
million could be raised within a year o n  the 
sales of a dozen properties , and that another 
dozen, including the libraries , would take 
longer to sell .  The privatization would trans
fer to independent contractors many of the 
county 's  building maintenance and custodial 
services as well as support work in the sher
iff s department and in road maintenance . 

But Popejoy's  axe-wielding has not 
gone very far toward filling the giant crater 
left by the county's  gambling its finances on 
derivatives . Moreover, the county faces an 
Aug . 10 deadline to cover $ 1  billion in bond 
debt. Popejoy is claiming that his program 
will leave the county only about $382 mil
lion short of what is needed to repay debt 
due . 

, 

BTif!jly 
• MICHAEL BILLINGTON'S 
habeas corpus petition was dis
missed in one paragraph by the Vir
ginia Supreme Court in March. The 
LaRouche associate, who is serving 
an outrageous 77-year sentence, is 
now clear to present his case to the 
federal courts . 

• THE SCHILLER Institute is 
planning another national round of 
conferences on "Economic Develop
ment in a Period of the Collapse of 
the Financial System," beginning on 
March 29 in Washington, D .  C .  Other 
conferences scheduled for April in
clude Chicago , ' Houston, Pierre, 
South Dakota, New York, and Nor
folk, Virginia. 

• 'THREE STRIKES' laws are 
killing plea-bargaining, according to 
the March 8 Washington Post. In Cal
ifornia, for instaQCe, the year-old law 
that sends a third-time felon to prison 
for 25 years ("three strikes and you're 
out") has resulted in a drop of plea
bargaining in felony cases from 90% 
to 1 4% of second felonies and 6% of 
third felonies .  Now, the state prison 
population is expected to grow by 
70% over the next five years , costing 
$9 . 5  billion for new prisons . 

• THE DEATH PENALTY was 
signed into law by New York Gov. 
George E .  Pataki on March 7 .  Pa
taki ' s  predecessor, Democrat Mario 
Cuomo, was a staunch opponent of 
capital punishment. Pataki made a 
big show of the signing, gathering 
seven relatives of murder victims into 
his office and using the pens of two 
slain police officers to sign the bill , 
saying , "Justice will now be served. "  

• AARON BURR also wanted to 
balance the budget, Sen . Robert Byrd 
(D-W. V . )  reminded his colleagues 
on March 6. In : 1 795 , Sen . Aaron 
Burr also wanted to impose a time 
Hmit to balance the federal budget. 
Byrd reported that on Feb . 28,  1 795 , 
the Senate reject4d an amendment to 
a bill that Burr hrut sponsored requir
ing repayment, during a 1 2-20 year 
period, of the prio.cipal on a subscrip
tion loan to fund the foreign debt. 
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Editorial 
I 
I 

The march that changed h$tory 
Thirty years ago, on March 7 ,  a group of  very brave 
Americans awakened the conscience of the world . Be
ginning a march from Selma, Alabama to the state 
capital in Montgomery , they got only as far the Edmund 
Pettus Bridge in Selma before they were stopped in 
what became known as Bloody Sunday . 

They were demanding that black as well as white 
Americans be guaranteed their constitutional right to 
vote . The brutality of the sheriffs and state officials 
who took part in the bloodletting then , contrasted with 
the courage of the men and women who withstood the 
onslaught with peaceful determination . 

Just two weeks later, hundreds of marchers were 
led by Dr. Martin Luther King over the same ground. 
This time, they were allowed to proceed to Montgom
ery . Later that year, President Lyndon Baines Johnson 
signed the Voting Rights Act of 1 965 into law , an act 
in which all Americans could take pride , and many 
did . 

The three decades which have followed have, how
ever, by and large , not been a good time for Americans . 
The web of conspiracy that produced the assassinations 
of John Kennedy and Robert Kennedy , Martin Luther 
King, and Malcolm X, coupled with the purposeless 
waste of the Vietnamese War, contributed to the disori
entation of Americans.  If there is nothing worth dying 
for, then one 's  life can never rise beyond a more or less 
bestial scramble for daily existence . Dr. Martin Luther 
King , like all other great men , taught that lesson-both 
by his life and the manner of his death . But he was not 
alone , as the thousands who came to Selma earlier this 
month to commemorate the march remind us.  

The actions of J .  Edgar Hoover' s FBI in aiding 
and abetting the conspiracy to assassinate America's 
political leadership , played a very large role in demor
alizing a whole generation of Americans.  "Were there 
indeed values embodied within the American Constitu
tion which were worth dying to preserve; was there an 
American nation worthy of the best efforts of its young 
people?" they asked themselves . 

More and more young Americans answered, "No," 
as  they saw their parents tum their backs upon the 
challenge set by Kennedy and King-not to have let 
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the Second World War have:; been fought in vain . 

"Look out for number ohe ," had become their par
ents ' motto and it became thbrs as well . As they turned 
to the rock-drug countercul�re , the entire social fabric 
of the nation began to unq.vel , to be replaced by a 
scramble for sensual oblivion . Profligate hedonism en
gendered a kind of callous! cynicism, which is more 
cruelly manifest today than it was by the racists at the 
Edmund Pettus Bridge . ' 

Today we see the expre�sion of this in the attempt 
by Phil Gramm and his supporters to again run rough
shod over the U . S .  Constitution and trample on the 
rights of the poor, the elderly , and non-whites . They 
have yet to resort to the blOfdy measures which faced 
civil rights activists 30 yeaq; ago; but the massive bud
get cuts which Gramm aIOd Gingrich are pushing 
through the U . S .  Congress� will result in many more 
deaths . This is only one step away from a situation in 
which we can expect to se� riots met with riot police 
and scenes of far more bloooy violence than even the 
horrors of the 1 960s . 

' 

The 30th anniversary of Bloody Sunday , which 
was commemorated over tHe week of March 4- 1 1  by a 
number of events in Selma, must mark more than a 
commemoration of noble d�eds in the past . Thousands 
of Americans , white as well as black, traveled from 
across the United States to participate . That struggle 
for civil rights , for all mankind, must proceed to victory 
whatever the odds . 

Among the leaders of lhe struggle who attended 
the ceremonies in Selma, were two prominent political 
leaders of today . One is Amelia Boynton Robinson, the 
woman nearly beaten to death at the Edmund Pettus 
Bridge , now vice-chairman of the Schiller Institute 
founded by Helga Zepp-LaRouche; the other was Dr. 
King' s  aide Rev . James !Bevel , who was Lyndon 
LaRouche' s  vice-presidentlial running mate in 1 992.  
Both have recently been inducted into the National 
Voting Rights Museum andi Institute . This is especially 
appropriate , because the movement built by LaRouche 
embodies today that same rporal determination for jus
tice represented by the civil rights movement led by 
Martin Luther King . 
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